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for leave to intervene. Submissions 
should be in Portable Document Format 
(PDF) in accordance with NRC guidance 
available on the NRC public Web site at 
http://www.nrc.gov/site-help/e
submittals.html. A filing is considered 
complete at the time the documents are 
submitted through the NRC's E-Filing 
system. To be timely, an electronic 
filing must be submitted to the E-Filing 
system no later than 11 :59 p.m. Eastern 
Time on the due date. Upon receipt of 
a transmission, the E-Filing system 
time-stamps the document and sends 
the submitter an e-mail notice 
confirming receipt of the document. The 
E-Filing system also distributes an e
mail notice that provides access to the 
document to the NRC Office of the 
General Counsel and any others who 
have advised the Office of the Secretary 
that they wish to participate in the 
proceeding, so that the filer need not 
serve the documents on those 
participants separately. Therefore, 
applicants and other participants (or 
their counsel or representative) must 
apply for and receive a digital ID 
certificate before a hearing request/ 
petition to intervene is filed so that they 
can obtain access to the document via 
the E-Filing system. 

A person filing electronically using 
the agency's adjudicatory E-Filing 
system may seek assistance by 
contacting the NRC Meta System Help 
Desk through the "Contact Us" link 
located on the NRC Web site at http:// 
www.nrc.gov/site-help/e
submittals.html, by e-mail at 
MSHD.Resource@nrc.gov, or by a toll
free call at (866) 672-7640. The NRC 
Meta System Help Desk is available 
between 8 a.m. and 8 p.m. , Eastern 
Time, Monday through Friday, 
excluding government holidays. 

Participants who believe that they 
have a good cause for not submitting 
documents electronically must file an 
exemption request, in accordance with 
10 CFR 2.302(g). with their initial paper 
filing requesting authorization to 
continue to submit documents in paper 
format. Such filings must be submitted 
by: (1) First class mail addressed to the 
Office of the Secretary of the 
Commission, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission, Washington, DC 20555
0001, Attention: Rulemaking and 
Adjudications Staff; or (2) courier, 
express mail, or expedited delivery 
service to the Office of the Secretary, 
Sixteenth Floor, One White Flint North, 
11555 Rockville Pike, Rockville, 
Maryland, 20852, Attention: 
Rulemaking and Adjudications Staff. 
Participants filing a document in this 
manner are responsible for serving the 
document on all other participants. 

Filing is considered complete by first
class mail as of the time of deposit in 
the mail, or by courier, express mail, or 
expedited delivery service upon 
depositing the document with the 
provider of the service. A presiding 
officer, having granted an exemption 
request from using E-Filing, may require 
a participant or party to use E-Filing if 
the presiding officer subsequently 
determines that the reason for granting 
the exemption from use of E-Filing no 
longer exists. Documents submitted in 
adjudicatory proceedings will appear in 
NRC's electronic hearing docket, which 
is available to the public at http:// 
ehd.nrc.gov/EHD _Proceeding/home.asp, 
unless excluded pursuant to an order of 
the Commission, or the presiding 
officer. Participants are requested not to 
include personal privacy information, 
such as social security numbers, home 
addresses, or home phone numbers in 
their filings, unless an NRC regulation 
or other law requires submission of such 
information. With respect to 
copyrighted works, except for limited 
excerpts that serve the purpose of the 
adjudicatory filings and would 
constitute a Fair Use application, 
participants are requested not to include 
copyrighted materials in their 
submission. If a person other than the 
licensee requests a hearing, that person 
shall set forth with particularity the 
manner in which his interest is 
adversely affected by this Order and 
shall address the criteria set forth in 10 
CFR 2.309(d). 

If a hearing is requested by a licensee 
or a person whose interest is adversely 
affected, the Commission will issue an 
Order des ignating the time and place of 
any hearings . In the absence of any 
request for hearing, or written approval 
of an extension of time in which to 
request a hearing, the provisions 
specified in Section IV above shall be 
final 20 days from the date this Order 
is published in the Federal Register 
without further order or proceedings. If 
an extension of time for requesting a 
hearing has been approved, the 
provisions specified in Section IV shall 
be final when the extension expires if a 
hearing request has not been received. If 
payment has not been made by that 
time, the matter may be referred to the 
Attorney General, for collection. 

In the event the Licensee requests a 
hearing as provided above, the issues to 
be considered at such hearing shall be: 

(a) Whether the Licensee was in 
violation of the Commission's 
requirements as set forth in the Notice 
referenced in Section II above, and 

(b) whether, on the basis of such 
violation, this Order should be 
sustained. 

Dated at Rockville, Maryland, this 15th day 
of June 2010. 

For the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. 
Roy P. Zimmerman, 
Director, Office ofEnforcement. 
[FR Doc. 20 10-15198 Filed 6-22-10: 8:45 am] 

BILLING CODE 7590-01-P 

SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 

Privacy Act of 1974, Computer 
Matching Program-U.S. Small 
Business Administration and U.S. 
Department of Homeland Security, 
Federal Emergency Management 
Agency 

AGENCY: Small Business Administration. 
ACTION: Notice of computer matching 
program: U.S. Small Business 
Administration and U.S. Department of 
Homeland Security, Federal Emergency 
Management Agency. 

SUMMARY: The U.S. Small Business 
Administration plans to participate as a 
source agency in a computer matching 
program with and U.S. Department of 
Homeland Security, Federal Emergency 
Management Agency. The purpose of 
this agreement is to set forth the terms 
under which a computer matching 
program will be conducted. The 
matching program will ensure that 
applicants for SBA Disaster loans and 
DHS/FEMA Other Needs Assistance 
have not received a duplication of 
benefits for the same disaster. This will 
be accomplished by matching specific 
DHS/FEMA disaster, as established in 
the computer matching agreement. 
DATES: Effective Date: May 21, 2010. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: 

I. Introduction 

The Small Business Administration 
(SBA) and the Department of Homeland 
Security, Federal Emergency 
Management Agency (DHS/FEMA) have 
entered into this Computer Matching 
Agreement (Agreement) pursuant to 
section (o) of the Privacy Act of 1974 (5 
U.S.C. 552a), as amended by the 
Computer Matching and Privacy 
Protection Act of 1988 (Pub. L. 100
503), and as amended by the Computer 
Matching Privacy Protection Act 
Amendments of 1990 (Pub. L. 101-508, 
5 U.S.C. 552a(p) (1990)). For purposes of 
this Agreement, both SBA and DHS/ 
FEMA are the recipient agency and the 
source agency as defined in 5 U.S.C. 
552a(a)(9), (11). For this reason, the 
financial and administrative 
responsibilities will be evenly 
distributed between SBA and DHS/ 
FEMA unless otherwise called out in 
this agreement. 

mailto:MSHD.Resource@nrc.gov
www.nrc.gov/site-help/e
http://www.nrc.gov/site-help/e
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II. Purpose and Legal Authority 

A. Purpose of the Matching Program 

The purpose of this Agreement is to 
set forth the terms under which a 
computer-matching program will be 
conducted. The matching program will 
ensure that applicants for SBA Disaster 
Loans and DHS/FEMA Other Needs 
Assistance have not received a 
duplication of benefits for the same 
disaster. This will be accomplished by 
matching specific DHS/FEMA disaster 
data with SBA disaster loan application 
and decision data for a declared 
disaster, as set forth in this Agreement. 

B. Legal Authority 

The legal authority for undertaking 
this matching program is contained in 
section 7(b)(1) of the Small Business Act 
(15 U.S.C. 636(b)(1)) and in section 
312(a) of the Robert T. Stafford Disaster 
Relief and Emergency Assistance Act 
(42 U.S.C. 5155), which authorizes 
agencies to ensure that assistance 
provided by each is not duplicated by 
another source. 

The Computer Matching and Privacy 
Protection Act of 1988 (Pub. L. 100
503), as amended, establishes 
procedural requirements for agencies to 
follow when engaging in computer
matching activities. 

III. Justification and Expected Results 

A. Justification 

It is the policy of both SBA and DHS/ 
FEMA that the agencies will not provide 
disaster assistance or loan funds to 
individuals or businesses that have 
already received benefits from another 
source for the same disaster. One way to 
accomplish this objective is to conduct 
a computer-matching program between 
the agencies and compare the data of 
individuals, businesses, or other entities 
that may have received duplicative aid 
for a specific disaster from SBA and 
DHS/FEMA. 

It is also recognized that the programs 
covered by this Agreement are part of a 
Government-wide initiative (Executive 
Order 13411 Improving Assistance for 
Disaster Victims, dated August 29, 2006) 
to identify duplication of benefits 
received by individuals , businesses, or 
other entities for the same disaster. That 
initiative and this matching program are 
consistent with Office of Management 
and Budget (0MB) guidance on 
interpreting the provisions of the 
Computer Matching and Privacy 
Protection Act of 1988 (54 FR 25818, 
June 19, 1989); and 0MB Circular A
130, Appendix I, "Federal Agency 
Responsibilities for Maintaining 
Records About Individuals," 

instructions on Federal agency 
responsibilities for maintaining records 
about individuals. 

B. Expected Results 

In processing applications for 
assistance for both DHS/FEMA and 
SBA, there are several scenarios where 
duplicate partial or full applications are 
received. For example, a husband and 
wife may both apply for assistance, not 
knowing the other had done so; a person 
may apply to both DHS/FEMA and SBA; 
or system failures may abort a 
registration while in progress and 
generate a duplicate registration when 
the person returns to try again, to name 
a few. 

Based on historical data, DHS/FEMA 
and SBA anticipate that the computer 
match will reveal instances where such 
duplication results in excessive or 
duplicate assistance payments. For 
example, DHS/FEMA received 
2,160,284 registrations in response to 
hurricanes Katrina and Rita, and 
referred 67,023 of those registrations to 
SBA as potential duplicates. Excluding 
the Katrina and Rita disasters, DHS/ 
FEMA received 7,070,068 registrations 
from 1998-2009, and referred 13,809 
potential duplicates to SBA. The data 
illustrates that the number of possible 
duplicates, while typically a low 
percentage of total registrations, could 
rise or fall based on a change in the 
volume of referrals. The data suggests 
that the expected results of the match 
are difficult to quantify precisely due to 
the unpredictable nature of disasters. 

IV. Records Description 

A. Systems ofRecords and Estimated 
Number of Records Involved 

DHS/FEMA accesses records from its 
DHS/FEMA 008-Disaster Recovery 
Assistance Files (September 24, 2009, 
74 FR 48763) system of records through 
its National Emergency Management 
Information System (NEMIS), and 
matches them to the records that SBA 
provides from its SBA-020 Disaster 
Loan Case Files (April 1, 2009, 74 FR 
14911) system of records. SBA uses its 
Disaster Credit Management System 
(DCMS) to accesses records from its 
SBA-020 Disaster Loan Case Files 
(April 1, 2009, 74 FR 14911) system of 
records and match them to the records 
that DHS/FEMA provides from its DHS/ 
FEMA 008-Disaster Recovery 
Assistance Files (September 24, 2009, 
74 FR 48763) system of records. Under 
this agreement, DHS/FEMA and SBA 
exchange data for: (1) Initial 
registrations ; (2) to update the SBA loan 
status, and (3) to check for a duplication 
of benefits. 

1. For the initial registration match , 
SBA is the recipient of data from DHS/ 
FEMA. DHS/FEMA will extract and 
provide to SBA the following 
information: Registrant data; registration 
data; registration damage; insurance 
policy data; registration occupants' data; 
registration vehicles data; National 
Flood Insurance Reform Act of 1994 
registration data; and registration flood 
zone data. 

2. For the Duplication of Benefits 
Match, SBA is the recipient of data from 
DHS/FEMA. DHS/FEMA will extract 
and provide to SBA the following 
information for the Automated 
Duplication of Benefits Interface: 
Registrant and damaged property data; 
home application assistance data; "other 
assistance" data; verification data; and 
inspection data. 

3. For the Status Update match, DHS/ 
FEMA is the recipient of data from SBA. 
SBA will extract and provide to DHS/ 
FEMA personal information about SBA 
applicants; application data; loss to 
personal property data; loss mitigation 
data; SBA loan data; and SBA event 
data. 

4. Estimated number of records. A 
definitive answer cannot be given as to 
how many records will be matched as 
it will depend on the number of 
individuals, businesses or other entities 
that suffer damage from a declared 
disaster and that ultimately apply for 
Federal disaster aid. 

B. Description of the Match 

1. DHSIFEMA-SBA automated 
import/export process for initial 
registrations. SBA is the recipient (i.e. 
matching) agency. SBA will match 
records from its SBA-020 Disaster Loan 
Case Files system of records (April 1, 
2009, 74 FR 14911) and non-disaster 
related applications accessed via the 
Disaster Credit Management System 
(DCMS), to the records extracted and 
provided by DHS/FEMA from its DHS/ 
FEMA 008-Disaster Recovery 
Assistance Files system of records 
(September 24, 2009, 74 FR 48763). 
DHS/FEMA will provide to SBA the 
following information: Personal 
information about the disaster 
assistance registrant; disaster assistance 
registration data; property damage data; 
insurance policy data; property 
occupant data; vehicle registration data; 
National Flood Insurance Program data; 
and Flood Zone data. SBA will conduct 
the match using the FEMA Disaster ID 
Number, FEMA Registration ID Number, 
Product (Home/Business) and 
Registration Occupant Social Security 
Number to create a New Pre
Application. The records SBA receives 
are deemed to be DHS/FEMA registrants 
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who are referred to SBA for disaster 
loan assistance. Controls on the DHS/ 
FEMA export of data should ensure that 
SBA only receives unique and valid 
referral records. 

When SBA matches its records to 
those provided by DHS/FEMA, two 
types of matches are possible: A full 
match and a partial match. A full match 
exists when an SBA record matches a 
DHS/FEMA record on each of the 
following data fields: FEMA Disaster ID 
Number, FEMA Registration ID Number, 
Product (Home/Business), and 
Registration Occupant Social Security 
Number. A partial match exists when an 
SBA record matches a DHS/FEMA 
record on one or more, but not all, of the 
data fields listed above. If either a full 
or partial match is found during this 
process, the record is placed in a 
separate queue for manual examination, 
investigation, and resolution. Non
matched records, those for which no 
SBA registration is found for a given 
DHS/FEMA registration, are placed into 
the regular Pre-Application Queue. 

2. DHS/FEMA-SBA duplication of 
benefits automated match process. Both 
DHS/FEMA and SBA will act as the 
recipient (i.e. matching) agency. SBA 
will extract and provide to DHS/FEMA 
data from its SBA-020 Disaster Loan 
Case File system of records (April 1, 

· 2009, 74 FR 14911), accessed via the 
DCMS. DHS/FEMA will match the data 
SBA provides to records in its DHS/ 
FEMA-008 Disaster Recovery 
Assistance Files system of records 
(September 24, 2009, 74 FR 48763), 
accessed via NEMIS, on the FEMA 
Registration ID Number. SBA will issue 
a data call to FEMA requesting that 
FEMA return any records in NEMIS for 
which a match was found. For each 
match found, FEMA sends all of its 
applicant information to SBA so that 
SBA may match these records with its 
registrant data in the DCMS. SBA's 
DCMS manual process triggers an 
automated interface to query NEMIS 
using the FEMA Registration ID Number 
as the unique identifier. DHS/FEMA 
will return the fields described below 
for the matching DHS/FEMA record, if 
any, and no result when the FEMA 
Registration ID Number is not matched. 
DHS/FEMA will provide the FEMA 
Disaster Number, FEMA Registration 
Identifier, Registrant and Co-registrant 
Name, Mailing Address, Phone Number, 
Social Security Number, Damaged 
Property data, National Flood Insurance 
Reform Act data, Flood Zone data, 
FEMA Housing Assistance and other 
Assistance data, Program, Award Level, 
Eligibility, and Approval or Rejection 
data. SBA will then proceed with its 
duplication of benefits determination . 

3. DHS/FEMA-SBA status update 
automated match process. DHS/FEMA 
will act as the recipient (i.e . matching) 
agency. DHS/FEMA will match records 
from its DHS/FEMA DOB-Disaster 
Recovery Assistance Files system of 
records (September 24, 2009, 74 FR 
48763), to the records extracted and 
provided by SBA from its SBA-020 
Disaster Loan Case File system of 
records (April 1, 2009, 74 FR 14911). 
The purpose of this process is to update 
DHS/FEMA registrant information with 
the status of SBA loan determinations 
for said registrants. The records 
provided by SBA will be automatically 
imported into NEMIS to update the 
status of existing registration records. 
The records DHS/FEMA receives from 
SBA are deemed to be DHS/FEMA 
registrants who were referred to SBA for 
disaster loan assistance. Controls on the 
SBA export of data should ensure that 
DHS/FEMA only receives unique and 
valid referral records. 

SBA will provide to DHS/FEMA the 
following information: Personal 
information about SBA applicants; 
application data; loss to personal 
property data; loss mitigation data; SBA 
loan data; and SBA event data. DHS/ 
FEMA will conduct the match using 
FEMA Disaster Number, and FEMA 
Registration ID Number. Loan data for 
matched records will be recorded and 
displayed in NEMIS. Loan data will also 
be run through NEMIS business rules; 
potentially duplicative categories of 
assistance are sent to the National 
Processing Service Centers Program 
Review process for manual evaluation of 
any duplication of benefits. 

C. Projected Starting and Completion 

Dates 


This Agreement will take effect 40 
days from the date copies of this signed 
Agreement are sent to both Houses of 
Congress or 30 days from the date the 
Computer Matching Notice is published 
in the Federal Register, whichever is 
later, depending on whether comments 
are received which would result in a 
contrary determination (Commencement 
Date) . SBA is the agency that will: 

1. Transmit this agreement to 
Congress. 

2. Notify 0MB. 

3. Publish the Computer Matching 
Notice in the Federal Register. 

4. Address public comments that may 
result from publication in the Federal 
Register. 

Matches under this program will be 
conducted for every Presidential 
disaster declaration. 

V. Notice Procedures 

A. DHSIFEMA Recipients 

FEMA Form 90-69 "Application/ 
Registration for Disaster Assistance," 
Form 90-69B "Declaration and Release" 
(both included in 0MB No. 1660-0002), 
and various other forms used for 
financial assistance benefits 
immediately following a declared 
disaster, use a Privacy Act statement to 
provide notice to applicants regarding 
the use of their information. The Privacy 
Act statements provide notice of 
computer matching or the sharing of 
their records consistent with this 
Agreement. The Privacy Act statement 
is read to call center applicants and is 
displayed and agreed to by Internet 
applicants. Also , FEMA Form 90-69B 
requires the applicant's signature in 
order to receive financial assistance. 
Additionally, the Federal Emergency 
Management Agency Disaster 
Assistance Improvement Program 
Privacy Impact Assessment and 
Department of Homeland Security 
Federal Emergency Management 
Agency-008 Disaster Recovery 
Assistance Files System of Records 
Notice (September 24, 2009, 74 FR 
48763) provide public notice. 

B. SBA Recipients 

SBA Forms 5 "Disaster Business Loan 
Application," 5C "Disaster Home Loan 
Application" and the Electronic Loan 
Application (ELA) include notice to all 
applicants that in the event of 
duplication of benefits from DHS/FEMA 
or any other source, the Agency may 
verify eligibility through a computer 
matching program with another Federal 
or state agency and reduce the amount 
of the applicant's loan. All applicants 
are required to acknowledge that they 
have received this notification. 
Additionally, the Small Business 
Administration Disaster Credit 
Management System Privacy Impact 
Assessment and Small Business 
Administration-020 Disaster Loan Case 
File system ofrecords (April 1, 2009, 74 
FR 14911) provide public notice. 

VI. Verification Procedure 

A. DHSIFEMA-SBA Automated Import/ 
Export Process for Initial Registrations 

The matching program for the initial 
contact information for individuals and 
businesses will be accomplished by 
mapping registrant data for DHS/FEMA 
fields described earlier to the Disaster 
Credit Management System application 
data fields. During the automated 
import process, a computer match is 
performed against existing Disaster 
Credit Management System 
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Applications as described in the 
Section.IV,1 . FEMA's system ofrecord 
for the registration data is known as 
Department of Homeland Security 
Federal Emergency Management 
Agency-008 Disaster Recovery 
Assistance Files system of records 
(September 24, 2009, 74 FR 48763). 

If the registrant's data does not match 
an existing Pre-Application or 
Application in the SBA's Disaster Credit 
Management System, then the 
registrant's data will be inserted into the 
Disaster Credit Management System to 
create a new Pre-Application and an 
SBA application for disaster assistance 
may be mailed to the registrant. If the 
registrant's data does match an existing 
Pre-Application or Application in SBA's 
Disaster Credit Management System, it 
indicates that there may be an existing 
Pre-Application/ Application for the 
registrant in the Disaster Credit 
Management System. The system will 
insert the record within the SBA's 
Disaster Credit Management System but 
will identify it as a potential duplicate. 
This will be further reviewed by SBA 
employees to determine whether the 
data reported by the DHS/FEMA 
registrant is a duplicate of previously 
submitted registration information. 
Duplicate Pre-Applications or 
Applications will not be processed. 
DHS/FEMA takes steps to ensure that 
only valid and unique registrants are 
referred to SBA through the computer 
matching process. 

B. DHSIFEMA-SBA Duplication of 
Benefits Automated Match Process 

The matching program is to ensure 
that recipients of SBA Disaster Loans 
have not received duplicative benefits 
for the same disaster from DHS/FEMA. 
This will be accomplished by matching 
the DHS/FEMA Registration ID Number. 
If the data matches, specific to the 
application or approved loan, the dollar 
values for the benefits issued by DHS/ 
FEMA may reduce the eligible amount 
of the disaster loan or may cause SBA 
loan proceeds to be used to repay the 
grant program in the amount of the 
duplicated assistance. 

DHS/FEMA and SBA are responsible 
for verifying the submissions of data 
used during each respective benefit 
process and for resolving any 
discrepancies or inconsistencies on an 
individual basis. Authorized users of 
both the Disaster Credit Management 
System and National Emergency 
Management Information System will 
not make a final decision to reduce 
benefits of any financial assistance to an 
applicant or take other adverse action 
against such applicant as the result of 
information produced by this matching 

program until an employee of the 
agency taking such action has 
independently verified such 
information. 

The matching program for duplication 
of benefits will be executed as part of 
loan processing and prior to each 
disbursement on an approved SBA 
disaster loan. Any match indicating that 
there is a possible duplicated benefit 
will be further reviewed by an SBA 
employee to determine whether the 
FEMA grant monies reported by the 
applicant or borrower are correct and 
matches the data reported by DHS/ 
FEMA. If there is a duplication of 
benefits, the amount of the SBA disaster 
loan will be reduced accordingly after 
providing applicant with written notice 
of the changes, by processing a loan 
modification to reduce the loan amount 
or, where appropriate, by using the SBA 
loan proceeds to repay the FEMA grant 
program. 

VII. Disposition of Matched Items 
After a computer match has been 

performed, records of applicants that are 
not identified as being a recipient of 
both DHS/FEMA and SBA benefits will 
be eliminated from the Disaster Credit 
Management System and destroyed. 
Other identifiable records that may be 
created by SBA or DHS/FEMA during 
the course of the matching program will 
be destroyed as soon as they have 
served the matching program's purpose, 
and under any legal retention 
requirements established in conjunction 
with the National Archives and Records 
Administration or other authority. 
Destruction will be by shredding, 
burning or electronic erasure, as 
appropriate. 

Neither SBA nor DHS/FEMA will 
create a separate permanent file 
consisting of information resulting from 
the specific matching programs covered 
by this Agreement except as necessary 
to monitor the results of the matching 
program. Information generated through 
the matches will be destroyed as soon 
as follow-up processing from the 
matches has been completed unless the 
information is required to be preserved 
by the evidentiary process. 

VIII. Security Procedures 
SBA and DHS/FEMA agree to the 

following information security 
procedures: 

A. Administrative. The privacy of the 
subject individuals will be protected by 
strict adherence to the provisions of the 
Privacy Act of 1974 (5 U.S.C. 552a). 
SBA and DHS/FEMA agree that data 
exchange and any records created 
during the course of this matching 
program will be maintained and 

safeguarded by each agency in such a 
manner as to restrict access to only 
those individuals, including contractors, 
who have a legitimate need to see them 
in order to accomplish the matching 
program's purpose. Persons with 
authorized access to the information 
will be made aware of their 
responsibilities pursuant to this 
Agreement. 

B. Technical. DHS/FEMA will 

transmit the data (specified in this 

Agreement) to SBA via the following 

process: 


1. SBA will pull application data from 
FEMA Disaster Assistance Center (DAC) 
via a Web services based Simple Object 
Access Protocol, Extensible Markup 
Language/Hypertext Transfer Protocol 
Secure request. The data will be used to 
create applications inside the Disaster 
Credit Management System. For each 
record, a response will be sent back to 
FEMA DAC indicating success or 
failure . 

The SBA/Disaster Credit Management 
System to DHS/FEMA Disaster 
Assistance Center export of referral data 
(specified in this Agreement) will occur 
via a Web services based Simple Object 
Access Protocol, Extensible Markup 
Language/Hypertext Transfer Protocol 
Secure request. 

The DHS/FEMA Duplication of 
Benefits Interface will be initiated from 
the Disaster Credit Management System 
to the DHS/FEMA Disaster Recovery 
Assistance-National Emergency 
Management Information System 
through a secured Virtual Private 
Network tunnel, open only to SBA 
domain Internet Protocol addresses. The 
results of the query are returned to the 
Disaster Credit Management System in 
real-time and populated in the Disaster 
Credit Management System for 
delegated SBA staff to use in the 
determination of duplication of benefits. 

C. Physical. SBA and DHS/FEMA 
agree to maintain all automated 
matching records in a secured computer 
environment that includes the use of 
authorized access codes (passwords) to 
restrict access. Those records will be 
maintained under conditions that 
restrict access to persons who need 
them in connection with official duties 
related to the matching process. 

D. On-Site inspections. SBA and DHS/ 
FEMA may make on-site inspections of 
the other agency's recordkeeping and 
security practices, or make provisions 
beyond those in this Agreement to 
ensure adequate safeguarding of records 
exchanged. 
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IX. Records Usage, Duplication and 

Redisclosure Restrictions 


SBA and DHS/FEMA agree to the 

following restrictions on use, 

duplication, and disclosure of 

information furnished by the other 

agency. 


A. Records obtained for this matching 
program or created by the match will 
not be disclosed outside the agency 
except as may be essential to conduct 
the matching program, or as may be 
required by law. Each agency will 
obtain the written permission of the 
other agency before making such 
disclosure (see routine uses in 
Department of Homeland Security 
Federal Emergency Management 
Agency-008 Disaster Recovery 
Assistance Files system of records 
(September 24, 2009, 74 FR 48763) and 
Small Business Administration-020 
Disaster Loan Case File system of 
records (April 1, 2009, 74 FR 14911). 

B. Records obtained for this matching 
program or created by the match will 
not be disseminated within the agency 
except on a need-to-know basis, nor will 
they be used for any purpose other than 
that expressly described in this 
Agreement. Information concerning 
"non-matching" individuals, businesses 
or other entities will not be used or 
disclosed by either agency for any 
purpose. 

C. Data or information exchanged will 
not be duplicated unless essential to the 
conduct of the matching program. All 
stipulations in this Agreement will 
apply to any duplication . 

D. If required to disclose these records 
to a state or local agency or to a 
government contractor in order to 
accomplish the matching program's 
purpose , each agency will obtain the 
written agreement of that entity to abide 
by the terms of this Agreement. 

E. Each agency will keep an 
accounting of disclosure of an 
individual's record as required by 
section 552a(c) of the Privacy Act and 
will make the accounting available upon 
request by the individual or other 
agency. 

X. Records Accuracy Assessments 

DHS/FEMA and SBA attest that the 
quality of the specific records to be used 
in this matching program is assessed to 
be at least 99% accurate. The possibility 
of any erroneous match is extremely 
small. 

In order to apply for assistance online 
via the Disaster Assistance Center (DAC) 
portal an applicant's name, address, 
Social Security Number, and date of 
birth are sent to a commercial database 
provider to perform identity 

verification. The identity verification 
ensures that a person exists with the 
provided credentials. In the rare 
instances where the applicant's identity 
is not verified online or the applicant 
chooses, the applicants must call one of 
the DHS/FEMA call centers to complete 
the registrations. The identity 
verification process is performed again. 
Depending on rare circumstances, an 
applicant is allowed to register using an 
ersatz Social Security Number. 
Applicants must update their Social 
Security Number and pass the identity 
verification to obtain assistance. 

XI. Comptroller General Access 

The parties authorize the Comptroller 
General of the United States, upon 
request, to have access to all SBA and 
DHS/FEMA records necessary to 
monitor or verify compliance with this 
matching agreement. This matching 
agreement also authorizes the 
Comptroller General to inspect any 
records used in the matching process 
that are covered by this matching 
agreement. (31 U.S.C. 717 and 5 U.S.C. 
552a(b)(10)). 

XII. Duration of Agreement 

The Agreement may be renewed, 

terminated or modified as follows: 


A. Renewal or Termination . This 
Agreement will become effective in 
accordance with the terms set forth in 
paragraph IV.C and will remain in effect 
for 18 months from the commencement 
date . At the end of this period, this 
Agreement may be renewed for a period 
of up to one additional year if the Data 
Integrity Board of each agency 
determines within three months before 
the expiration date of this Agreement 
that the program has been conducted in 
accordance with this Agreement and 
will continue to be conducted without 
change. Either agency not wishing to 
renew this Agreement should notify the 
other in writing of its intention not to 
renew at least three months before the 
expiration date of this Agreement. 
Either agency wishing to terminate this 
Agreement before its expiration date 
should notify the other in writing of its 
wish to terminate and the desired date 
of termination. 

B. Modification of the Agreement. 
This Agreement may be modified at any 
time in writing if the written 
modification conforms to the 
requirements of the Privacy Act and 
receives approval by the participant 
agency Data Integrity Boards. 

XIII. Reimbursement of Matching Costs 

SBA and DHS/FEMA will bear their 
own costs for this program. 

XIV. Data Integrity Board Review/ 

Approval 


SBA and DHS/FEMA's Data Integrity 
Boards will review and approve this 
Agreement prior to the implementation 
of this matching program. Disapproval 
by either Data Integrity Board may be 
appealed in accordance with the 
provisions of the Computer Matching 
and Privacy Protection Act of 1988, as 
amended. Further, the Data Integrity 
Boards will perform an annual review of 
this matching program. SBA and DHS/ 
FEMA agree to notify the Chairs of each 
Data Integrity Board of any changes to 
or termination of this Agreement. 

XV. Points of Contacts and Approvals 

For general information please 
contact: Thomas R. McQuillan (202
646-3323), Privacy Officer, Federal 
Emergency Management Agency, 
Department of Homeland Security; and 
Ethel Matthews (202-205-7173), Senior 
Privacy Advisor, Office of the Chief 
Information Officer, Small Business 
Administration. 

Paul T. Christy, 
Acting Chief Information Officer/Chief 
Privacy Officer. 
[FR Doc. 2010-15113 Filed 6-22-10; 8:45 am] 

BILLING CODE 8025-01-P 

OFFICE OF SCIENCE AND 
TECHNOLOGY POLICY 

Partially Closed Meeting of the 
President's Council of Advisors on 
Science and Technology 

ACTION: Public Notice. 

SUMMARY: This notice sets forth the 
schedule and summary agenda for a 
partially closed meeting of the 
President's Council of Advisors on 
Science and Technology (PCAST), and 
describes the functions of the Council. 
Notice of this meeting is required under 
the Federal Advisory Committee Act 
(FACA), 5 U.S.C., App. 
DATES: July 16, 2010. 
ADDRESSES: The meeting will be held at 
the Keck Center of the National 
Academies, 500 5th Street, NW., Room 
Keck 100, Washington, DC. 

Type of Meeting: Open and Closed. 
Proposed Schedule and Agenda: The 

President's Council of Advisors on 
Science and Technology (PCAST) is 
scheduled to meet in open session on 
July 16, 2010 from 10 a.m.-5 p.m. with 
a lunch break from 12:30 p.m. to 2 p.m. 

Open Portion ofMeeting: During this 
open meeting, PCAST is tentatively 
scheduled to hear presentations on 
space policy and science, technology, 



SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 


SBA NOTICE 


NOTICE NO. 
TO: MANAGEMENT BOARD MEMBERS 9000-574 

EFFECTIVE 
9 1 89 

SUBJECT: Computer Matching and Privacy Protection Act 
Implementation 

The Computer Matching and Privacy Protection Act of 1988, P.L. 
100-503, is an amendment to the Privacy Act of 1974. It 
establishes procedural safeguards affecting agencies• use of 
Privacy Act records in performing certain types of computerized 
matching programs. The Act requires agencies to conclude written 
agreements specifying the terms under which matches are to be 
done. It also provides due process rights for record subjects to 
prevent agencies from taking adverse actions unless they have 
independently verified the results of the match and given the 
subject 30 days advance notice. Oversight is accomplished in a 
variety of ways: by having agencies (a) publish matching 
agreements, (b) report matching programs to 0MB and Congress; and 
(c) establish internal boards to approve their matching activity. 
The effective date of the Act is January 1, 1990. 

As stated above, the Act requires each Federal agency that acts 
as either a source or recipient of data in a computerized 
matching program to establish a Data Integrity Board consisting 
of senior agency officials designated by the agency head to 
oversee the agency's participation. Two board members are 
mandated by the Act. They are the agency's Inspector General and 
the senior official responsible for the implementation of the 
Privacy Act. The Board will be composed of the Associate Deputy 
Administrator for Management and Administration (Chairperson), 
the Assistant Administrator for Hearings and Appeals (Secretary), 
the Inspector General, the General Counsel, and the Assistant 
Administrator for Information Resources Management. Respective 
program managers will participate in an advisory capacity as 
needed for computer matches involving their program area. 

The Board is responsible for approving or disapproving all 
computerized matching agreements involving SBA data. It must 
review the matching agreement that supports each proposed 
matching program and determine if it is in conformance with the 
provisions of the Act, as well as with any other relevant 
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The Board has the responsibility for approving or disapproving 
computerized matching agreements. It must review the matching 
agreement that supports each proposed matching program and 
determine if it is in conformance with the provisions of the Act, 
as well as with any other relevant statutes, regulations, or 
guidelines. While some of the work of the Board may be delegated 
- for example, the compilation of reports, advising program 
officials and maintaining and disseminating information about the 
reliability of the data used in the matching - the approval of 
the matching agreements may not be delegated. 

The Data Integrity Board should meet as needed to ensure that SBA 
matching programs are carried out efficiently, expeditiously and 
in conformance with the Act. However, the Board must conduct an 
annual review of all matching programs in which SBA has 
participated as either a source or recipient agency. The Board 
will also report on whether the matches are in compliance with 
the matching agreements and on the effectiveness of the program 
to the agency in terms of costs and benefits. The reporting 
requirements will be defined in a revision to Appendix I of 0MB 
Circular No. A-130, "Management of Federal Information 
Resources". 

c)·p-~~ 
James P. Gallogly 

1. 	 Recommendation: Establish an SBA Data Integrity Board to 
implement and carry out the provisions of the Computer 
Matching and Privacy Protection Act of 1988, P.L. 100-503. 

Approved 

Disapproved 

Date 

2. 	 Recommendation: The Board will be composed of the Associate 
Deputy Administrator for Management and Administration 
(Chairperson), the Assistant Administrator for Hearings and 
Appeals (Secretary), the Inspector General, the General 
Counsel and the Assistant Administrator for Information 
Resources Management. Respective program managers will 
participate in an advisory capacity as needed for computer 
matches involving their program area. 

Approved 

Disapproved 

Date 
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3. 	 Recommendation: The Board will meet as required, but at 
least annually, to review and report on the Agency's 
compliance with the Act. The Board will also ensure that 
any external reporting requirements of the Act are met. 

Approved 

Disapproved 

Date 
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OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND coverage, and matches for which Data guid~nce issued in 1979 and revised in 
BUDGET integrity Boards should waive the Act's 1982. lt is the definition that the General 

benefit/cost requiremenl Accounting Office has asserted in its 
Privacy Act of 1974; Final Guida~ At the expiration of the comment study of the cos ta and benefits of 
Interpreting the Provisions of Public period. 0MB had received comments conducting matching programs: 
Law 100-503, the Computer Matching from 42 respondents. These fell into five Computer Matching: Assessing its Costs 
and Privacy Protection Act of 1988 categories: and Benefits. GAO/PEMD-87-Z. 

• The Congress (2) November 1986.AC.ENCY: Office of Management and • Federal agencies (24) · In defining the Federal/non-Federal Budget • State agencies (14) match. however. 0MB read the statute
ACTION: l!suance of final guidance. ,• Public Interest Groups (1) as applying to both automated and non

• Public Employee Unions (1)
SUMMARY: These Guidelines implement automated records so Ions as the

In additio.o to providing comments on the provisions of Pub. I.. 100-503, the comparison was done via computer. 
the specific areas requested. most Computer Matching and Privacy . Several commentate~ objected to 
commentators also chose to commentProtection Act of 1988. Tb.is Act amends placing a heavier administrative burdenmore broadJy on the guidance. the Privacy Act of 1974 to establisb oo State and local agencies engaged inAl though the following guidana! i.s

procedural safeguam affecting matching with Federal agencies than onpublished in final form. 0MB realizesagencies' use of Privacy Act recom in Federal agencies matching with eachthat the implementation of this complex· 
pe.riorming certain types of other. One commentator suggested thatAct will undoubtedly require the · 
computerized matching program.,. The the 0MB reading was in error and thatissuance of additional and clarifying
Act requires agencies to conclude the modifier "automated" could properlyguidance and intends to monitor the .
written agreements specifying the terms and reasonably be read as modifying allagencies implementation closely to thatunder which matches 8l'9 to be done. It of the data bases involved.end.also provides due process right.I for - Other commentators pointed out that 
record subject.I to prevent agencies from Section By Section Analysa the clear intent of the Act was to deal 
talci.ng adverse actions unless they have Section Sa{l){a';-Matching ~ with situations where large numbers of 
independently verified the result. of a Definition individuals were subjected to automated 
match and given the subject 30 days scrutiny with potentially adverse 
advance notice. Oversight is Caution Against Eluding the Act's con.sequences, and that in actual 
aceomplished in a variety of ways: by Requirements practice, that meant automated 
having agencies (a) publish matching Several commentatorw advised 0MB . comparisons of automated data bases.( agreements. (b) report matching to explicitly. warn agencies, both Federal . Certainly the Privacy Act itself contains 
programs to 0MB and Congress; and (c) and State. against engaging in sophistry an expression of Congressional concern 
establish internal boards to approve or subterfuge. to avoid the reach of the on precisely this point: that use of 

, their matching activity. The Act Act. They pointed out. for example. that computers could "greatly magnify the 
becomes effective on July 19, 1989. a Federal agency might combine two harm" to an individual 
EFFECTTV! DATE: These Guidelines are disparate systems of records containing After careful consideration of these 
effective June 19, 1989. payroll and personnel recom of Federal arguments.. 0MB has n!vised the 
FOR FUR'TliEII IHFORMATlOH CONTACT: employees into a single system and . definition to clarify that in both Federal
Robert N. Veeder, Office of Management match data ieu within the new system. to-Federal and Federal-to-conFederal 
and Budget Office of Information and Thi, activity would not be covered. matching programs what i.a involved is 
Regulatory Affairs, Information Policy although a match between the two the automated comparison of two or 
Branch. Telephone (202) 395-4814.. aeparate systems would have been. In more automated record sets. whether 
SUPPt.EMEMTARY IHR>RMATION: Pub. L. other cases. agencies might convert aystems of recom or nee-Federal 
loo-503. the Computer Matching and automated records to paper recom to records. In ta.king th.is position. 0MB is 
Privacy Protection Act of 1988 was perform a manual match. albeit one of extremely concerned that agencies not 
enacted on October 18.1988. It will more limited acope. 0MB thinu these . adopt data exchange practices that 
become effective on July 19, 1989. The recommendations are pertinent and has deliberately avoid I.he reach of the Act 
Act requires 0MB to wue guidance on added cautionary advice to the · where compliance would otherwise be 
interpreting and implemenwig lts matching program aefinition section to requind. The gu.idan.ce has been revised 
provisiona no later than the eighth caution agencies not lo engage in · . to cite this concern and give examples of 
month after enactment or June 19. 1989. activities intended to frustrate the au~ improper practices. 

On April 19, 1989. 0MB published for normal application of the Act. State Agencies' Concern,
public comment proposed interpretive Distinct.Ion Betwee.c Federal to Federal 
guidance. The notice especially invited . and Federal to Non-federal Matches A number of State respondent.a 
comment on the applicability of the Act asserted that matches between the 
to two examples of matching activity: OMB. ln making a literal Social Security Administration and 

• 'Ibe entering of information · intel'J)retation of the statutory definition State agencies in which SSA merely 
·· ·---reeeived-orally-into-an-autornated data--oh.rnatching.program._distinguished ·_ J?rovided information with which to 

base £or the purpose of determining between Federal-to-Federal and update a benefits file to reflect an 
~ eligibility for a Federal benefit Federal-to-non-Federal matches. In the aC'Os.the-board cost-of-living~. • The automation by a Federal former c:ase. the necessary components allowance change should not be 

agency of data from a Federal non- were that there were two or more . . considered a matching program underr• automated system of recorda. automated 1y1tema of reeom and that .; the Act.,They asserted that the match. if 
r The proposal we solicited examples the comparison of records in these one occurred. was really done at SSA. 

of routine administrative matches using systems was done via a computer. Thia and disclosure to the States of COLA 
Federal personnel or pa~'?'Oll records ii essentially the classic definition of a information did not involve a 
that should be excluded from the Act's matching program that 0MB put forth In computerized comparison of two 

http:gu.idan.ce
http:talci.ng
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independent record sources. 01vill is 
sympa:het ic to the concerns of the 
Sta tes. but unpersuaded by this 
analysis . The record as ·main tained by 
the state agency is a State re~rd, not a 
Federal record. The matching process 
involves comparing information 
provided by a Federal source to that 
record using a computer to perform the 
comparison. There are potentially · 
adverse consequences for the record 
subject. Eligibility for a Federal benefit 
program is involved. Clearly, this is a 
Federal-to-non-Federal matching 
program contemplated by the Act. 

It should be noted that States are free 
to update their files for across-the-board 
cost-of-living adjustments without 
matching with Federal recorcs. Since the 
COLA percentages are known in 
advance, are uniform. and are 
automatic. States can compute these 
CCI.A's themselves. Actions taken 
based on benefit levels recomputed by 
the States without the involvement of a 
Federal s_ystem of records matching 
program would be ,ubject to the laws 
and regulations governing such · 
programs rather than the Matching Act. 

Ail additional State concern relates to 
how to conduct the independent 
verification required by the Act for these 
lcinds of matc;hes. That is discussed 
below. 

Entering ofInformation R.eceived Drolly 

A final consideration in the definition 
of what constitutes a matching program 
for purposes of the Act Is the response 
of the commentators to specific 
questions 0MB raised in ita proposed 
guidance. Specifically, we asked 
wb~ther when a State benefits clerk 
tales information received orally from 
an applicant and enters it into an 
automated Federal Privacy Act system 
of records the ·pr:ovulons of the · 
Matching Act come Into play. A mafority 
of respondents thought that to the extent 
that no record existed at the Stale level. 
.uch a query would cot be covered. 
However. If the query produced a record 
that the State would ultimately · . 
maintain. ll WU covered. Since it la 
mtlilcely that a State would never · · 
memorialize auch a query. this iutie ls 
perhaps more academic than reaL In any 
case. the guidance bas been amended to 
add this example. · 

s«:t.ion 5a(1)(d}-Matching Purpose 

ElementJ of Matching~ .· ·. ·. 

Several commentators £ound OMB's - · 
discussion of the elementJ of the · ··, · 
purpo$e section less clear than oi,.m. . : 
intended. The aection baa been · · .... 
redrafted. ..· . .· .·. ;;, :: 

Ultimate Purpose 

Two comrr.en ta!ors took e:,,.cept ion to 
OMB's assertion that peripheral 
conseqi;ences of a matching program. 
even if ha,ing an ultimate adverse 
result. could be d iscounted in 
determining whether a match was 
covered. They urged instead that 0MB 
broadly construe the purpose section to · 
take in the ultimate purpose of the 
match (by which 0MB assumes they' 
mean any ultima te consequence, 
whether intended or unintended). 0MB 
is unpersuaded by this rationale. The 
thrust of the Act is to cover matching 
programs whose purpose is clear and 
deliberate and intended to accomplish 
one of three stated purposes: to 
determine eligibility .for a Federal 
benefit. compliance with benefit 
program requirements, or to effect 
recovery of imp:oper payments or · 
delinquent debts from current or former 
beneficiaries. The more tenuous the 
nexus between the operation of the . 

program and these purposes is the 

battier it is to find any applicability of 

the Act. Having said that. however. 

0MB remains concerned that agencies 

not avoid the reach of the Act by 

disguising the real purpose of their 

matching programs. 


Sect.ion 5a(3}-Ex.clusions From the 
Mat.ching Definition 

Statistical Matches for Research 
Purposes . 

Two commentators criti~ed the 
inclusion of "pilot matches" in this 
excluded category. In the past. agencies 
have done pilot matches.using a small 
data subset to determine whether it 
would be productive to perform a match . 
oC the entire dataset. Given the .. , 
requirement in the Act.for benefit/cost 
analysi.a, 0MB thinb that pilot matches. 
are a reasonable approach to . .. 
delerminin8 whether to engage In a 
broader matching activity. 0MB does 
not think that thiJ kind of information 
gathering activity should be subject to 
the administrative requirement, that 
attach to regular matches 10 long u the 
agency kP~ps these matches solely ln a 
1t.ati1tica1 information gathering 
channel Nevertheless. 01'.ffi ls sensitive 
to the concerns raised and has amended 
the guidance to require Data Integrity 
Board approval of all pilot matches. It u 
at this point that the Board can decide 
whether to conduct a mat~ program 
and comply with the Act's full 
requirem~oa. or a pilot program. If a full 
matching program. the resulu of the 
mat~ may be taed to tah adverse 
action: If a pilot program. they may not. · 

u,w Enforcement Agency Exclus ion 

One agency recorrunended tha: th: 
guic,rnce specifi c,il ly ci:e !he ln:;.'ec:.1r 
General (IG) as a la~ enforcement 
agency. 0MB failed to realize that 
commentator, would be unaware that 
the Inspector General Act gave the 
Inspector criminal law enforcement 
responsibilities. While we are hesitant 
to include a comprehensive list of 
eligibles we have amended the guidance 
to cite that part of the IG office that 
pe:-forms criminal law enforcement 
activities as eligible for the exclusion. 

Two commentators were concerned 
that the proposed guidance on the law 
enforcement exclusion was too brief. 
Ohffi has expanded the discuss ion in 
the final version to make it clear that 
that exception may only be taken by an 
agency or component that is designa:ed 
by statute (either Federal or State) as 
having a criminal law enforcement 
responsibility as its primary purpose 
and that_it may only claim the exclusion 
after the initiation of an investigation of 
a named pergon or persona in order to 
gather evidence. 

Routine Administrative Matches 
Involving Federal Personnel Records 

One comme::itator suggested that 
0MB define the word "predominantiy" (as used in the exclusion. 0MB bas 
included a definition of thia word to 
mean that the data base either be 
established to contain records about 
Federal employees.. or that the majority 
of records in the data base be about 
such employees. 

Two commentators urged that 0MB 
provide additioo.al ex.amp Ies of what Is 
covered by the exclusion. 0MB bas 
amended the guidance to reflect this 
consideration. · . -~. 
S«tion Sa(t)(c}-Federal Benefit 
Program 

Former Beneficiaries 

One commentator noted that the 
guidance was silent as to the Act's 
coverage of former beneficiaries and 
~d that 0MB explicitly dte them. 
0MB agrees. The Act provides u one or 
tu purposes the ~ouping of Federal 
benefit• payments. Certainly th is 
process could involve tho~ who are no 
longer beneficiaries but remain in 
default. The guidance has been 
amended to include this category or 
beneficiarie$. 

( 
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Sectioa Sa.b.c-Agency 
Responsibilities/ Definitions 

E.xpand Discussion of Ageocies' Roles/ 
Responsibilities 

Several commentators suggested that 
0MB expand the definition section to 
clari fy the roles and responsibil ities of 
the recipient. source. aod Non-Federal 
egencies. especially in terms of which is 
responsible for publishing matching 
notices in the Federal Register. 0MB 
agrees and has expanded this section. 

Section 6a-Giving Prior Notice 

Direct Notice Only 

One commentator strongly urged 
0MB to state that the Act requires d.i.rect 
notice to ~ record subject. and that 
Federal Register constructive notice is 
in.sufficient to meet this requirement. 
0MB has considered this comment. and 
agrees that .the section requires direct 
notice at the time of application.. It does 
not. however. require direct notice et 
other ti.mes. Examination of the · 
ffatutOT')'wording shows that the Act 
calls merely for ..notice" subsequent to 
the direct notice at the time of 
application. Tb.is is understandable, 
since the point at which it u most( 

\ citical to provide notice i.s at the point 
when the individual bes the option of 
providi.Dg or withholding information. 
Notice at this point permits the 
appliC8llt to make an informed choice 
about participating. Moreover, for 
matching programs whose purpose is to 
locale i.odividuala i.o order, for example, 
to recoup payments improperly granted. 
direct notice may well be impouible. 
0MB thinks that the guidance as written 
gives agencies the flexibility to deal 
with the many circumstances involved 
in conducting matching program&. 
However, 0MB intend.I to monitor 
agencies' activities to ensure that 
con.struc:tive notice does not become an 
administratively convenient substitute 
for direct notice when direct notice ia 
achievable without an unreasonable 
expenditure o! resoarces. 
Cite Section (e)(3) Requirement 

Two commentators cited the Privacy 
Act's (e)[3) notice as one appropriate 
place for the matching notice and urged 
0MB to cite it III such in the guidance. 
0MB agreet and has done -so. 

Federal/St.ate Responsibllities 

One State agency asserted that the 
Federal agency should do the notice. 
0MB .thinks th.at if a federal form is 
involveo in the application for a benefit. 
it i.J within the power of the Federal 
agency creating the form to provide the 
notice and it should do'°· For periodic 

notice. however, Federal agencies may 
wish to accom plish this requirement 
through the State or local governmental 
benefi t providers. 0MB has included a 
discussion of this issue in the section on 
agency defini tions and roles and 
responsibilities. 

Section 5b-Constroclins Matching 
Agreements 

Existing Agreement Carryover 

One commentator suggested that the 
guidance assert that existing agreemeots 
could suffice until the program was due 
for reoewal and only at that time should 
they be revised to include the terms of 
the Matching Act. Similarly, a State 
commentator suggested that the existing 
State/Federal agreements should be 
sufficient. It is OMB'a interpretation that 
the 1tatute clearly requires that by the 
effective date of the Act. any matching 
programs conducted by an agency must 
have agreements approved by the Data 
Integrity Boards. The statute sets out the 
terms of those agreements. To the extent 
that existing agreements include these 
eleme:nts. they will suffice. U they do 
not. any missing element, must be 
agreed to by the p~cipants. 

Duplication and Redisclosure 

Two commentators atroogly urged 
0MB to expand the discussion of this 
section to substantia1ly restrict any 
subsequent use of the matching data by 
the recipient agency. Both cited the 
"essential purpose" wording of the 
statute as being more restrictive than 
the "compatibility standard" thai 
applies to routine use disclosures. 0MB 
agree, and has expanded the discussion 
of thia point in the guidance. 

Section ~blicatioD Requirements 

Inclusion of System(•) of Records 
One commentator suggested that the 

matching notice identify the system or 
1ya temJ of records from which n!cords 
will be matched. 0MB agrees and bas 
adopted this suggestion. 

~on 6f-lndependent Verification. 
Notice and Wait Period. O; ;,ortunity to 
C,on~t Adv~Finding 

Combining the Independent Verification 
and Statutory Notice Requirements 

Federal bene.filJ program matching as 
well u the matching of Federal 
employee records occurs across a wide 
spectrum of purposes and cansequences.. 
It would be of dubious utility to apply 
the verification -requ.iremenlJ equally to 
all matches and argue that a match that 
results in an adverse .consequence of the 
lou of, for example. a tuition assistance 
paymeot should receive the same due 

process procedures a., one that results in 
!he loss of an AFDC payment. or Food 
Sta mp Program eligibili ty. This fs not to 
say that agencies can ignore or minimize 
these requirements fur matches that 
result i.o less severe consequences: but 
only that they should bring some degree 
of reasonableness to the process of 
verifying data. 

Conservation of agency resources 
dictates that the procedures for 
affordiog due process be flexible and 
suited to the data being verified and the 
consequence to the individual of making 
a mistake. In some cases. if the source 
ageocy has established a high degree of 
confidence in the quality of its data and 
it can demonstrate that its quality 
control processes are rigorous. the 
recipient agency may chooae lo expend 
fewer resources in independently 
verifying the data than otherwise. 
Indeed. several commentators urged 
0MB to make it clear that in certain 
cireumstances, the verification and 
notice and wait steps can be combined · 
into one. 0MB agrees and bas amended 
the sections to permit this occurrence; 
but. to make it clear that agencies 
should think through care!ully when to 
use this compressioo and not consider it 
a routine process. To ensure that this 
consideration takes place. 0MB has 
amended the guidance to require that 
the Data Integrity Boards make a formal 
determination of when to compress 
these two due process steps. 0MB will 
collect these decisions as part of the 
reporting process. 

Tune Period for Notice 

One commentator suggested that 
because the waiting period provided by 
the Matching Act was 30 days [or more 
if program statues or regulations • 
provided a longer period). the guidance 
should M!flect this minimum period sod 
not arbitrarily add transit time. On 
reflection. 0MB agrees and ha., 
amended the section. 

Coercing Record S~bjecu 

One commentator expressed concern 
lest agencies attempt to coerce subjects 
Into accepting the agencies adverse 
finding. The solution offered was to 
prohibit agencies from taking an·y action 
until the expiration of the 30 days notice 
and wait period. In order to forestall 
some speculative behavior on the part of 
the agency, th.is solution could put the 
government In the positi"n of providing 
a benefit It lcnowa improper to a 
~pient who hu acknowledged his 
ineligibility. 0MB has not adopted the 
suggestion but has included a caution to 
agencies against coercing individuals 
into agreeing with the finding . 

http:providi.Dg
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Section 7a-Data Integrity Board 
Operation Loca tion 

Two commentators were unclear 
about whe ther State and local agencies 
were required to have such boards. 
0MB has amended the guidance to 
make it clear that the Data Integrity 
Board requirement applies only to 
Federal agencies. Another cOin.'!lentator 
suggested that having approval by both 
a source and a recipient Board was 
unnecessary. 0MB disagrees. A 
significant purpose of the-Act is to 
ensure that all parties to a·matching 
program have enough information to 
make a reasoned decision about 
participating and that each ·understands 
the process whereby the data will be 
matched. One should note that there are 
civil remedies provisions in the Privacy 
Act as well as criminal penalties for 
wrongful acts. It is in the interest of all 
parties to ensure that the Privacy Act 
requirements are adequately met 

Operation 

. One "eommentator urged 0MB to flatly 
prohibit delegation of approval of 
matching agreements. 0MB agrees and 
has amended the guidance to make it 
clear that approvals (and denials) must 
be done by the Board itself. Another 
commentator suggested 0MB establish a 
time limitation for Board 
determinations. 0MB thinks this is a 
management matter best left to agency 
discretion but has added an instruction 
to agencies that they ensure expeditious 
con.sidera tion. 

Review and Reports 

One commentator recommended 0MB 
expand the review and report · · 
requirements of the Data Integrity
Boarcu. 0MB agrees but ii in the 
procesa of reviling Circwar No. A-130, 
Appendix I. to inclu~e these ·: · · ·· · 
requirements. The commentator a.ho · 
suggested that 0MB tell agencies to 
tnat the allilual re-view period aa 
beginning on the effective date of the · 
Act. 0MB will mclude this •UBBestion in 
the revision. · • :-, - ... --!':' l , '. .· .. : · ... · · · · r ~0 " '° !: ~· . ·· 

~on7~ Cctll ~ . . ·· .-~ 
Waivers orReqairemerrt ·.,. - ·~:·~:. ··· .. · 

One commentator recommended that · 
0MB make It clear that the benefit-cost . 
requirement be waived for matches 
done either pursuant to a statutory 
requirement or for a law enforcement 
purpose. 0MB disasrees. Tbe statute · · 
permits waiver for statutory mat~ 
but only for the first year. The intent of 
the drafters wu to recognize that the· 
presumption the Act impose, of a 
favorable benefit-<:ost ratio was · . . 
irrelevant in the !ace of a statutory 

mandate to match. Nevertheless. the Act 
requires a benefit-cost de termina !ion in 
subsequent years in order to p~ovide 
information to Congress about required 
matches that are not achieving a cost
beneficial result. As to law enforcement 
matches, the statute al.ready excludes a 
significant portion of such matches from 
all of the Act's requirements. Another 
commentator recommended that the 
requirement for all matches done to 
recoup payments be waived since the 
results, i.e.. ultimate recoveries, are 
generally uncertain. This suggestion . 
brings up an important point about 
conducting these assessments: there will 
be a ranse of data available to agencies 
in performing benefit-cost analysis, 
some of which will be helpful and some 
of which will be merely speculative. 
Where data in an agency's hands clearly 
indicates an unfavorable ratio, prudent 
management dictates abandoning the 
match. Where the reverse is true. 

· agencies should conduct the match. 
Where the data is unclear. agencies 
should gather data to permit a better 
analysis. This may mean.conducting a 
program on the basis of data that. while 
speculative. suggest! that the result will 
be favorable, and then subjecting the 
results of the match to careful analysis 
to determine if that is the case. Q}.ffi 
expects that for the first year, beoefiJ
cost analysis will be a less rigorous 
process than for subsequent years. 

Two commentate%'$ 1uggested that 
waivers be granted ooly where the 
analysis was impossible to do or would 
be unhelpful. 0MB hai not adopted this 
1uggestioo finding this standard to be 
too aubjective to provide a solid basis 
on which to waive the requirement 
0MB will include u a reflection of 
Congres1iooal intent. a •tatement that 
waivers ahould be granted aparmgly if 
at all. ·: .. .. 

Benefit-O>st Cleek.tat and Methodology 

Two commentators ~ed that a 
checkll1t providing a 1tep-by-.t.ep 

· methodology far aceompllsh.ing beneSt~ 
coal ~alysis be appended to the 

_guidance. 0MB agrees that thI1 lhould 
be done and Is worlcing on such a 
checklist but is doubtful that It will be 
ready in time to be added to the final 
guidance. Rather than delay publication 
past the statutory deadline, 0MB will 
wu_e the ehecl<liat as 500n as it II 
available in the same manner as it 
I.noes the guidance Itself. o~m v.·ill also 
cite the CAO Report, Computer . 
Matching: A.ossessing iu Costs and 
Benefits, CAO/PD-!D-a7'-2. November 
-1988. in the section. 

Other Comments 

Disclosures for Ma tching 

Several commentators urged 0MB to 

discuss the ways in which records could 

be disclosed for a matching program. 

One in particular wanted to know if 

there was an exception in section (b) of 

the Privacy Act for matching 

disclosures. 0MB has added a 

discussion of the procedural 

requirements to the matching 

agreements section. It notes that 

agencies must find an exception to the 

written consen_t rule in section (b] or 

obtain the written consent of the record 

subject to the disclosure; there is no 

specific exception for a matching 

program. . . . 

Denial of an IG Proposal · 

One commentator urged that the 
guidance make it clear that disapproval 
of an Inspector General proposed match 
could take place onli because of a 
defect in the matching agreement O:MB 
agrees that the·proper role of the Board 
is not to engage in management . . 
decisions about the utility or conducting 
matching programs, but to en:sure that 
such programs are carried out-in strict 
compliance with the terms of the (Privacy Act. as amended by Pub. L. 100
503. and "all relevant statutes, 
regulations and guideli.oes." 
Nevertheless, it i1 the respon.sibility of 
the Board to ensure that each of the 
terms or the agreements a.re complied 
with. That determiDatioo may require 
them to go beneath the written .. .. . 
agreement to examine the matching . · 
process itself. For example. if the 
agreement indicates that matching 
aubjectl have been given individua.liud 
notice at the time of the application on 
the application Corm It.elf. the Board 
may wish to exarnloe the fmn to see if 
this notice ia adequate. : · .: .: ,.:. ; ··. · .. 

Tra~ ·.·. . . ~- .'.~· .•. :_ .... :: ~/.>... ::. ' 
One commentator ~ted th.at 

0MB set ap training in the Act'• • · ·.· ·.· 
provisions. 0MB agrees &nd is .working 
on a training program th.at will addreu 
thia auggeation. .. ·: . . . .. ;·r:., :·, . 

Office of Management and Budget . 
Guidelines oa the Conduct of M&tclili:ig 
Program• 

1. Purpose:These Guidelines augment 
and should be used with the "Office of 
Management and Budget (Olvffi) 
Guidelines on the Administration of the 
Privacy Act of 1S74," iuued on July 1. 
1S75, and aupplemented on November 
%i 1S7S, and Appendix I to 0MB 
Circular No. A-130. published on 
Decem~ 24, 1985 (see SO FR 52738) . . 
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They are intended to help agencies . 
relate the procedural requirements of 
the Privacy Act (as amended by Pub. L 
lOO-SOJ.. the Computer M~tc.hing and 
Privacy Protection Act of 1988
hereinafler referred to as the Computer 
Matching Act). with the operational 
requirement., of automated matching 
programs. These are policy guidelines 
applicable to the extent permitted by 
law. They do not authorize activities 
that are not permitted by law; nor do 
they prohibit activities expressly 
required to be performed by law. 
Complying with these Guidelines. 
nonetheless. does not ~lieve a Federal 

· agency of the obligation to comply with 
the provuioo.s of the Privacy Act. · 
including any provisions not cited in 
these Guidelines. 

2. Authority: SectiOD eof Pub. L 100
503. The Computer Matching and . 
Privacy'Protectfon Act of1988. requires 
·oMB to Iis'ae -~pl.enierits~~ _gu,!dance'.. : 
oiJ the1Alriendmetrti~,:s., !"; , ·,:· .. .. ·. · · 

3.~Thesegµ!dwesirpplf ir. :.•;: 
pri.inim.ly to-all Ferlerahgericies subject : 
to the Privacy Act of1974. For this · ·, · · 
purpose, the Privacy Act relies·upon the ' 
definition in the Freedom oflruormation 
Act (FOIA) 5 U.S.C. 552 at (e}:'"ariy 
executive-department. military \ 
department. government corporation. 
government controlled corporation. or 
other establishment in the executive 
branch of the government (inclnding the 
Executive Office of the President). or 
any independent regulatory agency.· For 
the purpo,es of these guidelines. 
components of departI?Kmts. e.g~·the 
Health Care Financing Adm1nistration · 
o! the Department of Health and Human 
Services. are not con,idered individual 
agencies. . · · 

Note that 'the definition incorporates 
the ·agency'" definition-used in the 
Administrative ~dure Act (5 USC. 
551 at (1)) which also contains a aeries 
of categories that are not covered. 
including State and local govemmmts. 

The Computer Matching Act 
amendment. however, brings State and 
local government. within the ambit of 
the Privacy Act wben they are engaging 
in certain types of ma tc:hi.ng activities; 
but only in conjunction with a Federal. 
agency that is .iueli subject to the 
Privacy Ac:t. and only when a Federal , 
system of records ls1nvolvedln the. . 
match. ' 

In general. a St.ate or local agency or 
qent thereof. that is ~lther: {1) Providing 
records to a Federal agency .for use in a 
matching program covered by.the Act; 
or (2) receiving records from a Federal 
agency's system of records !or u1e in a 
matching program covered by the Act, 
mu11 comply with certain of the Act's 
provisions. What State and local 

governments must do to meet the 
requiremen t. of the Act is explained in 
paragraph 9 below. 

4. Effective Date: These gwdelines are 
effective on June 19, 1989. 

5. Definitions: The Computer 
Matching Act is an amendment of the 
Privacy Act of 1974 and the provisions 
of the former should be read within the 
context of the latter, and all the !emu 
originally defined in the Privacy Act or 
1974 apply. 

It is especially important to note that 
the Computer Matching Act does not 
extend Privacy Act coverage to those 
not originally included. Thus. the 
subjects of Federal systems of records 
covered by the Computer Matching Act 
are "individuals,• Le., U.S. citizeru and 
alien; lawfully admitted for permanent 
residence. 

Two defi.o..itiona that ere especially 

rel.event to .matching programs are: 

-"Record' which th.e Privacy Act 


defines as an item of information 
about an indivi.du.al. includiag hi.I Of' 

her name or t0me other identifier: 
and. . 

_ 	..SysJem of~rds" which !1 a 
collection of such ''.records" Irom 
whlc:b a.n agency retrieves 
informatioc. by reference to an 
individual identifier. · 
In addition. the Computer Matching 

Act provides the following new terms: 
a. Matching Program. At its simplest. 

a matching program is the comparison of 
records using a computer. The records 
must themselves exist in automated 
form in order to perform the match. 
Manual comparisom of. for example, 
printouts of two automated data bases, 
a~ not included within this definition. 
Note. however. participating agencies 
should not create data sharing method, 
merely to avoid the reach of the Act 
where the Act's application would 
otherwise be reas.ooable and proper. A 
matching program covers not only the 
actual computerized comparison. but the 
investigative followup and ultimate 
action. if any. 

The Computer Match.i.ng Act covers 
two kind, of mat~ programs: (1) 
Matches involving F~deral benefits . 
progra.m, and. (2) matche1 using records 
from Federal personnel or paynill 
systems <if records. · 

(1) Federal Benefits Matches. The Act 
defines a Federal benefits matching 
programu: 

•a.ny =puteri:ed comp,arlsoc or two ot 
more automated syatems of recorda M a 
syatem of record, with 1:1011.fedet&l records. 
by applic.anlJ for, recipients or bene!iciarie, 
of. participants in. or providers of services 
with res~! to. cuh Of' ln-«ind assiatanc:e or 
payments under Federal benefit program.a 
• • • (Le.. any program adminut~ °' 

funded by the Federal governmenL or by any 
agent or State on beha lf of the Federal 
govemmenL providing cash or in-kind 
ass istan~ in the form of payments. grants. 
loans. or loan guarantees to individuals]. 
• • • for the purp~e of establishing or 
verifying the eligibility of or continuing 
compl ian~ with stat1.1tory and regulatory 
~uiremenll. or [for the purpose of] 
recouping payments or delinquent debts 
under 1uch Federal benefit programs." (See 5 
U.S.C. SS2a(a)(B) and (12).) 

The elements of th.is definition are 

discussed below: 


(a) Computerized Comparison of 
Data. The record comparison must be a 
computerized comparison involving 
records Crom: 
-Two OT more automated syste?Us of . 

records (i~~ systenu of records . 
maintained by Federal agencies tliaf 
are 1ubject to the Privacy A.ct); or. . 

-A Federal agency'• automated system 
of records and automated reGOrd.a 
maintained by a non-Federal (i.e.. 
State or local government) agency or 
agent thereof. To be covered. matches 
of these records must be 
computerized. Some ~amples or 
computerized matches include the 
following: 
A State benefits clerk accesses an 

automated Federal system of records 
and enters data received from an 
applicant and maintained i.n automated 
form by the State. The clerk matches 
this information with the Federal 
information. makes an eligibility 
determination and updates the S!ate 
data base. 

A State benefits clerk enters data 
about applicant. for a Federal benefit 
program into an automated data base. 
At the end of the week. the State ~ency 
sends current applicant tape, to the 
Federal benefits agency which matches. 
them against its own automated system 
of record.a and reports the results to the 
State. 

A Federal agency operating a benefits 
program send.a a tape of defaulters to 
the Office of Personnel Management to 
match against an OPM automated 
system of records containing 
information about Federal retirttl .in 

· order to locate defaulter,. 
(b) Qitegories ofSubjects Covered 

The Computer Matching Act provisons 
cover only the following categories of 
record subjects: ;' 
-Applicants for Federal benefit. j 

programs (i~.. individuals initially 
\ 

Japplying for benefits); 
-Program beneficiarie, (i.e.. individual .! 

program participants who are 
CU!T'ently ~iving or formerly 
received benefits): 

1 
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-Provide:s of services !o su.pport such 
progTa ms (i. e.. those who are nol th e 
primary bene fici aries of Federa l 
benefits programs, but may derive 
income from them~eallb care 
providers. for example). 
(c) Types ofProgro::i.s ~ve.red. Only 

Federal benefit programs provi.dmg caw 
or in-kind assis1ao!:e w individu.als are 
covered by thia definition.. State 
programs are .not co\lered. Federal 
programs not .involvi.cg ca.sh er iD .lizld 
ass ist.mce are not covered. Programs 
using records aboul subjects wbo are 
not individuals as defioed by section 
(aU2) of the Privacy Act-U.S. citizens 
or aliws lawfully .admitted fur 
permanent resideJ1Ce-are D.Dt covered. 

(d) Mat.cbiag PJJl])ase. The ma!.cli 
must have as i u pnrpose ooe or more of 
the following; 
-Es1abl.i3hii:ig or verifymg i.rri tia l or 

continuill8 eligibili ty foe Federal 

benelit programs; or 


_ 	VerifyilJ8 compliance with the 
requirei::ae.:lts-e.ither • ta tu.Lory -0r 
regula toiy~ .such pro~ oc 

-R · atrm""'U or dellilquen.t
ecoupl.Cg P 1



debts uoaer such Federal benefit 

programs 

. _,_ .. •'-- .... •I h u]d bets o nou:u w.cst uoc ..,ur 
elemeD t.s. (i.e., co.c,puteru.ed . 
comparison. ategocie, of subjects, 
Federal benefit pragram. and matching 
purpose} all mu.st be ~nt before a 
·matc:hi.ng program ia GOffI'ed c.nder the 

. . of the ~M.atchmg
prov1S1a.m
Act. Thus. for ex.ampi:, iI the 

only -..n .incident.al conseque:lee. ,uc.h \ 
~atches would no t be covered. ; 

(2) Federal Personnel or Pay roll 
Records Matches. The Compu ter 
~!atch.in,g Act also i.ocludes matches 
comparing records from automated 
Feder.al :pen;annel oqiayro!1 systems o{ 
records, or such ~s and automl! ted 
records ofState a.od local govemment:s. 
Agaui. i.t should be noted th.at the 
comparison must be dorre by asing a 
computer; m.aauaJ comparisons are not 
covered. Matcliea in th.is category mu.st 
be done for other than '~tine 
administrative purl)Oses" as defined in 
paragraph Sa(3)(e) below. .lD tome 
ins tances. I! o:ivererl mati:.h may take 
place within a ~ ~ncy. Far 
example, an ageo.cy meywish to · 
determine whether mIY af its own 
personnel are participating ina benefit 
program administered by the agency• 
and are not in compliance with the 
program's eligibility requirements. This 
internal m.atdi will certaint, result in an 
ad..-ecse action tf in~igtoility is . 
d isrovered. Therefore, it is eoftred by 
the requirements of the Compute!'
Matching Act. Again. egeneies shoald 
not ~pt to avokl the readi of the Act 

by, for example, improperly combming
dissmtilar syvtems into e singH! s~ 
matching data within the system to 
make an eligibility detennination, and 
arguing that the match is not CO'Te!°ed 
bec::a'Otle only one system of r-ecords f:s 
invoiYed. . . 

. 
(3) Exdt1sioM from Ute Defmition ofa

Matr:::Afng Program. The foilowing !Ire 
Departi:nem of~~uan matched ~ -·1 not incloded under the ~tion of . 
student loc~t.data baae Wt'lth !l 
Veteraas ~,tr.tian {VAJ educatiaa 
benefit reop1ent data base roe the 
purpose ~~ that both ageocie.s 
were ma~the mOM aln"ellt and 
ac:c:urate !lame &dda!sa ~on. that 
would ~t be ~ aioae the 
"'ma tcl:iillg pwpme :Jnoteoe o! tae . , (a) SZ:atiwoa/ Matche. Wh~ • , .. 
~enumerated•~ U. bo~ · i~;. Sok/ylo Prod~~"80!e 
the puil)Ole ol tbe Q&&ch were 6o .. · ,. . ,Data Stripp«lcfPenottaJ Identifiers. . 
identify ~'-Iwilo torere .tecel'fing ' Thia doee _,. ~ that the da'8 bases 
bene.fiu 1n e.u::eu oIai.o..e '° Wilich they . ;mu Ul the match must be atitpped prior 
were entirted. ~.aatcib-,,c.Jd be :, ,. ·· · .J1o the match, but only bt the "'9uitl o{ 
covered.. -;' 4 ' .~41P'ffi1-41·it-9!1,,a: M~,-~1 . the msscJa aast not coatmlndmdully 

-- Mo:eo,i,er. de.meet& «bat ate · •" :~ .: , · ldentifiabLe data. tmplidt In this 
peripher.u lQ the ma1cla. nea If...-thin · exceptioo ts that thia kind of ma\ch Is 
L"ie defiDJtiou above willaot rule• .\ not done to take Aetion a~lnst spedf"te 
match to the Aa'• ~ for •· ', · individww; al.thoagh. ft is ponible that 
example. the Federal Parent .Locator ' . the I tatmical lnferences drawn from the 
Service conducts matches la ioca~ ·· 1\ Idata may bne con~for tM 
absentee parents who are oot pa~ .aubject.s of the match as members of a 

1c:hiwi •upport. Such matcbe, may result · ; · cLau er group. For example., a 
in the ide.ctified 5f>Oe5e being ordered l.o ~:•contin~ matching program that 1how1 
commence payments, and some of tbote ,!Tone 8~phical area consrstentl1 
payme.nt.s may ~o to recoup payments :· ·•~'. e.x:penenc:mg a higher" default rate than 
made from a Federal benefit program -0 1:oth~ tnay ~tin more rigorous . . 
1uch as Aid Lo Familie.$ with Depeodent). ' acnrt.m)' cf applicaz:rts from that area, 
Children. Decause the recoupCDent 11 00: ~1but would not be a =ered m&1cb~ 
the primary p.ll"PQ&.e or the ma£cil. bwt,'V?ldp~ ·."~r.•rv,,... ::"·:.: .··. 

. . 	 ":../:~~ -~: - ':'..:.• ·~ ' • . : 

\matdiingprc,g.,um.~cies uperatiag 
such prognnm me not required to · . 

.eompty'With the ~om ~r the · 
/ Coetpah::r Matching Act. although they 
may be required to ·c:ompty with any 

· other appoc:ahle pro-risiom f:lf the 
: Privacy Act. · 

!bl Statistical Matches W hose 
Purpose is ia Support ofAny Reseo.rch 
or Stat.i.stical. ProjecL The re S1J!ts of 
these mat.d:les need oot be stripped of 
identifie:rs. bat they m=t cot~ u.sed to 
make decisions that affect the rights, 
benefits or priweges of specific 
ind.ivi.duals. fl.gai.o.. tt shocld be nored 
that this provisioc is not intended. to 
prohibit mmg •cy data deYdoped m 
these mab::hes to make decisions about 
a Federa1 benefit program in generaI 
that may ultimately effect beoeficiaries. 

(c) Pilot Matche.. TIM ~ion 
could abio <:over so-catled -P,.1ot 
matches,• Le~ miall ecale matches 
whose parpott is to gather benefit/cost 
data on wrucb kl premisoe a decision 
abotrt engagins in e full.fledged 
matching pmg,am. Beeall!e -of~m 
about possible misu,e of th~ matt:hing 
programs to a YOid ful] compiiance with 
the Mat~ act. 0MB will require that 
pilot matches must be eppro~ by the 
agency Data Integrity Boera.!. Hrs 8 t 
this point that the agency CM oecide 
whetheT' to conduct 9 9tafistical data 
gathenng match without eons-· 

- ... ----~ 
to the 1R1bject:s or a fu!l-fiedged program
where results fflll be esed to take 
speci1">e ection against !'eCOrd w1,·ects.1

(d) Law Enfa, ceme11t Investigative 

Matches ~Pu~ is t.o Gather 

Eviden~ Asa-inst a Named Person or 
 ( 

\Pe/"60fl$ in an Existing Investigation. 
Certain m~ perfomred in .-upport of 
civil or aiminal law enforcement 
acti·Vl·ties that ...~ womd be="= 
CO"tef"ed beeac:se ·they ~k to enab!isb 

or verify Federal benefit elign,i!"rty er 

use Federal peucinue! crJlayrcll '. : . . 

records; w:re excluded from coverage by 

this section. To be eligible for exduaio.o. 

the match must be daue by an agency or 

component whose prlndpal at&tutory 

function tnvo2vea the enforce.men! of "' 


:· cri.mina.1 lawa. J.e.. an ageDCY .thalls 
eligible to e.xempt c:er1aln of U.. record 

. sy1temumd.euediozi {j){~ o! tbe 
Privacy Ad. such •• the Federal Bureau 
or In\le9tigatian. the On.ti E'.c!ort:emeat 

. Agency, or coaipooeaa of~· 
·Officeolmapedar, GeaeraJ.._. · 
~ s.ak:lur:imt &w from an . 

lnvesligation already ID:ierwar which 
focaae1 aa • oamed peno11 or nm~ 
persons: "fishixlg expeditions"' in whidl 
the 1ubjec:a are ideatified generieaUy n 
"'program beaefic:iuies,"' are not eligible 
for this exdasian (note that the 
investigation may be imo either crimina1 
or dvil law violatiom}. 'nle use of the 
pru:a:se ""pe:aoc « penom- in th~ 
contexi b.roedens the exclusion lo 

·Include sub;ects that are o'the!- lhan 
""individuata• as de.fined by~ Privacy / 
Act. 1nn, f« exainple 8 business entity , 
could be the named~ of the 
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I 
I 	 investigation. while the records matched 

could be those of customers or clients. 
Thia does not mean however. that the 
right, afforded by the Privacy Act are 
extended by th.is se<:tion to other than 
"individuals." 

Finally, the match must be for the 
purpose of gathering evidence against 
the named penon or persons. 

(e) Tax Administration Matches. 
There are four specific categories 
exclusions for matches using "tax 
information." While that term i1 not 
defined in the Computer Matching Act. 
the Report accompanying the House 
version of the Act. H.R. 4699, cites "tax 
return.," and "tax return Information" as 
the tax information that ia covered by 
the exclusion. Those terms are defined 
in Section 6103 of Title 26 U.S.C. at 
(b)(1}-{b)(3). It is clear from these 
sections that the information covered is 
under the control of the Internal 
Revenue Service (IRS) of the 
Department of the Treasury since the · 
defirutions speak o! information that is 
"'filed with the Secretary'" or "received 
by. prepared by, furnished to, or 
collected by the Secretary." Moreover. 
Section 6103(a) prohibits Federal. State 
and local governmental employees from 
disclosing tax information except as 
authorized by the Internal Revenue 
Code. This is not to say that all 
infonnation in the possession of the ms 
ia covered by the exclusion; only tax 
infonnation. Thus, for example, 
personnel records relating to the 
management of the IRS workforce would 
not be covered. 

The exclusion covers the following: 
-Matches done punua.nt to Section 

6103(d) of the Tax Code. These 
matches involve disclosures of 
taxpayer retum information to State 
tax officials. For matches cov~ by 
this exclusion. neither the Federal 
disclosing entity nor the State 
recipient need comply with the 
provisions or the Computer Matcltlng 
AcL 

-Matches done for the purposes of '"tax 
adntinistration" •• that term ii . 
defined in Section 6103(b)(4) of the 
Internal Revenue Code: -rile term 'tax 
administration' means the · 
administration. management. conduct. 
direciion. and supervision or the 
execution and application or the 
internal revenue la WI or related 
statutes (or equiva1ent laws and 
statutes of a State) and tax 
conventions to which the United 
States is a party; and the development 
and formulation of Federal tax policy 
relating to existing or proposed 
internal revenue laws. related 
statutes. and tax conventions; and 
includes asses.smenL collection. 

· enforcemenL litigation, publica !ion. 
and statistical gathering functions 
under such Jaws, statutes or 
conventions.." While this definition is 
very broad and covers a great deal of 
discretionary activities on the part of 
IRS management. it is not intended to 
exempt all IRS activities from the 
Act'• coverage: only those that truly 
relate to administration of the nation's 
tax system (as opposed to 
management of the IRS worlcforce, for 
example). Thus. the exclU.1lon will 
permit the IRS to continue to match 
tax returns with interest and dividend 
statements. for example. It should be 
noted that the Bureau of Alcohol, 
Firearms. and Tobacco of the 
Treasury Department also has 
collection and enforcement authority 
under the Internal Revenue Code. and 
tax admi.nis tra tion i.a, therefore, a part 
of that agency'• responsibilities as 
well. 

-Tax refund offset matches done 
pursuant to the Deficit Reduction Act 
of1984 (DEFRA). That Act contains 
procedures for affording matching 
subjects due proce" that are 
analogous to those contained in these 
guidelines. ·r . · · 

-Tax refund offset matches conducted 
pursuant to statutes other than the · 
DEFRA provided 0MB finds the due 
process provisions of those ~tatutes 
Msubstantially similar" to those of the 
DEFRA. 0MB will periodically revise 
these guidelines to add auch programs 
as such statutes are enacted. Agencies 
should notify 0MB promptly when 
they th4a an existing atatute provides 
an exemption in this category. 
(f) Routint! Administrative Matche$ 

Using Federal Perscnne! Records. These 
are matches between a Federal agency 
and other Federal agencies or between a 
Federal agency and non-Federal 
agencies for adminustrative purposes 
that use data base. that contain records 
predominantly relating to Federal 
personnel The term predominantly 
meana that the percentage or records in 

. the system that are about Federal . · 
employees must be greater than of any 
other category therein contained. In 
aomL cases. Federal employees will 
predominate because of absolute 
numbers; in others. because they 
represent the largest single category. 
The term "federal persoMel" Is defined 
by the Acl u: "officers and employees 
of the Government of the United States, 
members of the uniformed aervices 
(including members of the Reserve 
components), individuals entitled to 
receive immediate or deferred 
retirement benefits under any retirement 
program of the Government or the 
United State• (including survivor 

benefits)." It should be noted that by 
including individuals eligible for 
survivor benefit3 in the category, the Act 
covers individuals who may never have 
been employed by the Federal 
government. 

Matches whose purpose iJ to take 
"any adverse financial personnel 
disciplinary or other adverse action · 
against federal personnel • • ·" whose 
records are involved in the match, are 
not excluded from the Act's coverage. 

Examples of matches that are 
excluded include an agency's disclosure 
of time and atteodance information on 
all agency employees to the Department 
of the Treasury in order to prepare the 
a~cy·~ payroll; or disclosure of 
Department of Defense (DoD) Reserve 
Officer identifying information to a State 
in order to validate and update 
addresses of Reservists residing in the 
State; or disclosure of retiree annuity 
files from the DoD to the Department of 
Veterans Aifai.n in order to determine 
the percentage of total annuity each · 
agency is responsible for paying. 

Note that this exclusion does not 
bring under the Act's coverage matches 
.that may ultimately result in an adverse 
action. It only requires that their 
purpose not be intended to result in an 
adverse action. Thus. in the DoD)State 
reservist match example. the · 
consequence of the match may well be 
that a reservist i, dropped from the 
program because no addres, can be 
folllld {gr him or her. Thia result. 
however negative. would not bring the 
match zinder the Act'a coverage sine% ita 
primary purpose waa only to update an 
address listing. 

(g) /ntema/ Agency Matches Using 
Only R«ords From the Agency'$ 
System ofRecords. Internal agency 
matching is excluded on the same basis 
as Federal personnel record matching · 
above: provided no.advene intent as to 
a Federal employee motivates the 
match. Section (b)(l) of the Privacy Act 
permlts agencies to disseminate Privacy 
Act records to agency emplo~ on an 
official need-t~know basis. This 
exclusionary provision does not disturb 
that principle, except where Federal 
personnel records are involved. Thus. 
for example. the Social Security 
Administration could match with the 
Health Care Financing Adminlstration 
to detect and ultimately reeoup 
overpayments for a specific Department . 
of Health and Human Services program. 
That match would not be covereo by the 
provisiona of the Computer Matching 
Act. 

Mo~ver. the me~ presence of 
Federal employee records in the data 
bases being matched would not 
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necessarily bring L1i.e r.i..atch t!llder the approve the agreet:Qcnt controlling tbe 
Act' s coverage. To be covered. the .rr.atch; Non-Federal agencies are not 
records wo old have to be predominantly requ ired to h ave sucb boards. Source 
those relating to Federal employees and agencies are LJ.Ot responsible for 
the primary mlent 'IV'Cru1d have to be to pub!is.hlng tlie nDtice oI 1h.e match or 
take an adverse action 1'f~me kimi reporting the matdi to 0MB arui 
against ~ Fetleral effl1)}oyttS Canges.s. 
specifically. ff the 1Je1,artment cf d. Non-FeaeroIAgency. A non-
Education mah:he<l its mdent loan Federal ase'-Cy i:s .a Sta~ or local 
defa1.1lter fi1 e against its O'W!l employee govec::imeJJt.a.1 asency that reoeives 
data bue in order to deled and t.!\re record.s-00ntained in• system o( record! 
action against Edoeatioo employees from a Federal ~f w be .sed i.e. a 
who ha-?e defaulted. tha! ma tx:h WCt11d matclung program. S'8 te and local 
be cover-ed by tlre Act. The same agencies are aQ.t ~le for 
departmeIlt matI::hin:g its t1.0dergraduate publisb.ing nouce11 ~ the tedetal 
student loaD defaulter file against its Register or ma.lung tepGrts to OME e:ad 
medical ~ ioa.n ~ fault.er file in the Col'@'eSS. Nor are they required to 
order'° oe{erm.i."l'e the ux:ideoce of establish Data Integrity Boards k> 
repeat deiatilteni. wowd not be ~ approve maiming~ They 
even though .ame .of <boae i.a the <lat.! should be prepared to provide ta Federal 
base might be Federal emp,loyees. so\U'Ce agencies data needed by those 

(h) ~ ln11e.StigatiGI1 and agencies to C4I1"J ou1 their reporting and 
ForeigD C/)lJDJer-iatelligence Natches. other responsibilties. e.g., benefit-cost 
Mat'ches done in the oo.uz-s.e of analysis. 
performing a ba.clcgrou.nd check !or d-, r:i-..
securily clearances ofFeder.al persannel e. Fe =ax-.~~ See 
or Federa1 £:an.tractorperso.n.c..el .are not pa~=..s;;:~~ zi......-..ms. 
covered. Not are matches done Ior the ,_,....,.,u;s • '"'o'" 

purpose of foreign counter-inteiligence. The fuHawing'appliew to Federal 


b. Recipient A.gency. Recip;ent agencies. Requiremenbl pertaining to 
agencies ~ Federa1 J1,gei:i.cies !or their non-F-ecSeral cgencies are in pan.graph 9 
contractors) ttrat rec:cive records from below. 
the Privacy Act 'Jj'Stenu afrecards of Agencies ,mdemking matclung 
other Federal ag-mcies or from State and programs ~ered by !!le Computer 
local goyemments to be used m Matching Act will need tom~ 'ltil"e 

matching programs. that Otey comply "M'th the foHowing 
Respomibililies.R~! sgencie11 requirementr. . 

are resporrsi!Me Tor pubHslung matching a. Ccmp!7 with Privacy Act ~ems 
notices in (he Federal 'Regi~r p<b st.l.!ffl ofRecords and Disdosure Provisian.s: 
to the req~oflhe Malcliing Ad Federal ~es mmt emt?re ~st they 
described below. Wh«e • re~ient identify1he .l)SteWzl ofrecords fnvotved 
agency is not the actual beoeficia:ry of fn the matc:b:iDg programs 'and have 
the ma~program. it m.Q ~ publi,hed 1he necessary notices. 
with the actual bene6i::wy agency for.· Mo~.~ the Ma1~ -,..ct 
reimbursemellt of liae coaa mc:mred ut . <:!oes m>t ttse1f 11'U"lhonze disdosures 
puWisblag A recipieai ~ tbat.is . . .from S)'lrt£zm ofreccrd.s L:,r fhepWl)OSes 
Ille beoeicLai:,ol~~ .hould .: . ~rcoo~~ptogramt. 
t.ake the lead la pedomtiag & ba:E&- : "'. ..~oc:res must1ustify 1lD.Y disclosures 
cost ual.f',d md lllhare taat ~ : under aec'ISon fb) of the l'dncy Act. 
with somi:e ~ IQ Aelp ~Data . ... "'This meam ~,hewrlt?e.n 
In~Boarda .mzu • ~a.ticxl .. -conseat cf tbe reeord subjee1.9 to the· 
about proridillg data Joe £be aas.&c.a. ~osure or re'l,yulg oc one o! the 12 · 
Recipiell1 a~.a:e ~~aaibte -exceptions to fbe lra'iUen ccnsenl rule. 
!or maldcg the D&lc:b:i:w prQpMa a!pQl't :. To re1y cm exceptlou {b)(3). for a rouwae 
to 0MB and the Coi:lgreaa disovseed . . . use. agenciea must 'have published their · 
below. . . ·· . ~· ·. ·, ·: . . ·. . . • , intent to daclose 1n fhe Federal ~qi.sw 

c.Sov.nz~A 90\lJ:Ce ~ la . .:SO days :prior to any ac:t.ual disclosa.Jle. 
a Federal agency that discloses reoorda . b. Gin Prior~ lD!J.econJ 
from a sy.sW!al of.records lo another . , . Subjects. loere are twc w&ys Le. wbich 
Fedeta14t:ency to • Sa.te ~ local ..· ·: · -·.reeord Ml'bjed.s can .receive .n.ow.ce that 
governmental agency to be iae.d Lc..a . · . ,:their~may~ e:ial~d: 
matching prosr.am. l.t ls also & Sta.1c t.JZ .: --Bydied1lodce "'hen tlte.re is ac,me 

1oca1 govemmeni.al agency Jli&L . . •,i .1 ·;: ,;: ,; fon:a a!U>mact between th.e . 

discloses records lo a Federal agmq Lc,11.,,, 

be used in a matching program."Ihe ; ..: ,: .1"t::1tmblt a:,d the subject. ~.g.. 

Computer Matching Ad does cot c:o1•.c:r , · lnformation on 1he •ppiic:ation f= 
matching between non-Fetiera1 ~es.:; .. 'lllben ~ey eppl1 for• benefit tir ln a 
A Feden1l SOt.Tce agency is ~!~l;~ . !!_~~t-~~~~t~ 
have ill own Data brtC'irit7 . . •,·,:,-r ,:-, ·-·. ~7 ~ .~f-_.,...;. :; 1, •• • :- • • , . • 

-By const..roct.i1:e naJ..ic,e. e.g~ 
publication of systems not ices. rout in-e 
use disclosures. and matching 
programs in the Federal Registe'l'. 

For fro ot-e.nd eligilJill ty ve."llic.ati~ 
programs w~ purpose is 1o validate 
an applicanf• ini ti.al eligibility fur a 
benefit And !at.er !c d2!ermitie cantinue<l 
eligibility, agencies should provide 
direct notice by americim,g the 
application fonn where necessary~ 
enlarge the sta1emeo{ provided pu.rsu:ant 
to section (e)(3) of the Privacy Act so 
that applic.a..o ts .are put 012 notice ilia.t the 
information they provide .may be 
verified .th.'"0-ugh a computer m.alch. 
Agen~ &bould .also provide periodic 
notice w 'henever the .app1ic:.a.tiaJJ .ls 
renewed. or at the least. during the 
period t:he .match i.s au.!hori.zed Lo tah! 
place, in a ootice acc:'2mpa.tiying tlie 
benefit Providers of services should be 
givea .11otice .a.'1 tli e form OD which iliey 
app!y for reimbursement fur se.:vices 
provided. 

In some~'- CDnttracti'i'e DOtioe 
may have to Affice. Far~. a 
Federal ~ that <laclose.s !'9COrds to 
a St.a le or loca1 ,g<Wen2ment ill .upport of 

· a noa-Fed.es:al ma lchlng Pl'081'am is ,not 
oblig.ated to pro¥i.de direct ootioe &o 
each of lhereco.rd ,~s: Federal 
Regiater piblication kl this iaswx:e is 
suffici.enL MorOO\·er. ua aome i.ast.anoes, 
it may oat be p~~p~dedirect 
notice-in awclles dooe to 1ocate 
individuals, in emergeac:y cilHa..tians 
where health and .aktycus.oos ~ 
for• ,wilt comp.etion of tile aa1d!; or ia 
investigative Bale.hes where arect 
notice~ prier~ .a 11111tch 
would provide the~ u 
opportunity to alter behavior. 

In uy~ DGlioe to ilie r-eoord 
subjed ~ be daae weH beiar,e • 
matching program co.mmezir::ea. lt 9bomd 
be part of~ aarmal pmcea of · 
imp~r,g.~ be:Dea,ts' 
program. .. 
c.MatcMtg~ 

Requirerrt!'t!ts. ~ IIIQSt J'Qbrmh 
cotic:es ~6,e ala~w 
altera OQQ ofma~~ms In~ 
Federal R~9tleut10da11 ,~tc 

• conducting st>di fJ,og, aft!rS. Om;:,~ · 
notice 11 requi~ and the reelptent 
F~l~I.ft• matc:b between 
Federal agencies or hi• r::mch bt wmcb 
a noo-Fedenl a~ discfoses n:ccros 
to a Ffflenn ~1' Te"Sponsflk for 
pubUslrl:ng wdl noticn. Whet:e t 'State . 
or locd ~ b 1he redpient tlf 

·records.from • Federat agency• system 

of rccord.s. the Federa1 source ~e!lcy u 

respon.sible for pub1isbing tln! noUce. 

Such 11.otices should coot.a.ill the 

followlng buormatlcn: 


\ 

i' 
\ 

I -~ • .,, • : • 

:Hilil'f~.{it.i: 
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-Name of participating agency or 
agencies; 

-Purpose of the match; 
-Authority for conducting the matching 

program. (It should be noted that the 
Computer Ma tching Act provides no 
independent authority for carrying out 
any matching activity); 

-Categorie1 or records and individuals 
covered; 

-Inclusive dates of the matching 
program; 

-Address for receipt of public 
comments or inquiries. 
Copies of proposed matching notices 

must accompany reports or proposed 
matches submitted pursuant to section 
(r) of the Privacy Act as amended. See 
0MB Ci.rt:ular No. A-130, Appendix L as 
amended. · · 

d. Prepanng and Executing Matching 
Agreement3. Agencies should allow 
sufficient lead time to ensure that 
matching agreements can be negotiated 
and signed in time to secun Data 
Integrl ty Board d~cisioru.. Federal 
agencies receiving records from or 
disclosing records to non-Federal 
agencies for use in matching programs 
are responsible for preparing the 
matching agreements and should solicit 
relevant data from non-Federal agencies 
where net%ssary. In cases where . 
matching takes place entirely within an 
agency under the Federal personnel or 
payroll matching provisions, the agency 
may satisfy the matching agreement 
requirements by preparing a 
Memorandum of Understanding · 
between the system of records managers 
involved. and presenting that to the 
Data Integrity Board for consideration. 

Agreementa muat contain the 

following: 

-Purpose andLegalAuthority. Since 

the Computer Matcltlng Act provid~ 
no iDdependent authority for the 
operation of matching programs, 
agencies should cite a specific Federal 
or State statutory or regulatory buis 
for undertaking such programs. 

-Justification and Expeci.t!dRaulu. 
An explanation of why computer 
matching aa opposed to some other 
admlnistrative activity ii bems 
proposed and what the.expected 
result.a will be.. 

--R.ecords Description. AIJ Identification 
of the system of records or non
Federal records.. the number of 
~rds, and what data element.a will 
be mc:tuded in the match. Projected 
starting and completion dates for ~ 
program should also be provided. 
Agencies should specifically Identify 

• 	the Federal system or systems of 

records Involved. 


-Noti~ Procedures. A description of 
the individual and general periodic 

notice procedures.. See paragraph 6.a., 
above. 

-Verification Procedures. A 
description of the methods the agency 
will use to independently verify the 
information obtained through the 
matching program. See paragraph s.f., 
below. 

-Disposition ofMatched Items. A 
statement that Information generated 
through the match. will be destroyed 
a, soon as it bas served the matching 
program's purpose and any legal 
retention ~quirements the agency 
establishes in conjunction with the 
National Archives and Records 
Administration or other cognizant 
authority. · .· 

-5ecurity Procedures. A description of 
the administrative and techrucal 
sa!eguana to be used in protecting the 
information. They should be . 
commensurated with the level of 
sensitivity or the data. 

-Records Usage. Duplication and 
Redisclosure Restndions. A 
desaiption of any specific restrictions 
imposed by either the source agfflcy 
or by statute or regulation on 
collateral uses of the records used in 
the matching program. The agreement 
should specify bow long a recipient 
agency may keep records provided for 
a matching program. and when they 
will be returned to the source agency 
or destroyed. In general, recipient 
agencies should not subsequently 
disclose records obtained for a 
matching program and under the 
terms of a matching agreement for 
other purposes absent a specific 
statutory requirement or where the 
disclosure is essential to the conduct 
of a matching prognuIL The essential 
standard ii a strict test that Ls more 
restrictive than the "compatibility.. 
standard the Privacy Act establishes 
for disclosure, made pursuant to 
section (b)(3): "'for a routine use." 
Thus. under the essential standard, 
the resulta of the match may be . 

·disclosed f~ follow-up and 
verification or !or civil or criminal law 
enforcement investigation or 
prosecution if the match uncovers 
activity that warrants such a result. 

· This ls not to say that agenciet may 
never use the results of a matching 
program to make other eligibility · 
determinations. For example. in the 
case of State/SSA COLA adjustment 
matches. States may iue the resulta of 
th.Ls match to adjust payment levels 
for other benefit.a program&. If they do 
so. however, the subsequent uses 
mu.,t be included as part of the overall 
matching program as to the matching 
agreements. Federal Register notice, 
and the reporting requirements. 

Moreover. the Act's due process 
req uirements will a pply to the 
subsequent adjustments as w.ell. 

-Records Accuracy Assessments. Any 
informa ti on relating to the quality of 
the records to be used in the matching 
program. Record accuracy is 
important from two standpoints. In 
the first case. the worse the quality of 
the data, the less likely a matching 
program will have a cost-beneficial 
result. In the second case. the Privacy 
Act requires Federal agencies to 
maintain records they maintain in 
systems of records to a standard of 
accuracy that will reasonably assure 
fairness In any determination made on 
the basis of the record. Thus an · 
agency receiving records from another 
Federal agency or from a non-Federal 

·agency needs to know information 
about the accuracy or such records in 
order to comply with the law. 
Moreover, the Privacy Act also 
requires agencies to take reasonable 
steps to ell!Ure the accuracy of 
records that are disclosed to con-
Federal recipients. ·. 

-Comptroller Genera/Access. A ...
statement that the Comptroller · 
General may have access to all . 
records of a recipient agency or non
Federal agency necessary to monitor 
or verify compliance with the . 
agreement It should be understood 
that this requirement permits the 
Comptroller General to inspect State 
and local records used in matching 
prog!filIU covered by these 
agreementa. 
e. Securing Approval cfData Integrity 

. Boards.. Before an agency may 
participate in a matching program. the 
agency's Data Integrity Board must have 
evaluated the proposed match and .. 
approved the term, of the matching · 
agreement Agencies should ensure that 
boards consider matching proposals 
pruented to them expeditiously so as 

.not to cause bureaucratic delays to 
necessary programs. (See paragraph 7.d. 
below, for appew of Board 
disapprovals). 

f. Reports to 0MB and Congress.. See 

0MB Circular No. A-130. Append.ix I as 

amended. 


g. Providing Due .Process to Matching 

Subjects. The Computer Matching Act 

prescribe, certain due process ' 

requimnent.J that the subjects or 

matching program. must be afforded 

when matches uncover adverse 

information about them. . 

-Verification ofAdverse Information. 

Agencies may not premise adverse 

action upon the raw results of a 

computer match. Any adverse 
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information so developed must be 
subje cted to invest igat ion and 
ver:fica lion before act ion is taken. 
Federal benefits program matching as 
well as the matching of Federal 
employee records occt.:rS across a 
wide spectrum of purposes and 
consequences. It would be of dubious 
utility to apply the verification 
requirements equally to all matches 
and argue that a match that results in 
an adverse consequence of the loss of, 

· for example. a tuition assistance 
payment should receive the same due 
process procedures as one that results 
in the Joss of an AFDC payment or · 
Food Stamp Program eligibility. This 
is not to say that agencies can ignore 
or minimize these requirements for 
matches that result in less severe 
consequences; but only that they 
should bring some degree of 
reasonableness to the process of 
verifying data. 
Conservation of agency resources 

dictat66 that the procedures for 
affording due process be flexible and 
suited to the data being verified and the 
consequence to the individual of making 
a mistake. In some cases. if the source 
agency has established a high degree of 
confidence in the quality of its data and 
it can demonstrate that its quality 
control processes are rigorou.,, the 
recipient agency may choose to expend 
fewer resources in independently · . 
verifying the data than otherwise. In 
such cases, it may be appropriate to 
combine the verification and notice 
requirement.£ into a single step, 
etipecially if the record subject I1 the 
best source for verification. In certain 
circumstances. therefore, the 
verification and notice and wait 1tep1 
can be combined into one. However, 
agencies should think through carefully' · 
when to use this compression and not 
consider it a routine proc:esa. · 

To ensure that this consideration talce 
place. it will be the responsibllity of the 
Data Integrity Boarda to mah a formal 
determination u to when it la .. · . . 
appropriate to c:ompreu the verification 
and notice and wait periods into a ainBle 
period. 0MB intends to collect these 
decisions as part of the reporting . . 
process. 

In many cues.. the Lodivid.u.al record 
subject ls ~e best source for . · ··· 
c!etennining a finding's validity, and be 
or she should be cont.acted where. · · 
practicable. In other cases, the payer or 
a benefit will bave1he most accurate . 
record relating to payment and should 
be contacted for verification. Note that. 
in some cases. contacting the sub.fer;:.r. 
initially may permit.him ·or her to· ·; · · 
conceal data relevant to a decision: and. 

in those cases . an agency may elect to 
exami ne other sources. Absolute 
confirmat ion is not required; a 
reasonable verifica tion process that 
yields confirmatory data will privide the 
agency with a reasonable basis for 
taking action: 

As to applicants for Federal benefits 
programs who~e eligibility is being 
verified through a matching program, 
agencies may not make a final 
determination until they have completed 
the due process steps the Act requires. 
This does not mean. however, that they 
are requi:-ed to place an applicant on 1he 
rolls pending a determination. but only 
that they may not make a final decision. 

For matching subjects receiving 
benefits. however. agencies may not 
su~pend or reduce payments until the 
due process steps have been completed. 
-Notice and Opportunity ic Contest. 

Agencies are required to notify 
matching subjects of adverse 
information uncovered and give them 
an opportunity to explain prior to 
making a final determination. Again. 
this does not mean that an applicant 
must be put on the rolls pending his or 
her explanation, but only that the 
agency may not make a final 
determination. Current benefits 
recipients, however, may not have 
those benefits suspended or reduced 
pending the expiration of this period. 
Individuals may have 30 days to 

respond to a notice of adverse action. 
unless a statute or regulation grants a 
longer period. The period runs from the 
date of the notice .unW 30 calendar day, 
later, including tran.sittime. · 

If an individual contacts the agency 
within the notice period and indicates 
his or her acceptance or the validity of 
the adverse UU:oilllation. agencies may 
take immediate action to deny or 
terminate. However, ag~cies are . · 
cautioned again.st attempting to coerce a 
record subject Into accepting the reaulL · 
~des may also take action 1f the 
period expires without cant.act. 

If the Federal benefit program 
involved in the match has la own due 
proceu requirements, those 
requlrements may suffice for the 
purpose.a of the .Computer Matching Act, 
provided they are at least u strong u 
that Act's provisions. 

In any case. If an agency detennines 
that there is likely to be a potentially 
1ignlficant effect on public health or 
safety, It may take appropriate action. 
notwithstanding these due process 
provisions. 

'I.Establishing Data Integrity Boards: 
The .Computer Ma tc:hing Act requires . 
that each Federal agency that acts as 
either a source or recipient in a 

matching program, establish a Da ta ( 
\Integrity Board to oversee the ager.cy·s 


participation. Non-Federal governmen tal 

entities are not required to have such 

boards. It should be noted that the fact 

that records about an agency's 

personnel are used in a matching 

program does not automatically trigger 

this requirement Because, for example, 

the Office of Personnel Management 

(OPM) asserts government-wide · 

ownership of the system of records 

containing the Federal employee Official 

Personnel Folder (OPF), disclosures 

from this sy6tem of records involve 

OPM. not the employing agency. There 

are many small agencies that will never 

directly disclose records from their o,,..'Il 

systems of records for matching 

purposes and they are thus not required 

to establish Data Integrity Boards. 


a. Location and Staffing. While the 

Act specifies neither the organizational 

level at which the Boards are to be 

established. nor their makeup (with two 

exceptions), it is clear from the context 

of the Data Integrity Board section that 

Congress expected agencies to place the 

Boards at the top of the organization 

and staff them with senior personnel It 

is the intent of these guidelines not to 

dictate a specific structure but to 

suggest ways of complying with this 

expection. 

-Location. As to location, because the 


Boards are to aerve a coord.inating 

function. it would be inappropriate to 

locate them at other than the 

departmental level (or its agency 

equivalent). This is not to say that 

subordinate boards at component 

levels may not be useful to do the 

preliminary work necessary to 

provide a matching program propoial 

to the aenlor Boa.rd for approval 

Indeed. in large agend~ with many

matching programs. this'.Will liuly be 

the rµ)e. Bat.1he approval should 

com~ from the top, and this argues for 

the placement ~t.ed above. 


-&affing. 'Ine Act ttqu.irea that the 
Board consist of senior agency 
official. designated by the agency
bead. The only two mandatory · 
memben·are the Inspector General of 
the agency err any) who may not serve 
as Chairman. and the aeruor official 
responsible for the i..mplementation of 
the Pri~cy Act who has been 
designated pw-suant to 4-t U.S.C. 
3506{b). 0MB [t!C()mmend.J that the 

. agency Privacy Act Officer be 
designated aa the Board's Secretary. 

--Operation. While much of the wor}.( of 
the Board may be delegated to leu (
scriior members-for ex.ample, the ' 
compilation of reports. advising of 
program officials, and maintaining 

..... . . . ( ... : 
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and disseminating informatioo about 
the accuracy and reliability of data 
used in matching-the approval of 
matching agreement! may not be 
delegated. 
The Board should meet often enough 

to ensure that agency matching . 
programs are carried out efficiently. 
expeditiously arid in conformance with 
the Privacy Act. as amended. . 

b. Review Responsibil.ities. Because 
matching agreementJ are key to the 
implementation of the Computer 
Matching Act. the Act males their 
review the foremost responsibility of the 
Board.a. Boards are responsible for 
approving or disapproving matching . 
programs based upon their assessment 
of the adequacy of these agreements. 
They should ensure that their rea.son.s 
for either approving or denying are well 
documented. Ag~cy officials proposing 
matching pro~ should en.sure that 
they provideJ.be Datatategrity Board .. 
with all 0£ the information relevant and 
necessary to ·pel'lllit it to make ao. 
informed decision. including. where : 
appropriate. a benefit/cost analysis. · 
Note that both the Federal source and 
recipient agencies must have the 
matching agreement ratified by their( boards. 
-Review ofProposals l.o Conduct or 

Participate in M.atching Programs. 
The Board must review the matching 
agree,ments that support each 
proposed matching program and find 
them in conformance with the 
provisions of the Computer Matching 
Act as well as any other relevant 
statutes. regulations. or guidelines. 
Boards are specifically responsible for 
determining when to compress the due 
process steps of verifies tion and 
notice and wait into a single step. A 
matching agreement should remain in 
force for only 10 long as necessary to 
acccmplish the specific matching 
purpose; indeed. it automatic:ally · 
expires at the end of18 months mtless 
within 3 months prior to the actual 
expiration date. the Data Integrity 
Board finds that the program will be 
conducted without change .md each 

. party certifies tbat the program has 
been conducted In compliance with 
the matching agreement. Under this 
fmding. the Board may extend the 
agreement for 1 additional year. 

--NlnualReview. The Act requires 
Daa Integrity Board• to conduct an 
annual review of all matching 
programs in which the agency has 
participated as either a source or 
~pient agency. This review bas two 
focuses: to determine whether the 
matches have been. or are being. 
conducted in accordance with the 

appropriate authorities. and under the 
terms of the ma tching agreements; 
and. to assess the utility of the . 
programs in terms of their costs and 
benefits. The Act suggests that this 
latter review as it pertains to recurring 
programs. should result in a basis for 
continuing p&Iticipation in. or 
operation of. such programs. The 
Computer Matching Act also requires 
the Boards to review annually agency 
recordk.eepin.g and disposaJ policies 
and practices for conformance with 
the Act's provisions. These reviews 
should take place within the context 
of the annual review referenced 
above. In addition. the Boards may 
review and report on matchicg 
activities not covered by the 
Computer Matching Act. 
c. Benefit/Cost Analysis. The 


Computer Matching Act requires that a 

benefit/cost analysis be a part of an 

agency decision to cooduct or 

participate in a matc:hin8 program. The 

require.men! occurs in two places: in 

matching agreements which must 

include a justification of the proposed . 

match with a "specific estimate of any 

savings"; and. in the Data Integrity 

Board review process. 


The intent of this requirement is not to 
create a presumption that when 
agencies balance individual rights and 
cost savings. the latter should inevitably 
prevail. Rather, it is to ensure that sound 
management practices are fo llowed 
when agencies use records from Privacy 
Act systems of records in matching 
programs. Particularly in a time when 
competition for scarce resources 'is 
especially intense, it is not in the 
government'• interests to engage in 
matching activities that drain agency 
reso~s that could be better spent 
elsewhere. Agencies should use the 
benefit/cost requirement as an 
opportunity to reexamine programs and 
weed out those that produce only . 
marginal result!. 

While the Act a.Ppelll'I to require a . 
favorable benefit/cost ratio as an 
element of approval of a matching 
program. agencies 1h.ould be cautious 
about applying this interpretation ln too 
literal a fashion. For example, the first 
year in whlch a mat.chin.g program b 
conducted may show a dramatic 
benefit/cost ratio. However, after it bas 
been conducted on a regular basis (with 
attendant publicity). Its deterrent efieet 
may result in much less fa:vorable ratios. 
Elimination of such a program. however, 
may well result in a return to the 
prematch benefit/cost ratio. The agency 
should consider not only the actual 
savings attributable to such a program. 
but the consequen~s of abandoning IL 

For proposed matches without an 
opera tional history. benefit/ cos t 
analyses will of necessity be 
speculative. While they should be based 
upon the best data available, reasonable 
estimates are acceptable at this stage. 
Nevertheless. agencies should design 
their programs so as to ensure the . 
collectioo of data that will permit more 
accurate assessments to be made. As 
more and more data become available, 
it should be possible to make more 
informed assumptions about the benefits 
and costs of matching. One source of 
information about conducting benefit
e-0st analysis u it relates to matching · 
programs is the GAO Report. "Computer 
Mate.bing. Assessing its Costs and . 
Benefila.." GAO/PEMD-87-2. November. 
1986. Agencies may wish to consult this 
report as they develop methodologies 
for performing this analysis. 

Becall5e mat.chiIJg is dooe for a 
variety of reasons, not all matching . 
programs are appropriate candidates for 
benefit/e-0st analysis. The Computer 
Matching Act tacitly recognizes this . 
point by permitting Data Integrity 
Boards to waive the benefit/e-0st 
requirement if they determine in writing 
that such an analysis is not required. It 
should be noted. however, that the 
Congress expected that such waivers 
would be used sparingly. The Act itself 
supplies one such waiver: if a match is 
specifically required by statute, the · 
initial review by the Board need not 
consider the benefits and costs of the 
match. Note that this exclusion does not 
extend to matches undertalcen at the 
discretion of the agency. However. the 
Act goes on to require that when the 
matching agreement is renegotiated. a. 
benefit/cost analysis covering the . 
preceding matches must be done.~ote 
that the Act does not re~ the 
showing of a favorable ratio !or the 
ma tch to~ continued. only that an 
analysis be done. The intention i1 to 
provide Congress with information to 
help ft evaluate the effectiveness of 
statutory matching requinments with a 
view to revising or eliminating them 
where appropriate. 

Other example, or matches in which 
the establishment of a favorable 
benefit/cost ratio would be · 
inappropriate are: 
-A mstch of a system of records 

containing information about nurses 
employed at VA hospital• with . 
records maintained by State nurse 
licensing boards to identify VA nurses 
with ·ilnpaired licenses". i.e .. those 
who have had some disciplinary 
action taken against them. 

-A match whose purpose is to identify 
and CQrTect emineous data. e.g~ 
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Pro ject Clean Data which was run to 
correct and elimina te erroneous Social 
Security Numbers. 

-Selective Service System matching to 
identify 18-year-olds for draft 
registration purposes. 
d. Appeals ofDenials. If a Board 

disapproves a matching agreement. the 
Computer Matching Act permits any 
party to the agreement to appeal that 
disapproval to the Director of the Office 

. of Management and Budget. \Vhile this 
literally means that a recipient agency 
(whether Federal or non-Federal) could 
appeal the refusal of a source agency to 
approve an agreement. the actual results 
of such cross agency appeals, even if 
successful. are unlikely to result in the 
implementation of a matching program 
since the source agency may still 
properly refuse to disclose the necessary 
Privacy Act records. Nothing in the 
appeal process is intended to result in 
one agency being able to force another 
agency to participate unwillingly in a 
matchjng program. 

Accordingly, 0MB will only entertain 
appeals from senior agency officials 
who are parties to a proposed matching 
agreement that has been disapproved by 
the agency's own Data Integrity Board.. 
By senior officials, 0MB means the 
Inspector General of an agency or the 
head of an operating division carrying 
out the matching program-

The appeal should be forwarded to 
the Director. Office of Management and 
Budget. Washington. DC 20503 within 30 
days following the Board's written · 
disapproval The following 
documentation should accompany the 
appeal: 
-Copies of all of the documentation 

accompanying the initial matching 
agreement proposal: 

-A copy of the Board's disapproval and 
reasons therefor; 

-Evidence supporting the coat
effectiveneu of the match; 

-Any other in!ormation relevant to a 
· decision. e.g.. timing considerations. 

the public interest lerVed by the 
match. etc. - ~ .... ~: : · ·· 
The Director will promptly noilly · 

Cor.. ;rest of ~t of an •J?peal a.nd _of 
his or her decision. A decision to 
approve a matching agreement will not 
be effective until 30 days after it is 10 
reported to Congress. The decision of 
the Di~clor shall be based upon the 
information submitted. 

0MB expects that this appeal process 
will be rare ly used. One way to ensu re 
its rarity is for agencies to present only 
well thoughtout and thoroughly 
documen ted proposals to the Boards for 
decis ions. 

e. Information Maintenance and 
Dissemination Responsibilities. The Act 
anticipates that the Data Integrity 
Boards will be an information resource 
on matching for the agency. Thus, while 
the full Board may actually convene 
only a few times each year to consider 
matching program proposals, the Act 

- requires a continuing presence to carry 
out these additional functions. The 

· Board, therefore, should designate a . 
representative to answer questions on 
matching both from within the agency 
and from outside entities. This point of 
contact should be able to advise-on 
what actions are needed to comply with 
the provisions of the Computer Matching 
Act. and to collect and disseminate 
information on the quality of the records 
used in match.in.g programs. 

8. General Reporting Requirements: 
The reporting requirements of the Data 
Integrity Boards will be contained in 
0MB Circular No. A-130. Append.ix L 
Matching reports are to be included in 
the general Privacy Act implementation 
reporting requirements outlined in that 
Circular. 

9. Specific Responsibi1ities ofNon-
Federal Agencies: It is not the intent of 
this Act to affect. nor do its provisions 
reach, State and local governments 
using their own records for matching 
purposes. Nor does the Act reach State 
or local matching program.a using 
records from Federal system.a of records 
for purposes other than those defined in 
the Act as for a "matc:hillg program." 

Thu.s. for example, • Federal qency 
could disclose information about 
beneficiaries of a Federal program to a 
State agency in order to permit the State 
.to conduct a matching program to 

determine eligibility for a State pubµc 

assistance program. So long u the 

lJU1POSe wu to validate eligibility for 


; the State aa opposed to the Federal 
benefit program. the Computer Matching 

·Act would not come into play. · 
If however, the Federal agency 

disclosed the names and income level, 
of its own Federal employees to a State 
under these circumstances, the matching 
requirements would have to be met 
since this match would be covered 

..... ,..... -~.·. ·• .. ·, 
·.'. .,..:·: ·-~:....~ . . ... ·. 

-; 

under the "Federal employee personnel 
and payro ll" provisions. 

Nun-Federa l agencies intending to 

participate in covered matching 

programs are required to do the 

following: 

-Execute matching agreements 


prepared by a Federal agency or 

agencies invovled in the matching 

program: 


-Provide data to Federal agencies on 

the costs and benefits of matching 

programs; · 


-Certify that they will not take adverse 

action against an individual as a 

result of any information developed in 

a matching program unless the · 

information has been independently 

verified and until 30 days after the 

individual has been notified of the 

findings and given an opportunity to 

contest them. 


-For renewals of matching programs. 

certify that the terms of the agreement 

have been followed. 

10. Sanctions: The Computer Matching 

Act specifies that neither a Federal nor 
a non-Federal agency may disclose a 
record for use in a matching program if 
either has reason to believe the recipient 
is not meeting the terms of the matching 
agreement or the due process 
requirements of the Computer Matching 
Act This provision does not create an 
affirmative duty on the part of a source (
agency to investigate a recipient 
agency's level of compliance. However, 
if a source agency receives information 
that would lead it to conclude that the 

·recipient agency was not in compliance. 
it must consult with that agency before 
continuing to participate in the matching 
program. 

Moreover, it should be noted that the 
civil remedies provisions of the Privacy 
Act are available to matching record 
subjects who can demonstrate fbat. they 
have been harmed by an agency's 
violation of the Privacy Act or its own 
regulations. A aucce11ful litigant is 
entitled under the Privacy Act to receive 
at least $1,000 and reasonable attorney', 
fees. ·Given the large nwnbera of record 
subjects typically involwd in a 
match.!:ig program. ~ncles should be 
especially diligent in ·guarding against 
actions that would create liabilities. 
s. J•r Plapr, 
Admini•trat.or. Office ofinformation and 
R.egulatcry Affairs. 
IFR Doc. f$-14S25 riled 6-l~ a:•s am} 
R.UNQ CCO( .,~
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THE COMPUIER MATCHING . AND PRlVACl' PR..OUCTlOti ACT OF 1!)S8 

r ~· 	 (An Overview)., 
i' 

:::. 
( · 
' ·' 

The computer Match1ng and Pr1v11;¥ Prote,tion Act;, a law 

tnat amends the Pri v1~ A,t tg ,etabHsh ptocadural : · 

safliUlrd& an~ ;o regu1ate tha use of comput•~ matehi~g 


., 

., 	 condu,ted by r~der11 agencies • 
11. 

' ' 	 ' .:~. 
,. 	 It iS a1so a hw dtSig'ntd· to combat fraud. waste, ind abus.e 
:,; 	 in Fadara1 benefits programs and tg ensure priv•~1,

1ntegr1ty. ana v1r1r1c1t1Qn or d1t1 disciosed for compute~
matchin9 prc;rams. 

Computer mat,hing 1s the eomputtriztd comp1ri10ft o, 
automated records for the purpose of YQr1fy1n9 1l1;1111ity 

,o~ a Ftd•fal benefits program. or racovar~ng paym1nt1 or 

delinquent debtc. 	 · 

Tna 11w 	pl"'OV1des tn1t ,oinputer m1t;h1ng c1n on1~ ~• 
conducted pursuant to ierms of• formal writt•n matching 
agreem1n; ante~ed 1nto by the a9en~~ providing the data t~ 
bemat,hed end l.he agenc:1 recehin; the d1t1. 

(The Act 	 ,ova~, two kind• o, mateh;"g prcgr1m1; mat~h•& 
1nvclv1ng Fedoral a1n111ts progr1m1. an~ m1t;hes u1ing
r@eord1 	 from F1dar11 par1onn11 er payro,1 1y1ttm1 cf 
reeords. 

The A,t does not app11 to matches co"ducted fo~ 1tat;1tita1, 

5eturity, reiiirch, law enforcttll'lent, tax, and cart1~n ether 
 ·.p~rposes. 	 · 

Tno Act ful"'ther prov1des due proc:e~s r1ghh for 1ndi.vidua1s 
affaetad bf computer mat,h11. mandating that individYa1s be • 
notified and given an opportun;ty to contest an1 •d~erse 
findings resu1ting frgm e computer match, 

Sefore eny tdve~se act;on ean be tAktn aga;n&t 1" 
i~dividua1, under tho 1aw infol"'mat1on re~ulting 1ron 
COfl1puter m1t,he, ft'IIJC~ be independenty Yerified. 

.......... " .. .·-· . . ' ... . . . 
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The lew requ1re1 that 111 mat~hing a9r-eement1 entered into 
' by agenc1e1 contA1n the tol1owing 1ntormat1on: 

(1) 	The purpose a"d lega1 authority for tho mateh 

. . 


(2) A just1f1cat1on for 1n~ e~pectod re,ultc frQffl t.hca match · 

(3) A description of the records ·to be u~ed {~ame, number. 
and data elements ot records), in,lud;ft9 pr0Jeet1d starting
and complet;on datas 

.. 
(4) The procedures for nctifying .indiv;dua1s and the public 
~bout the matching program . 

(S) Tha procedures for verif~ing ;nform1tion obtained 

through matchini pro9~ams 


(6) The methods for retaining Dr" disposing of records 

generated through the mat,h 


(7) Safe9uards to be u1ad to protect information 

(8) A description of all restrictions imposed ~oncerning the 
use, duplication. and rediac1o5ur• of records YStd in a 
match1 ng program · 

(9) A 1t1tament as to th• accu~•c1 or quali,y of records to · 
be used 

(10)A statement that the Comptro1 ler Gener-a1 may have 1~ces1 
to a11 records to monitor er ver-1 fy compl 1ance w1 th ,h, 
a;reement. ~ 

... 
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Tha Act requires each Federal agen~1 .part1,1p&t1ng in a 
es.tab11sh Board • .m!tching program to e Oat1 .. fnte9rO)' 

Th• p~tpou of tht &o1rd if to 01,1aru• &r,d coo,.dir,ata t.J,a 
agen;y's parti,ipation fn comput.,,- matching pro;~ams. 

' ' 

The Board 1s to co~s11t of san1or 19,n;y oftic1a1s and 
perform tho following function1: · 

(1) Re~1e-, 1 approve, and m11n-t1in a11 ·W"H:.ten a;raemo"t' 
,uso~i ated_. wH·h· match;ng pros,.ams 

(2) Review all m1tchit1g· prc;ramt in · w,;ci, aganc;e1 

perticipat•d du~;n9 th~ 1e1r 


(3) Assess the costs and benefit• of . such pro~rams 

(4) Review 111 rtcurrin; matchin; program, partfcipattd in 

durit19 the year . · 


(5) Comp;11 an annual report to 0MB describing ccmple,e 
matching activ1t1~s of . the a91ncy . 

(6) Serv~ as thw ~learinghouse for the review of •11 rooords 
used in matching pro9rams for accuracy, comp1ete"e,c, and 
l"'Cli obi lit,)' 

(7) Pr-ovi dt guf.danco and direct f on to componantl Oft P.f"OS,l"'Mt 
requiramants 

(8) R~v;ew agency recordkeepini end disposal policies for · 
matching pragrDms 

(9) Review, wh~re ne~ossar)'• and report on m.atchir,9 ~ 
activities lha~ are not mat,hing p~ogr&ffl&. · 

Under thtt Act, an1 disapproval b,r t~e Soard of a pr-opcsed
matching program ~•Y bo appealed to .tht Director or c»la by 
an: parti to the a;reament. 

P. 4/ 4 , 
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CORRESPONDENCE DIGEST OR MEMORANDUM 

The Administrator X
TO 

Deputy Administrator 

DATE: 

FROM: Assistant Administrator 
for Information Resources Management 

SUBJECT: Establishment of the SBA Data Integrity Board 

The Computer Matching and Privacy Protection Act of 1988, 
100-503, is an amendment to the Privacy Act of 1974. It 
establishes procedural safeguards affecting agencies' use 

P.L. 

of 
Privacy Act records in performing certain types of computerized 
matching programs. The Act requires agencies to conclude written 
agreements specifying the terms under which matches are to be 
done. It also provides due process rights for record subjects to 
prevent agencies from taking adverse actions unless they have 
independently verified the results of the match and given the 
subject 30 days advance notice. oversight is accomplished in a 
variety of ways: by having agencies (a) publish matching 
agreements, (b) report matching programs to 0MB and Congress; and 
(c) establish internal boards to approve their matching activity. 
The Act becomes effective on July 19, 1989. 

As stated above, the Act requires each Federal agency that acts 
as either a source or recipient of data in a computerized 
matching program to establish a Data Integrity Board consisting 
of senior agency officials designated by the agency head to 
oversee the agency's participation. Two board members are 
mandated by the Act. They are the agency's Inspector General and 
the senior official responsible for the implementation of the 
Privacy Act. 0MB recommends that the Privacy Act Officer be 
designated as the Board's Secretary. ' 

,, 
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statutes, regulations, or guidelines. While some of the work of 
the Board may be delegated - for example, the compilation of 
reports, advising program officials and maintaining, and 
disseminating information about the reliability of the data used 
in the matching - the approval of the matching agreements may not 
be delegated. 

The Data Integrity Board will meet within 30 days to initiate the 
steps needed to ensure that SBA's matching programs are carried 
out in conformance with the Act. The Board must conduct an 
annual review of all matching programs in which SBA has 
participated as either a source or recipient agency. In addition 
the Board must also report on whether a match is in compliance 
with the matching agreement and the effectiveness of the program 
to the agency in terms of costs and benefits. 

Each program manager is responsible for ensuring that 
computerized matches involving their program's data is approved 
by the Board prior to beginning the matching procedures. The 
program manager must also provide the Board with assurance that 
all requirements such as formal announcements in the Federal 
Register, signed agreements, assessments of the costs and 
benefits, notification of participants, and etc., are carried out 
in conformance with the Act~ 

If you require additional information regarding this Notice, 
please contact the Office of Information Resources Management 
point of contact, Lawrence E. Barrett at 653-6463. 

Administrator 



SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 

( 2006 BIENNIAL COMPUTER MATCHING REPORT FOR 2004-2005 

1. Data Integrity Board 

Lewis Andrews Chairperson 
Assistant Administrator/Management and 

Administration 

Delorice P. Ford Secretary 
Assistant Administrator/Office of Hearings 

and Appeals 

Eric M. Thorson Inspector General 

Christine Liu Chief Information Officer 

Robert Gangwere Acting General Counsel 

Lisa Babcock Director, Freedom of Information/Privacy 
Acts Office 

Delorice P. Ford (Secretary) 
409 Third Street, S.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20416 
(202) 481 -8203 
delorice. ford@sba.gov 

Eric M. Thorson, Inspector General, replaced Robert Seabrooks as Inspector General. 

Robert Gangwere, Acting General Counsel, replaced David A. Javdan as General 
Counsel. · 

Christine Liu, Chief Information Officer, replaced Steven Galvan as Chief Information 
Officer. 

( 

\ 

mailto:ford@sba.gov


2006 BIENNIAL COMPUTER MATCHING REPORT FOR 2004-2005 
Small Business Administration 

2. 	 Matching Pro grams 

Reporting Title of Matching Purpose Publication Federal 
Agency Match Agency Date Register 

Notice 
SBA CAVIRS HUD To enable HUD 5/14/92 57 FR 20727 

to prescreen 
Federal loan 
applicants who 
may be ineligible 

3. 	 Cost/Benefit Analysis 

Cost/benefit analysis was conducted for the match that the SBA participates in. 
The analysis identified positive effects . 

4. 	 Waived Cost/Benefit Analysis 


The Board did not waive any cost/benefit analysis. 


5. 	 Rejected Matches 

The Board did not reject any matches. 

6. 	 Matching Violations 

The Board did not identify any matching violations 

7. 	 Litigation 

There was no litigation involving SBA's matching activities. 

8. 	Litigation Based On Allegations Of Inaccurate Records 

There was no litigation resulting from allegations of inaccurate records . 



1996-1997 BIENNIAL COMPUTER MATCHING REPORT 


FOR THE 


SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 


1. Data Integrity Board 

Larry Barrett Acting AA/M&A, Chairperson 

Mona Mitnick AA/OHA, Secretary 

Karen Lee Acting Inspector General 

Larry Barrett Chief Information Officer 

John T. Spotilla General Counsel 

Lisa Babcock FOI/P A Appellate Office 

Mona Mitnick (Secretary) 
409 Third Street, S.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20416 
(202) 401-8202 
mona. mitnick@sba.gov 

Larry Barrett, as Acting Assistant Administrator for Management and Administration, 
replaced Antonella Pinalta, formerly the Assistant Administrator for Management and 
Administration, as Chairman of the Data Integrity Board (DID). 

Karen Lee, Acting Inspector General, replaced James Hoobler, the former Inspector 
General. 

mailto:mitnick@sba.gov


2. Matching Programs 

Reporting 	 Title of Matching Purpose Publication Federal 
Agency Match Agency Date Register 

SBA CAVIRS HUD To enable HUD 5114192 57 FR 20727 
toprescreen 
Federal loan 
applicants who 
may be ineligible 

SBA Delinquent U.S. Postal To identify 12117191 56 FR 65525 
Debtors Service 	 Postal employees 

who are indebted 
to the Federal 
Government 
under SBA 
programs 

SBA Delinquent DOD Identification 2114192 57 FR 5428 
Debtors 	 Defense of active and 

Manpower retired Federal 
Data employees owing 
Center delinquent debts 

under SBA programs 

3. Cost/Benefit Analysis 

Cost/benefit analysis were conducted for each of the three matches in which the SBA 
participates. 

4. Waived Cost/Benefit Analysis 

NIA 

5. Rejected Matches 

NIA 

6. Matching Violations 
NIA 



7. Litigation 

NIA 

8. Inaccurate Records 

NIA 
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SMALL BUSINESS AOMINISTRATION 

. SBA NOTICE 

NOTICE NO. 
TO: MANAGEMENT BOARD MEMBERS 9000-574 

EFFECTIVE 
, 9 1 89 

SUBJECT: Computer Matching and Privacy Protection Act 
Implrunentation 

'!'he computer Matehing and Privacy Protection Act of 1988, P.L. 
100-503, is an antendment to the Privacy Act of 1974. It 
establishes procedu~al safeguards affecting agencies' use of 
Privacy Act records in performing certain types of computerized 
matching programs. The ~ct requires agencies to conclude written 
agreements specifying the terms under which matches are to be 
done. It also provides due process rights for record subjects to 
prevent agencies from taking adverse actions unless they have 
independently verified the results of the match and given the 
subject 30 days advance notice. Oversight is accomplished in a 
variety of ways: by having agencies (a) publish matching 
agreements, (b) report matching programs to 0MB and Congress; and 
(c} establish internal boards to approve their matching activity. 
The effective date of the Act is January 1, 1990. 

As stated above, the Act r~guires each Federal agency that acts 
as either a source or recipient of data in a computerized 
~atching program to establish a Data !ntegrity Board consisting 
of senior agency officials designated by the agency head to 
oversee the agency's participation. Two board meltlbers are 
mandated by the Act. They are the agency's Inspector General and 
the senior official responsible for the implementation of the 
Privacy Act. The Board will be eo~posed of the Associate Deputy 
Administrator for Management and Admini$tration (Chairperson), 
the Assistant Administrator for Hearings and Appeals (Secretary), 
the Inspector General, the General Counsel, and the Assistant 
Administrator for Information Resources Management. Respective 
program managers will participate in an advisory capacity as 
needed for computer matches involving their program area. 

The Board is responsible for approving or disapproving all 
computerized matching agreements involving SBA data. It must 
review the matching agreement that supports each proposed 
matching program and determine if it is in conformance with the 
provisions of the Act, as well as with any other relevant 

EXPIRES 3; 1 ; 90 PAGE l 

SBA Form 1353 (3-83) 

£~ I H~ o~ m9 J1~ 

r, : .\ \ ;: ~ :,; ·,:
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~tatutes, regulations, or guidelines. While some of ths work of 
the Board may be delegated - for example, the compilation of 
reports, advising program officials and maintaining, and 
disseminating information about the reliability of the data used 
in the matching - the approval of the matching agreements may not 
~e delegate4. I 

The Data Integrity Board will meet within 30 days to initiate the 
steps needed to ensure that SBA's matching programs are carried 
out in conformance with the Act. The Board must conduct an 
annual r~view of all matching programs in which SBA has 
participated as either a source or recipient agency. In addition 
the Board must also report on whether a match is in compliance 
with the matching agreement and the effectiveness of the program 
to the agency in terms of costs and benefits. 

Each program ~anager is responsible for ensuring that 
computerized ~atches involving their program's data is approved
by the Board prior to beginning the matching procedures. The 
program manager must also provide the aoard with assurance that 
all requirements sueh as formal announcements in the Federal 
Register, signed agreements, assessments of the costs and 
benefits, notification of participants, and etc., are carried out 
in conformance with the Act; 

If you r~guire additional information regarding this Notice, 

please contact the Office of Information Resources Management 

point of contact, Lawrence E, Barrett at 653-6463. 


Susan Engel~
Administrator 



----------
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CORRESPONDENCE DIGEST OR MEMORANDUM 

( . 
,~ 

~ 

' .._,~ 

)( The AdMiniSU'lltor 

Deputy Administntor 
TO 

FROM: Assistant Administrator 

for Infol:'lD.ation Resources Management 


SUBJECT: Establisrunent of the SBA Data Integrity Board 

The computer Matching and Privacy Protection Act of 1988, P.L. 
100-503, is an amendment to the Privacy Act of 1974. rt 
establishes procedural safeguards affecting agencies• use of 
Privacy Act records in perforl!ling certain types of computerized 
matching programs. The Act requires agencies to conclude written 
agreements specifying the terins under which matches are to be 
done. It also provides due process rights for record subjects to 
prevent agencies from taking adverse actions unless they have 
independently verified the results of the match and given the 
subject 30 days advance notice. Oversight is accomplished in a 
variety of ways: by having agencies (a) publish matching 
agreements, (b) report matching programs to 0MB and Congress; and 
(c) establish internal boards ta approve their matching activity. 
The Act becomes effective on July 19, 1989. 

· 
As stated above, the Act requires each Federal agency that acts 
as either a source or recipient of data in a computerized 
matching program to establish a Data Integrity Board consisting
of senior agency officials designated by the agency head to 
oversee the agency's participation. Two board members are 
mandated by the Act. They are the agency's Inspector General and 
the senior official responsible for the implementation of the 
Privacy Act. 0MB recommends that the Privacy ~ct Officer be 
designated as the Board 1 s Secretary. · 

SURNAME ANO CLEARED BY CLEARED BYPREPARED BV 
ORGANIZATION 

J. Gallogly L Barrett 
EXT: 6463AA/IRM JG OGC 

INITIALS AND 

CONTROL NO. -------  OAT~/-) 7 / II•/n 
CLEARED BY CLEAAEO 8Y Cl.EARED SY cl:tM!ED BV CLEARED B'I' CLE:ARED BY CLEAA£D BY 

ASSOCIATEEXfcCUTIVE DEPUTY'arings & Finance & DEPUTYSECRETARIAT ADMINISTRATORInvestment,:,peals ADMINISTRATOR 

//~ . I rAA 
v'i) /,rJ/ 1 I 

ACTION COMPLETED: (SIGNATURE) DATE: 

DATE: 
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The Board has the responsibility for approving or disapproving 
co~puterized :matching agreements. It must review the matching 
agreement that supports each proposQd matching program and 
determine if it is in conformance with the provisions of the Act, 
as well as with any other relevant statutes, regulations, or 
guidelinGs. While some of the work of the Board may be delegated 
- for example, the compilation of reports, advising program 
officials and maintaining and disseminating information about the 
reliability of the data used in the matching - the approval of 
the matching agreements may not be delegated. 

The Data Integrity Board should meet as needed to ensure that SBA 
matching programs are carried out efficiently, expeditiously and 
in conformance with the Act. Howe.ver, the Board must conduct an 
annual review of all matching programs in which SBA has 
participated as either a source or recipient agency~ The Board 
will also report on whether the matches are in compliance with 
the matching agreements and on the effectiveness of the program. 
to the agency i n terms of costs and benefits. The reporting 
requirements will be defined in a revision to Appendix I of 0MB 
Circular No. A-130, "Management of Federal Information 
Resources". 

c)·P,~~ 
James P. Gallogly 

1. 	 Recommendation: Establish an SBA Data Integrity Board to 
implement and carry out the provisions of the computer
Matching and Privacy Protection Act of 1988, P.L. 100-503. 

Disapproved 

Date 

2. 	 Reco1tll11.endation: The Board will be composed of the Associate 
Deputy Administrator for Management and Administration 
(Chairperson), the Assistant Administrator for Hearings and 
Appeals (Secretary), the Inspector General, the General 
counsel and the Assistant Admini strator for Information 
Reso~rces Ma~agement •. Respective program managers will 
part~cipate in ah advisory capacity as needed for computer
matches involving their program area, 

Approved 

Disapproved 

Date 
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3. 	 Recommendation: The Board will meet as required, but at 
least annually, to review and raport on the Agency's 
compliance with the Act. The Board will also ensure that 
any external reporting requirements of the Act are met. 

Disapproved 

Date 
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U.S. SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 


W°'SHINGTON, 0.C. 20416 


nate: Augu.st 3, 1990 

To: 	 Distribution List 

From: Associate Deputy Adlllinistrator 

fer Management and Administration 


SUbjeet: Data Integrity Board Meeting 

The Data Integrity Board will meet o~...§t22{90 at 1~:~o a.1n. 
in the OIRM Conference Room on the nint f oor. 

The purpose of the meeting is to discuss the following 
itel'll.s: 

~. 	 A draft SBA Notice reminding personnel of the 
requi~ement to obtain approval before conducting
matching. ' 

2. 	 A draft of proposed operat'ing procedures for the 
Board: 

3. 	 A request for guidance from the AA/Financial 
Assistance on whether to proceed with performing 
benefit/cost analysis for two proposed matches. 

Copies of all 	 are attached for your review 
_Prior to Le iue

gR~o 
Attachments 

DistribQtion List: 

v6harles R. Gillum, Inspector General 

sally B. Narey, General counsel 

John H. Barnett, AA/Hearings and Appeals 

Lawrence E. Barrett, Acting AA/IRM 




-----------------------------------------------------------------
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SBA NOTICE 


TO: 	 Management Board Members 

Anybody else? 


SUBJECT: 	 Computerized Data Matching Programs 

The computer Matching and Privacy Protection Act of 1988 (P . L. 100
503) defined procedural · safeguards affecting Federal agencies ' use 
of Privacy Act records in carrying out certain types of 
computerized matching programs- rt required each agency that acts 
as either a source or ~eeipient of data in a computeri2ed matching 
program to establish a Data Integrity Board consisting of senior 
agency officials, appointed by the agency head, to oversee the 
agency's participation. In compliance with this, the Administrator 
created the SBA Data Integrity Board on 9/1/89 (SBA Notice 9000
97 4) • 

Effective immediately, all proposals for computeri2ed matches 
i nvolving SBA data are to be submitted to the · SBA Data Integrity 
Board to determine if they are cov@red by P. L. 100-503. If a 
proposed match is covered, it must comply with documentation 
requirements cited in the Act such as formal announcements in the 
Federal Register, signed agreements, assessment of the costs and 
benefits, notification of participants, etc!, before the Board will 
approve any matching activity. 

Proposals are to be submitted to the Secretary of the SBA Data 
Integrity Board John H. Barnett (Assistant Administrator for 
Hearings and Appeals) , for c::onsidera tion. Should thel:'e be any 
questions, contact Mr. Barnett on 653-7735. 

Thank you 	for you~ cooperation. 

FX"ank M. Raines 
As s ociate Deputy Administrator 

for Management and Administration 

Chairman, 	 SBA Data Integrity Bo~rd 
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SBA DATA TNTEGRITY BOARD 


OUTLINE FOR OPERATIONS 


1. The responsibility for reviewing and approving computer 
matches covered by P.L. 100-503 lies with the Data !ntegrity Board. 
It may not be delegated. 

2. The Board Sec:retary will act as the contact point for the 
Board with a requester seeking approval for a computer match. 

3. The Board Secretary will also be the operational foeal point, 
report preparer, and document and file custodian for the DIB. 

2. A requester will submit a proposal for computer matching to 
the Secretary for action . 

3. The Secretary will determine if it is a covered match. 
consultation with other Board members may be necessary and may be 
requested at any time. 

4. If it is a covered match, the Sec:x--etary will inform the 
requester of the documentat~on requirements and answer any 
questions. 

5. When the requestor returns with the complete documentation, 
the Secreatry will convene the Board for a formal review . 

6. If the proposal is approved, the reporting requiremnt$ to 
Congress and 0MB will be produced by the Secretary and presented 
to the Chairman for approval and signature. A11 DIB reporting 
requirements have already been documented in the excerpt of 0MB 
Bulletin No. 89-22 (attached). · 

7. The Secretary will retain a record of all matching agreement 
proposals rejected by the Boa~d; along with the reasons for 
rejection. 

8. The Secretary wi 11 retain a record of any violation of 
matching agreements that have been alleged or identified, together 
~ith any actions taken. 

9. The Secretary will develop the annual matching ac::tiv:i. ties 
information report for 0MB, as outlined in the 89-22 excerpt 
a t ,tached, and present it to the Chairman for submission. 

10. The Secretary may call on any OIB member, or their designees, 
for assistance at any time throughout the above process. 
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	Privacy Act of 1974, Computer Matching Program-U.S. Small Business Administration and U.S. Department of Homeland Security, Federal Emergency Management Agency 
	AGENCY: Small Business Administration. 

	ACTION: Notice of computer matching program: U.S. Small Business Administration and U.S. Department of Homeland Security, Federal Emergency 
	Management Agency. 
	SUMMARY: The U.S. Small Business 
	Administration plans to participate as a 
	source agency in a computer matching program with and U.S. Department of Homeland Security, Federal Emergency Management Agency. The purpose of this agreement is to set forth the terms under which a computer matching program will be conducted. The matching program will ensure that applicants for SBA Disaster loans and DHS/FEMA Other Needs Assistance have not received a duplication of benefits for the same disaster. This will be accomplished by matching specific DHS/FEMA disaster, as established in the compu
	SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: 
	I. Introduction 
	The Small Business Administration (SBA) and the Department of Homeland Security, Federal Emergency Management Agency (DHS/FEMA) have entered into this Computer Matching Agreement (Agreement) pursuant to section (o) of the Privacy Act of 1974 (5 
	U.S.C. 552a), as amended by the Computer Matching and Privacy Protection Act of 1988 (Pub. L. 100503), and as amended by the Computer Matching Privacy Protection Act Amendments of 1990 (Pub. L. 101-508, 5 U.S.C. 552a(p) (1990)). For purposes of this Agreement, both SBA and DHS/ FEMA are the recipient agency and the source agency as defined in 5 U.S.C. 552a(a)(9), (11). For this reason, the financial and administrative responsibilities will be evenly distributed between SBA and DHS/ FEMA unless otherwise ca
	Federal Register/Vol. 75, No. 120/Wednesday, June 23, 2010/Notices 
	II. Purpose and Legal Authority 
	II. Purpose and Legal Authority 
	A. Purpose of the Matching Program 
	The purpose of this Agreement is to set forth the terms under which a computer-matching program will be conducted. The matching program will ensure that applicants for SBA Disaster Loans and DHS/FEMA Other Needs Assistance have not received a duplication of benefits for the same disaster. This will be accomplished by matching specific DHS/FEMA disaster data with SBA disaster loan application and decision data for a declared disaster, as set forth in this Agreement. 
	B. Legal Authority 
	The legal authority for undertaking this matching program is contained in section 7(b)(1) of the Small Business Act (15 U.S.C. 636(b)(1)) and in section 312(a) of the Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act (42 U.S.C. 5155), which authorizes agencies to ensure that assistance provided by each is not duplicated by another source. 
	The Computer Matching and Privacy Protection Act of 1988 (Pub. L. 100503), as amended, establishes procedural requirements for agencies to follow when engaging in computermatching activities. 
	III. Justification and Expected Results 
	A. Justification 
	It is the policy of both SBA and DHS/ FEMA that the agencies will not provide disaster assistance or loan funds to individuals or businesses that have already received benefits from another source for the same disaster. One way to accomplish this objective is to conduct a computer-matching program between the agencies and compare the data of individuals, businesses, or other entities that may have received duplicative aid for a specific disaster from SBA and DHS/FEMA. 

	It is also recognized that the programs covered by this Agreement are part of a Government-wide initiative (Executive Order 13411 Improving Assistance for Disaster Victims, dated August 29, 2006) to identify duplication of benefits received by individuals, businesses, or other entities for the same disaster. That initiative and this matching program are consistent with Office of Management and Budget (0MB) guidance on interpreting the provisions of the Computer Matching and Privacy Protection Act of 1988 (5
	instructions on Federal agency 
	instructions on Federal agency 
	responsibilities for maintaining records 
	about individuals. 
	B. Expected Results 
	In processing applications for 
	assistance for both DHS/FEMA and 
	SBA, there are several scenarios where 
	duplicate partial or full applications are 
	received. For example, a husband and 
	wife may both apply for assistance, not 
	knowing the other had done so; a person 
	may apply to both DHS/FEMA and SBA; 
	or system failures may abort a 
	registration while in progress and 
	generate a duplicate registration when 
	the person returns to try again, to name 
	a few. 
	Based on historical data, DHS/FEMA and SBA anticipate that the computer match will reveal instances where such duplication results in excessive or duplicate assistance payments. For example, DHS/FEMA received 2,160,284 registrations in response to hurricanes Katrina and Rita, and referred 67,023 of those registrations to SBA as potential duplicates. Excluding the Katrina and Rita disasters, DHS/ FEMA received 7,070,068 registrations from 1998-2009, and referred 13,809 potential duplicates to SBA. The data i
	IV. Records Description 
	A. Systems ofRecords and Estimated Number of Records Involved 

	DHS/FEMA accesses records from its DHS/FEMA 008-Disaster Recovery Assistance Files (September 24, 2009, 74 FR 48763) system of records through its National Emergency Management Information System (NEMIS), and matches them to the records that SBA provides from its SBA-020 Disaster Loan Case Files (April 1, 2009, 74 FR 14911) system of records. SBA uses its Disaster Credit Management System (DCMS) to accesses records from its SBA-020 Disaster Loan Case Files (April 1, 2009, 74 FR 14911) system of records and 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	For the initial registration match, SBA is the recipient of data from DHS/ FEMA. DHS/FEMA will extract and provide to SBA the following information: Registrant data; registration data; registration damage; insurance policy data; registration occupants' data; registration vehicles data; National Flood Insurance Reform Act of 1994 registration data; and registration flood zone data. 

	2. 
	2. 
	For the Duplication of Benefits Match, SBA is the recipient of data from DHS/FEMA. DHS/FEMA will extract and provide to SBA the following information for the Automated Duplication of Benefits Interface: Registrant and damaged property data; home application assistance data; "other assistance" data; verification data; and inspection data. 

	3. 
	3. 
	For the Status Update match, DHS/ FEMA is the recipient of data from SBA. SBA will extract and provide to DHS/ FEMA personal information about SBA applicants; application data; loss to personal property data; loss mitigation data; SBA loan data; and SBA event data. 

	4. 
	4. 
	Estimated number ofrecords. A definitive answer cannot be given as to how many records will be matched as it will depend on the number of individuals, businesses or other entities that suffer damage from a declared disaster and that ultimately apply for Federal disaster aid. 



	B. Description of the Match 
	1. DHSIFEMA-SBA automated import/export process for initial registrations. SBA is the recipient (i.e. matching) agency. SBA will match records from its SBA-020 Disaster Loan Case Files system of records (April 1, 2009, 74 FR 14911) and non-disaster related applications accessed via the Disaster Credit Management System (DCMS), to the records extracted and provided by DHS/FEMA from its DHS/ FEMA 008-Disaster Recovery Assistance Files system of records (September 24, 2009, 74 FR 48763). DHS/FEMA will provide 
	Federal Register/Vol. 75, No. 120/Wednesday, June 23, 2010/Notices 
	who are referred to SBA for disaster loan assistance. Controls on the DHS/ FEMA export of data should ensure that SBA only receives unique and valid referral records. 
	who are referred to SBA for disaster loan assistance. Controls on the DHS/ FEMA export of data should ensure that SBA only receives unique and valid referral records. 
	When SBA matches its records to those provided by DHS/FEMA, two types of matches are possible: A full match and a partial match. A full match exists when an SBA record matches a DHS/FEMA record on each of the following data fields: FEMA Disaster ID Number, FEMA Registration ID Number, Product (Home/Business), and Registration Occupant Social Security Number. A partial match exists when an SBA record matches a DHS/FEMA record on one or more, but not all, of the data fields listed above. If either a full or p
	2. DHS/FEMA-SBA duplication of benefits automated match process. Both DHS/FEMA and SBA will act as the recipient (i.e. matching) agency. SBA will extract and provide to DHS/FEMA data from its SBA-020 Disaster Loan Case File system of records (April 1, 

	· 2009, 74 FR 14911), accessed via the DCMS. DHS/FEMA will match the data SBA provides to records in its DHS/ FEMA-008 Disaster Recovery Assistance Files system of records (September 24, 2009, 74 FR 48763), accessed via NEMIS, on the FEMA Registration ID Number. SBA will issue a data call to FEMA requesting that FEMA return any records in NEMIS for which a match was found. For each match found, FEMA sends all of its applicant information to SBA so that SBA may match these records with its registrant data in
	Assistance data, Program, Award Level, Eligibility, and Approval or Rejection data. SBA will then proceed with its duplication of benefits determination. 
	3. DHS/FEMA-SBA status update automated match process. DHS/FEMA will act as the recipient (i.e. matching) agency. DHS/FEMA will match records from its DHS/FEMA DOB-Disaster Recovery Assistance Files system of records (September 24, 2009, 74 FR 48763), to the records extracted and provided by SBA from its SBA-020 Disaster Loan Case File system of records (April 1, 2009, 74 FR 14911). The purpose of this process is to update DHS/FEMA registrant information with the status of SBA loan determinations for said r
	3. DHS/FEMA-SBA status update automated match process. DHS/FEMA will act as the recipient (i.e. matching) agency. DHS/FEMA will match records from its DHS/FEMA DOB-Disaster Recovery Assistance Files system of records (September 24, 2009, 74 FR 48763), to the records extracted and provided by SBA from its SBA-020 Disaster Loan Case File system of records (April 1, 2009, 74 FR 14911). The purpose of this process is to update DHS/FEMA registrant information with the status of SBA loan determinations for said r

	SBA will provide to DHS/FEMA the following information: Personal information about SBA applicants; application data; loss to personal property data; loss mitigation data; SBA loan data; and SBA event data. DHS/ FEMA will conduct the match using FEMA Disaster Number, and FEMA Registration ID Number. Loan data for matched records will be recorded and displayed in NEMIS. Loan data will also be run through NEMIS business rules; potentially duplicative categories of assistance are sent to the National Processing
	C. Projected Starting and Completion .Dates .
	This Agreement will take effect 40 days from the date copies of this signed Agreement are sent to both Houses of Congress or 30 days from the date the Computer Matching Notice is published in the Federal Register, whichever is later, depending on whether comments are received which would result in a contrary determination (Commencement Date). SBA is the agency that will: 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	Transmit this agreement to Congress. 

	2. 
	2. 
	2. 
	Notify 0MB. 


	3. 
	3. 
	Publish the Computer Matching Notice in the Federal Register. 

	4. 
	4. 
	Address public comments that may result from publication in the Federal Register. 


	Matches under this program will be conducted for every Presidential disaster declaration. 
	V. Notice Procedures 
	V. Notice Procedures 
	A. DHSIFEMA Recipients 
	FEMA Form 90-69 "Application/ 
	Registration for Disaster Assistance," 
	Form 90-69B "Declaration and Release" 
	(both included in 0MB No. 1660-0002), 
	and various other forms used for 
	financial assistance benefits 
	immediately following a declared 
	disaster, use a Privacy Act statement to 
	provide notice to applicants regarding 
	the use of their information. The Privacy 
	Act statements provide notice of 
	computer matching or the sharing of 
	their records consistent with this 
	Agreement. The Privacy Act statement 
	is read to call center applicants and is 
	displayed and agreed to by Internet 
	applicants. Also, FEMA Form 90-69B 
	requires the applicant's signature in 
	order to receive financial assistance. 
	Additionally, the Federal Emergency 
	Management Agency Disaster 
	Assistance Improvement Program 
	Privacy Impact Assessment and 
	Department of Homeland Security 
	Federal Emergency Management 

	Agency-008 Disaster Recovery 
	Assistance Files System of Records 
	Notice (September 24, 2009, 74 FR 
	48763) provide public notice. 
	B. SBA Recipients 
	SBA Forms 5 "Disaster Business Loan Application," 5C "Disaster Home Loan Application" and the Electronic Loan Application (ELA) include notice to all applicants that in the event of duplication of benefits from DHS/FEMA or any other source, the Agency may verify eligibility through a computer matching program with another Federal or state agency and reduce the amount of the applicant's loan. All applicants are required to acknowledge that they have received this notification. Additionally, the Small Busines
	VI. Verification Procedure 
	A. DHSIFEMA-SBA Automated Import/ Export Process for Initial Registrations 
	The matching program for the initial contact information for individuals and businesses will be accomplished by mapping registrant data for DHS/FEMA fields described earlier to the Disaster Credit Management System application data fields. During the automated import process, a computer match is performed against existing Disaster Credit Management System 
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	Applications as described in the 
	Applications as described in the 
	Section.IV,1. FEMA's system ofrecord 
	for the registration data is known as 
	Department of Homeland Security 
	Federal Emergency Management 
	Agency-008 Disaster Recovery 
	Assistance Files system of records 
	(September 24, 2009, 74 FR 48763). 
	If the registrant's data does not match an existing Pre-Application or Application in the SBA's Disaster Credit Management System, then the registrant's data will be inserted into the Disaster Credit Management System to create a new Pre-Application and an SBA application for disaster assistance may be mailed to the registrant. Ifthe registrant's data does match an existing Pre-Application or Application in SBA's Disaster Credit Management System, it indicates that there may be an existing Pre-Application/ 
	B. DHSIFEMA-SBA Duplication of Benefits Automated Match Process 
	The matching program is to ensure that recipients of SBA Disaster Loans have not received duplicative benefits for the same disaster from DHS/FEMA. This will be accomplished by matching the DHS/FEMA Registration ID Number. If the data matches, specific to the application or approved loan, the dollar values for the benefits issued by DHS/ FEMA may reduce the eligible amount of the disaster loan or may cause SBA loan proceeds to be used to repay the grant program in the amount of the duplicated assistance. 

	DHS/FEMA and SBA are responsible for verifying the submissions of data used during each respective benefit process and for resolving any discrepancies or inconsistencies on an individual basis. Authorized users of both the Disaster Credit Management System and National Emergency Management Information System will not make a final decision to reduce benefits of any financial assistance to an applicant or take other adverse action against such applicant as the result of information produced by this matching 
	DHS/FEMA and SBA are responsible for verifying the submissions of data used during each respective benefit process and for resolving any discrepancies or inconsistencies on an individual basis. Authorized users of both the Disaster Credit Management System and National Emergency Management Information System will not make a final decision to reduce benefits of any financial assistance to an applicant or take other adverse action against such applicant as the result of information produced by this matching 
	program until an employee of the 

	agency taking such action has 
	agency taking such action has 
	independently verified such 
	information. 
	The matching program for duplication 
	of benefits will be executed as part of 
	loan processing and prior to each 
	disbursement on an approved SBA 
	disaster loan. Any match indicating that 
	there is a possible duplicated benefit 
	will be further reviewed by an SBA 
	employee to determine whether the 
	FEMA grant monies reported by the 
	applicant or borrower are correct and 
	matches the data reported by DHS/ 
	FEMA. If there is a duplication of 
	benefits, the amount of the SBA disaster 
	loan will be reduced accordingly after 
	providing applicant with written notice 
	of the changes, by processing a loan 
	modification to reduce the loan amount 
	or, where appropriate, by using the SBA 
	loan proceeds to repay the FEMA grant 
	program. 
	VII. Disposition of Matched Items 
	After a computer match has been performed, records of applicants that are not identified as being a recipient of both DHS/FEMA and SBA benefits will be eliminated from the Disaster Credit Management System and destroyed. Other identifiable records that may be created by SBA or DHS/FEMA during the course of the matching program will be destroyed as soon as they have served the matching program's purpose, and under any legal retention requirements established in conjunction with the National Archives and Reco
	Neither SBA nor DHS/FEMA will create a separate permanent file consisting of information resulting from the specific matching programs covered by this Agreement except as necessary to monitor the results of the matching program. Information generated through the matches will be destroyed as soon as follow-up processing from the matches has been completed unless the information is required to be preserved by the evidentiary process. 
	VIII. Security Procedures 
	SBA and DHS/FEMA agree to the following information security procedures: 
	A. Administrative. The privacy of the subject individuals will be protected by strict adherence to the provisions of the Privacy Act of 1974 (5 U.S.C. 552a). SBA and DHS/FEMA agree that data exchange and any records created during the course of this matching program will be maintained and 
	A. Administrative. The privacy of the subject individuals will be protected by strict adherence to the provisions of the Privacy Act of 1974 (5 U.S.C. 552a). SBA and DHS/FEMA agree that data exchange and any records created during the course of this matching program will be maintained and 
	safeguarded by each agency in such a manner as to restrict access to only those individuals, including contractors, who have a legitimate need to see them in order to accomplish the matching program's purpose. Persons with authorized access to the information will be made aware of their responsibilities pursuant to this Agreement. 

	B. Technical. DHS/FEMA will .transmit the data (specified in this .Agreement) to SBA via the following .process: .
	1. SBA will pull application data from FEMA Disaster Assistance Center (DAC) via a Web services based Simple Object Access Protocol, Extensible Markup Language/Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure request. The data will be used to create applications inside the Disaster Credit Management System. For each record, a response will be sent back to FEMA DAC indicating success or failure. 
	The SBA/Disaster Credit Management System to DHS/FEMA Disaster Assistance Center export of referral data (specified in this Agreement) will occur via a Web services based Simple Object Access Protocol, Extensible Markup Language/Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure request. 
	The DHS/FEMA Duplication of Benefits Interface will be initiated from the Disaster Credit Management System to the DHS/FEMA Disaster Recovery Assistance-National Emergency Management Information System through a secured Virtual Private Network tunnel, open only to SBA domain Internet Protocol addresses. The results of the query are returned to the Disaster Credit Management System in real-time and populated in the Disaster Credit Management System for delegated SBA staff to use in the determination of dupli

	C. Physical. SBA and DHS/FEMA agree to maintain all automated matching records in a secured computer environment that includes the use of authorized access codes (passwords) to restrict access. Those records will be maintained under conditions that restrict access to persons who need them in connection with official duties related to the matching process. 
	D. On-Site inspections. SBA and DHS/ FEMA may make on-site inspections of the other agency's recordkeeping and security practices, or make provisions beyond those in this Agreement to ensure adequate safeguarding of records exchanged. 
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	IX. Records Usage, Duplication and .Redisclosure Restrictions .
	IX. Records Usage, Duplication and .Redisclosure Restrictions .
	SBA and DHS/FEMA agree to the .following restrictions on use, .duplication, and disclosure of .information furnished by the other .agency. .
	A. Records obtained for this matching program or created by the match will not be disclosed outside the agency except as may be essential to conduct the matching program, or as may be required by law. Each agency will obtain the written permission of the other agency before making such disclosure (see routine uses in Department of Homeland Security Federal Emergency Management Agency-008 Disaster Recovery Assistance Files system of records (September 24, 2009, 74 FR 48763) and Small Business Administration-
	B. Records obtained for this matching program or created by the match will not be disseminated within the agency except on a need-to-know basis, nor will they be used for any purpose other than that expressly described in this Agreement. Information concerning "non-matching" individuals, businesses or other entities will not be used or disclosed by either agency for any purpose. 
	C. Data or information exchanged will not be duplicated unless essential to the conduct of the matching program. All stipulations in this Agreement will apply to any duplication. 

	D. If required to disclose these records to a state or local agency or to a government contractor in order to accomplish the matching program's purpose, each agency will obtain the written agreement of that entity to abide by the terms of this Agreement. 
	E. Each agency will keep an accounting of disclosure of an individual's record as required by section 552a(c) of the Privacy Act and will make the accounting available upon request by the individual or other agency. 
	X. Records Accuracy Assessments 
	DHS/FEMA and SBA attest that the quality of the specific records to be used in this matching program is assessed to be at least 99% accurate. The possibility of any erroneous match is extremely small. 
	In order to apply for assistance online via the Disaster Assistance Center (DAC) portal an applicant's name, address, Social Security Number, and date of birth are sent to a commercial database provider to perform identity 
	In order to apply for assistance online via the Disaster Assistance Center (DAC) portal an applicant's name, address, Social Security Number, and date of birth are sent to a commercial database provider to perform identity 
	verification. The identity verification ensures that a person exists with the provided credentials. In the rare instances where the applicant's identity is not verified online or the applicant chooses, the applicants must call one of the DHS/FEMA call centers to complete the registrations. The identity verification process is performed again. Depending on rare circumstances, an applicant is allowed to register using an ersatz Social Security Number. Applicants must update their Social Security Number and pa

	XI. Comptroller General Access 
	XI. Comptroller General Access 
	The parties authorize the Comptroller General of the United States, upon request, to have access to all SBA and DHS/FEMA records necessary to monitor or verify compliance with this matching agreement. This matching agreement also authorizes the Comptroller General to inspect any records used in the matching process that are covered by this matching agreement. (31 U.S.C. 717 and 5 U.S.C. 552a(b)(10)). 
	XII. Duration of Agreement 
	The Agreement may be renewed, .terminated or modified as follows: .

	A. Renewal or Termination . This Agreement will become effective in accordance with the terms set forth in paragraph IV.C and will remain in effect for 18 months from the commencement date. At the end of this period, this Agreement may be renewed for a period of up to one additional year if the Data Integrity Board of each agency determines within three months before the expiration date of this Agreement that the program has been conducted in accordance with this Agreement and will continue to be conducted 
	B. Modification of the Agreement. 
	B. Modification of the Agreement. 

	This Agreement may be modified at any time in writing if the written modification conforms to the requirements of the Privacy Act and receives approval by the participant agency Data Integrity Boards. 
	XIII. Reimbursement of Matching Costs 
	SBA and DHS/FEMA will bear their own costs for this program. 
	XIV. Data Integrity Board Review/ .Approval .
	XIV. Data Integrity Board Review/ .Approval .
	SBA and DHS/FEMA's Data Integrity Boards will review and approve this Agreement prior to the implementation of this matching program. Disapproval by either Data Integrity Board may be appealed in accordance with the provisions of the Computer Matching and Privacy Protection Act of 1988, as amended. Further, the Data Integrity Boards will perform an annual review of this matching program. SBA and DHS/ FEMA agree to notify the Chairs of each Data Integrity Board of any changes to or termination of this Agreem
	XV. Points of Contacts and Approvals 
	For general information please contact: Thomas R. McQuillan (202646-3323), Privacy Officer, Federal Emergency Management Agency, Department of Homeland Security; and Ethel Matthews (202-205-7173), Senior Privacy Advisor, Office of the Chief Information Officer, Small Business Administration. 
	Paul T. Christy, 

	Acting ChiefInformation Officer/Chief Privacy Officer. 
	[FR Doc. 2010-15113 Filed 6-22-10; 8:45 am] 
	BILLING CODE 8025-01-P 
	OFFICE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY POLICY 
	OFFICE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY POLICY 
	Partially Closed Meeting of the President's Council of Advisors on Science and Technology 
	ACTION: Public Notice. 
	SUMMARY: This notice sets forth the schedule and summary agenda for a partially closed meeting of the President's Council of Advisors on Science and Technology (PCAST), and describes the functions of the Council. Notice of this meeting is required under the Federal Advisory Committee Act (FACA), 5 U.S.C., App. 
	DATES: July 16, 2010. ADDRESSES: The meeting will be held at the Keck Center of the National Academies, 500 5th Street, NW., Room Keck 100, Washington, DC. Type of Meeting: Open and Closed. Proposed Schedule and Agenda: The 
	President's Council of Advisors on Science and Technology (PCAST) is scheduled to meet in open session on July 16, 2010 from 10 a.m.-5 p.m. with 
	a lunch break from 12:30 p.m. to 2 p.m. 
	Open Portion ofMeeting: During this open meeting, PCAST is tentatively scheduled to hear presentations on space policy and science, technology, 
	SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION .SBA NOTICE .
	NOTICE NO. TO: MANAGEMENT BOARD MEMBERS 9000-574 
	EFFECTIVE 9 1 89 
	SUBJECT: Computer Matching and Privacy Protection Act Implementation 
	The Computer Matching and Privacy Protection Act of 1988, P.L. 100-503, is an amendment to the Privacy Act of 1974. It establishes procedural safeguards affecting agencies• use of Privacy Act records in performing certain types of computerized matching programs. The Act requires agencies to conclude written agreements specifying the terms under which matches are to be done. It also provides due process rights for record subjects to prevent agencies from taking adverse actions unless they have independently 
	(c) establish internal boards to approve their matching activity. The effective date of the Act is January 1, 1990. 
	As stated above, the Act requires each Federal agency that acts as either a source or recipient of data in a computerized matching program to establish a Data Integrity Board consisting of senior agency officials designated by the agency head to oversee the agency's participation. Two board members are mandated by the Act. They are the agency's Inspector General and the senior official responsible for the implementation of the Privacy Act. The Board will be composed of the Associate Deputy Administrator for
	The Board is responsible for approving or disapproving all computerized matching agreements involving SBA data. It must review the matching agreement that supports each proposed matching program and determine if it is in conformance with the provisions of the Act, as well as with any other relevant 
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	Figure
	Figure
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	The Board has the responsibility for approving or disapproving computerized matching agreements. It must review the matching agreement that supports each proposed matching program and determine if it is in conformance with the provisions of the Act, as well as with any other relevant statutes, regulations, or guidelines. While some of the work of the Board may be delegated -for example, the compilation of reports, advising program officials and maintaining and disseminating information about the reliability
	The Data Integrity Board should meet as needed to ensure that SBA matching programs are carried out efficiently, expeditiously and in conformance with the Act. However, the Board must conduct an annual review of all matching programs in which SBA has participated as either a source or recipient agency. The Board will also report on whether the matches are in compliance with the matching agreements and on the effectiveness of the program to the agency in terms of costs and benefits. The reporting requirement


	c)·p-~~ 
	c)·p-~~ 
	James P. Gallogly 
	1. .Recommendation: Establish an SBA Data Integrity Board to implement and carry out the provisions of the Computer Matching and Privacy Protection Act of 1988, P.L. 100-503. 
	Approved 
	Approved 
	Disapproved 
	Date 

	2. .Recommendation: The Board will be composed of the Associate Deputy Administrator for Management and Administration (Chairperson), the Assistant Administrator for Hearings and Appeals (Secretary), the Inspector General, the General Counsel and the Assistant Administrator for Information Resources Management. Respective program managers will participate in an advisory capacity as needed for computer matches involving their program area. 
	Approved 
	Approved 
	Disapproved 
	Date 
	-3 

	3. .Recommendation: The Board will meet as required, but at least annually, to review and report on the Agency's compliance with the Act. The Board will also ensure that any external reporting requirements of the Act are met. 
	Approved 
	Approved 
	Disapproved 
	Date 
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	Office of Management.and 
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	. . 

	Privacy Act of 1974; Final .Guidance 
	.Interpreting the Provisions of Pub~ Law· 100-503, Computer Matching and Prtvacy Act of 1988; Notfces ·· · · · · 
	:::a ,.. :;;::-.,: . 
	Figure
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	OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND coverage, and matches for which Data guid~nce issued in 1979 and revised in BUDGET integrity Boards should waive the Act's 1982. lt is the definition that the General benefit/cost requiremenl Accounting Office has asserted in its 
	Privacy Act of 1974; Final Guida~ At the expiration of the comment study of the cos ta and benefits of Interpreting the Provisions of Public period. 0MB had received comments conducting matching programs: Law 100-503, the Computer Matching from 42 respondents. These fell into five Computer Matching: Assessing its Costs 
	and Privacy Protection Act of 1988 categories: 
	and Benefits. GAO/PEMD-87-Z. 
	and Benefits. GAO/PEMD-87-Z. 

	• The Congress (2) November 1986.
	AC.ENCY: Office of Management and 
	AC.ENCY: Office of Management and 
	• Federal agencies (24) 

	· In defining the Federal/non-Federal 
	Budget 
	Budget 
	• State agencies (14) 
	match. however. 0MB read the statute

	ACTION: l!suance of final guidance. ,• Public Interest Groups (1) 
	as applying to both automated and non
	as applying to both automated and non
	• Public Employee Unions (1)

	SUMMARY: These Guidelines implement automated records so Ions as the
	In additio.o to providing comments on 
	In additio.o to providing comments on 

	the provisions of Pub. I.. 100-503, the comparison was done via computer. 
	the specific areas requested. most 
	the specific areas requested. most 

	Computer Matching and Privacy . Several commentate~ objected to 
	commentators also chose to comment
	commentators also chose to comment

	Protection Act of 1988. Tb.is Act amends placing a heavier administrative burden
	more broadJy on the guidance. 
	more broadJy on the guidance. 

	the Privacy Act of 1974 to establisb oo State and local agencies engaged in
	Although the following guidana! i.s
	Although the following guidana! i.s

	procedural safeguam affecting matching with Federal agencies than on
	published in final form. 0MB realizes
	published in final form. 0MB realizes

	agencies' use of Privacy Act recom in Federal agencies matching with each
	that the implementation of this complex· 
	that the implementation of this complex· 

	pe.riorming certain types of other. One commentator suggested that
	Act will undoubtedly require the · 
	Act will undoubtedly require the · 

	computerized matching program.,. The the 0MB reading was in error and that
	issuance of additional and clarifying
	issuance of additional and clarifying

	Act requires agencies to conclude the modifier "automated" could properly
	guidance and intends to monitor the .
	guidance and intends to monitor the .

	written agreements specifying the terms and reasonably be read as modifying all
	agencies implementation closely to that
	agencies implementation closely to that

	under which matches 8l'9 to be done. It of the data bases involved.
	end.
	end.

	also provides due process right.I for -Other commentators pointed out that record subject.I to prevent agencies from Section By Section Analysa the clear intent of the Act was to deal adverse actions unless they have Section Sa{l){a';-Matching ~ with situations where large numbers of 
	talci.ng 

	independently verified the result. of a Definition individuals were subjected to automated match and given the subject 30 days scrutiny with potentially adverse advance notice. Oversight is Caution Against Eluding the Act's con.sequences, and that in actual aceomplished in a variety of ways: by Requirements practice, that meant automated having agencies (a) publish matching Several commentatorw advised 0MB . comparisons of automated data bases.
	( 
	agreements. (b) report matching to explicitly. warn agencies, both Federal . Certainly the Privacy Act itself contains programs to 0MB and Congress; and (c) and State. against engaging in sophistry an expression of Congressional concern establish internal boards to approve or subterfuge. to avoid the reach of the on precisely this point: that use of 
	, their matching activity. The Act Act. They pointed out. for example. that computers could "greatly magnify the becomes effective on July 19, 1989. a Federal agency might combine two harm" to an individual EFFECTTV! DATE: These Guidelines are disparate systems of records containing After careful consideration of these effective June 19, 1989. payroll and personnel recom of Federal arguments.. 0MB has n!vised the FOR FUR'TliEII IHFORMATlOH CONTACT: employees into a single system and . definition to clarify 
	gu.idan.ce 

	On April 19, 1989. 0MB published for normal application of the Act. 
	State Agencies' Concern,
	public comment proposed interpretive Distinct.Ion Betwee.c Federal to Federal 
	guidance. The notice especially invited . and Federal to Non-federal Matches A number of State respondent.a 
	comment on the applicability of the Act asserted that matches between the 
	to two examples ofmatching activity: OMB. ln making a literal Social Security Administration and 
	• 'Ibe entering of information · intel'J)retation of the statutory definition State agencies in which SSA merely ·· ·---reeeived-orally-into-an-autornated data--oh.rnatching.program._distinguished ·_ J?rovided information with which to 
	base £or the purpose of determining between Federal-to-Federal and update a benefits file to reflect an ~ eligibility for a Federal benefit Federal-to-non-Federal matches. In the aC'Os.the-board cost-of-livingThe automation by a Federal former c:ase. the necessary components allowance change should not be 
	~. • 

	agency of data from a Federal non-were that there were two or more . . considered a matching program under
	r
	• automated system of recorda. automated 1y1tema of reeom and that .; the Act.,They asserted that the match. if 
	r The proposal we solicited examples the comparison of records in these one occurred. was really done at SSA. of routine administrative matches using systems was done via a computer. Thia and disclosure to the States of COLA Federal personnel or pa~'?'Oll records ii essentially the classic definition of a information did not involve a that should be excluded from the Act's matching program that 0MB put forth In computerized comparison of two 
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	independent record sources. 01vill is 
	sympa:hetic to the concerns of the 
	States. but unpersuaded by this 
	analysis. The record as·maintained by 
	the state agency is a State re~rd, not a 
	Federal record. The matching process 
	involves comparing information 
	provided by a Federal source to that 
	record using a computer to perform the 
	comparison. There are potentially · 
	adverse consequences for the record 
	subject. Eligibility for a Federal benefit 
	program is involved. Clearly, this is a 
	Federal-to-non-Federal matching 
	program contemplated by the Act. 
	It should be noted that States are free 
	It should be noted that States are free 

	to update their files for across-the-board 
	cost-of-living adjustments without 
	matching with Federal recorcs. Since the 
	COLA percentages are known in 
	advance, are uniform. and are 
	automatic. States can compute these 
	CCI.A's themselves. Actions taken 
	based on benefit levels recomputed by 
	the States without the involvement of a 
	Federal s_ystem of records matching 
	program would be ,ubject to the laws 
	and regulations governing such · 
	programs rather than the Matching Act. 
	Ail additional State concern relates to how to conduct the independent verification required by the Act for these lcinds of matc;hes. That is discussed below. 
	Entering ofInformation R.eceived Drolly 
	A final consideration in the definition of what constitutes a matching program for purposes of the Act Is the response of the commentators to specific questions 0MB raised in ita proposed guidance. Specifically, we asked wb~ther when a State benefits clerk tales information received orally from an applicant and enters it into an automated Federal Privacy Act system ofrecords the ·pr:ovulons of the · Matching Act come Into play. A mafority of respondents thought that to the extent that no record existed at t
	s«:t.ion 5a(1)(d}-Matching Purpose 
	ElementJ ofMatching~ .· ·. ·. 
	Several commentators £ound OMB's -· discussion of the elementJ of the · ··, · purpo$e section less clear than oi,.m. . : intended. The aection baa been · · .... 
	redrafted. ..·. .· .·. ;;, :: 
	Ultimate Purpose 
	Two comrr.enta!ors took e:,,.ception to OMB's assertion that peripheral conseqi;ences of a matching program. even if ha,ing an ultimate adverse result. could be discounted in determining whether a match was covered. They urged instead that 0MB broadly construe the purpose section to · take in the ultimate purpose of the match (by which 0MB assumes they' mean any ultimate consequence, whether intended or unintended). 0MB is unpersuaded by this rationale. The thrust of the Act is to cover matching programs wh
	nexus between the operation of the . .program and these purposes is the .battier it is to find any applicability of .the Act. Having said that. however. .0MB remains concerned that agencies .not avoid the reach of the Act by .disguising the real purpose of their .matching programs. .
	Sect.ion 5a(3}-Ex.clusions From the Mat.ching Definition 
	Statistical Matches for Research 
	Statistical Matches for Research 
	Purposes . 
	Purposes . 
	Two commentators criti~ed the inclusion of "pilot matches" in this excluded category. In the past. agencies have done pilot matches.using a small data subset to determine whether it would be productive to perform a match . oC the entire dataset. Given the .. , requirement in the Act.for benefit/cost analysi.a, 0MB thinb that pilot matches. are a reasonable approach to . .. delerminin8 whether to engage In a broader matching activity. 0MB does not think that thiJ kind of information gathering activity should
	u,w Enforcement Agency Exclusion 
	One agency recorrunended tha: th: 
	guic,rnce specifi
	c,illy ci:e !he ln:;.'ec:.1r 

	General (IG) as a la~ enforcement 
	agency. 0MB failed to realize that 
	commentator, would be unaware that 
	the Inspector General Act gave the 
	Inspector criminal law enforcement 
	responsibilities. While we are hesitant 
	to include a comprehensive list of 
	eligibles we have amended the guidance 
	to cite that part of the IG office that 
	pe:-forms criminal law enforcement 
	activities as eligible for the exclusion. 
	Two commentators were concerned 
	that the proposed guidance on the law 
	enforcement exclusion was too brief. 
	Ohffi has expanded the discussion in 
	the final version to make it clear that 
	that exception may only be taken by an 
	agency or component that is designa:ed 
	by statute (either Federal or State) as 
	having a criminal law enforcement 
	responsibility as its primary purpose 
	and that_it may only claim the exclusion 
	after the initiation of an investigation of 
	a named pergon or persona in order to 
	gather evidence. 
	Routine Administrative Matches 
	Involving Federal Personnel Records 
	One comme::itator suggested that 0MB define the word "predominantiy" 
	(
	(

	as used in the exclusion. 0MB bas 
	included a definition of thia word to 
	mean that the data base either be 
	established to contain records about 
	Federal employees.. or that the majority 
	of records in the data base be about 
	such employees. 
	Two commentators urged that 0MB Ies of what Is covered by the exclusion. 0MB bas amended the guidance to reflect this consideration. · 
	provide additioo.al ex.amp 

	. -~. 
	. -~. 

	S«tion Sa(t)(c}-Federal Benefit 
	Program 
	Former Beneficiaries 
	One commentator noted that the guidance was silent as to the Act's coverage offormer beneficiaries and ~dthat 0MB explicitly dte them. 0MB agrees. The Act provides u one or tu purposes the ~ouping of Federal benefit• payments. Certainly this process could involve tho~ who are no longer beneficiaries but remain in default. The guidance has been amended to include this category or beneficiarie$. 
	( 
	( 

	.·.~ij~fj·;;:·.: ·~ 
	. ·~ .. :~· ~--·../_ : -~ . . 
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	Sectioa Sa.b.c-Agency 
	Responsibilities/ Definitions 
	E.xpand Discussion of Ageocies' Roles/ 
	Responsibilities 
	Several commentators suggested that 0MB expand the definition section to clarify the roles and responsibilities of the recipient. source. aod Non-Federal egencies. especially in terms of which is responsible for publishing matching notices in the Federal Register. 0MB agrees and has expanded this section. 
	Section 6a-Giving Prior Notice 
	Direct Notice Only 
	One commentator strongly urged 0MB to state that the Act requires d.i.rect notice to ~record subject. and that Federal Register constructive notice is in.sufficient to meet this requirement. 0MB has considered this comment. and agrees that.the section requires direct notice at the time of application.. It does not. however. require direct notice et other ti.mes. Examination of the · ffatutOT')'wording shows that the Act calls merely for ..notice" subsequent to the direct notice at the time of application. T

	( 
	\ citical to provide notice i.s at the point when the individual bes the option of or withholding information. Notice at this point permits the appliC8llt to make an informed choice about participating. Moreover, for matching programs whose purpose is to locale i.odividuala i.o order, for example, to recoup payments improperly granted. direct notice may well be impouible. 0MB thinks that the guidance as written gives agencies the flexibility to deal with the many circumstances involved in conducting matchin
	providi.Dg 

	Cite Section (e)(3) Requirement 
	Cite Section (e)(3) Requirement 

	Two commentators cited the Privacy Act's (e)[3) notice as one appropriate place for the matching notice and urged 0MB to cite it III such in the guidance. 0MB agreet and has done -so. 
	Federal/St.ate Responsibllities 
	One State agency asserted that the Federal agency should do the notice. 0MB .thinks th.at if a federal form is involveo in the application for a benefit. it i.J within the power of the Federal agency creating the form to provide the notice and it should do'°· For periodic 
	One State agency asserted that the Federal agency should do the notice. 0MB .thinks th.at if a federal form is involveo in the application for a benefit. it i.J within the power of the Federal agency creating the form to provide the notice and it should do'°· For periodic 
	notice. however, Federal agencies may wish to accomplish this requirement through the State or local governmental benefit providers. 0MB has included a discussion of this issue in the section on agency definitions and roles and responsibilities. 

	Section 5b-Constroclins Matching 
	Section 5b-Constroclins Matching 
	Agreements 
	Existing Agreement Carryover 
	One commentator suggested that the guidance assert that existing agreemeots could suffice until the program was due for reoewal and only at that time should they be revised to include the terms of the Matching Act. Similarly, a State commentator suggested that the existing State/Federal agreements should be sufficient. It is OMB'a interpretation that the 1tatute clearly requires that by the effective date of the Act. any matching programs conducted by an agency must have agreements approved by the Data Inte
	Duplication and Redisclosure 
	Two commentators atroogly urged 0MB to expand the discussion of this section to substantia1ly restrict any subsequent use of the matching data by the recipient agency. Both cited the "essential purpose" wording of the statute as being more restrictive than the "compatibility standard" thai applies to routine use disclosures. 0MB agree, and has expanded the discussion of thia point in the guidance. 

	Section ~blicatioDRequirements 
	Inclusion ofSystem(•) of Records 
	One commentator suggested that the matching notice identify the system or 1yatemJ of records from which n!cords will be matched. 0MB agrees and bas adopted this suggestion. 
	~on 6f-lndependent Verification. Notice and Wait Period. O; ;,ortunity to C,on~t Adv~Finding 
	Combining the Independent Verification and Statutory Notice Requirements 
	Federal bene.filJ program matching as well u the matching of Federal employee records occurs across a wide spectrum of purposes and cansequences.. It would be of dubious utility to apply the verification -requ.iremenlJ equally to all matches and argue that a match that results in an adverse .consequence of the lou of, for example. a tuition assistance paymeot should receive the same due 
	process procedures a., one that results in 
	process procedures a., one that results in 
	!he loss of an AFDC payment. or Food 
	Stamp Program eligibility. This fs not to 
	say that agencies can ignore or minimize 
	these requirements fur matches that 
	result i.o less severe consequences: but 
	only that they should bring some degree 
	of reasonableness to the process of 
	verifying data. 

	Conservation of agency resources dictates that the procedures for affordiog due process be flexible and suited to the data being verified and the consequence to the individual of making a mistake. In some cases. if the source ageocy has established a high degree of confidence in the quality of its data and it can demonstrate that its quality control processes are rigorous. the recipient agency may chooae lo expend fewer resources in independently verifying the data than otherwise. Indeed. several commentato
	Tune Period for Notice 
	One commentator suggested that because the waiting period provided by the Matching Act was 30 days [or more if program statues or regulations • provided a longer period). the guidance should M!flect this minimum period sod not arbitrarily add transit time. On reflection. 0MB agrees and ha., amended the section. 
	Coercing Record S~bjecu 
	One commentator expressed concern lest agencies attempt to coerce subjects Into accepting the agencies adverse finding. The solution offered was to prohibit agencies from taking an·y action until the expiration of the 30 days notice and wait period. In order to forestall some speculative behavior on the part of the agency, th.is solution could put the government In the positi"n of providing a benefit It lcnowa improper to a ~pient who hu acknowledged his ineligibility. 0MB has not adopted the suggestion but
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	Section 7a-Data Integrity Board 
	Operation Location 
	Two commentators were unclear 
	about whether State and local agencies 
	were required to have such boards. 
	0MB has amended the guidance to 
	make it clear that the Data Integrity 
	Board requirement applies only to 
	Federal agencies. Another cOin.'!lentator 
	suggested that having approval by both 
	a source and a recipient Board was 
	unnecessary. 0MB disagrees. A 
	significant purpose of the-Act is to 
	ensure that all parties to a·matching 
	program have enough information to 
	make a reasoned decision about 
	participating and that each·understands 
	the process whereby the data will be 
	matched. One should note that there are 
	civil remedies provisions in the Privacy 
	Act as well as criminal penalties for 
	wrongful acts. It is in the interest of all 
	parties to ensure that the Privacy Act 
	requirements are adequately met 
	Operation 
	. One "eommentator urged 0MB to flatly prohibit delegation of approval of matching agreements. 0MB agrees and has amended the guidance to make it clear that approvals (and denials) must be done by the Board itself. Another commentator suggested 0MB establish a time limitation for Board determinations. 0MB thinks this is a management matter best left to agency discretion but has added an instruction to agencies that they ensure expeditious con.sidera tion. 
	Review and Reports 
	One commentator recommended 0MB expand the review and report · · requirements of the Data IntegrityBoarcu. 0MB agrees but ii in the procesa of reviling Circwar No. A-130, Appendix I. to inclu~e these ·: · · ·· · requirements. The commentator a.ho · suggested that 0MB tell agencies to tnat the allilual re-view period aa beginning on the effective date of the · Act. 0MB will mclude this •UBBestion in the revision. · • :-, -... --!':'l , '. .· .. : · ..
	~0 " '° !: ~
	. · · · · r 

	·. ·· 
	·. ·· 

	~on7~ Cctll ~ . . ·· .-~ 
	Waivers orReqairemerrt ·.,. -·~:·~:. ··· .. · One commentator recommended that · 0MB make It clear that the benefit-cost . requirement be waived for matches done either pursuant to a statutory requirement or for a law enforcement purpose. 0MB disasrees. Tbe statute ·· permits waiver for statutory mat~ but only for the first year. The intent of the drafters wu to recognize that the· presumption the Act impose, ofa favorable benefit-<:ost ratio was · . . irrelevant in the !ace of a statutory 
	mandate to match. Nevertheless. the Act requires a benefit-cost determina !ion in subsequent years in order to p~ovide information to Congress about required matches that are not achieving a costbeneficial result. As to law enforcement matches, the statute al.ready excludes a significant portion of such matches from all of the Act's requirements. Another commentator recommended that the requirement for all matches done to recoup payments be waived since the results, i.e.. ultimate recoveries, are generally
	· agencies should conduct the match. Where the data is unclear. agencies should gather data to permit a better analysis. This may mean.conducting a program on the basis of data that. while speculative. suggest! that the result will be favorable, and then subjecting the results of the match to careful analysis to determine if that is the case. Q}.ffi expects that for the first year, beoefiJcost analysis will be a less rigorous process than for subsequent years. 
	Two commentate%'$ 1uggested that waivers be granted ooly where the analysis was impossible to do or would be unhelpful. 0MB hai not adopted this 1uggestioo finding this standard to be too aubjective to provide a solid basis on which to waive the requirement 0MB will include u a reflection of Congres1iooal intent. a •tatement that waivers ahould be granted aparmgly if at all. ·: .. .. 
	Benefit-O>st Cleek.tat and Methodology 
	Two commentators ~ed that a checkll1t providing a · methodology far aceompllsh.ing beneSt~ coal ~alysis be appended to the _guidance. 0MB agrees that thI1 lhould be done and Is worlcing on such a 
	1tep-by-.t.ep 

	checklist but is doubtful that It will be ready in time to be added to the final guidance. Rather than delay publication 
	past the statutory deadline, 0MB will wu_e the ehecl<liat as 500n as it II available in the same manner as it I.noes the guidance Itself. o~m v.·ill also cite the CAO Report, Computer . Matching: A.ossessing iu Costs and Benefits, CAO/PD-!D-a7'-2. November -1988. in the section. 
	Other Comments 
	Disclosures for Matching 
	Several commentators urged 0MB to .discuss the ways in which records could .be disclosed for a matching program. .One in particular wanted to know if .there was an exception in section (b) of .the Privacy Act for matching .disclosures. 0MB has added a .discussion of the procedural .requirements to the matching .agreements section. It notes that .agencies must find an exception to the .written consen_t rule in section (b] or .obtain the written consent of the record .subject to the disclosure; there is no .s
	program. . . . 
	Denial ofan IG Proposal · 
	One commentator urged that the guidance make it clear that disapproval of an Inspector General proposed match could take place onli because ofa defect in the matching agreement O:MB agrees that the·proper role of the Board is not to engage in management . . decisions about the utility or conducting matching programs, but to en:sure that such programs are carried out-in strict compliance with the terms of the 
	(
	(

	Privacy Act. as amended by Pub. L. 100
	503. and "all relevant statutes, regulations and guideli.oes." Nevertheless, it i1 the respon.sibility of the Board to ensure that each of the terms or the agreements a.re complied with. That determiDatioo may require them to go beneath the written .. .. . agreement to examine the matching . · process itself. For example. if the agreement indicates that matching aubjectl have been given individua.liud notice at the time of the application on the application Corm It.elf. the Board may wish to exarnloe the fm
	Tra~ ·.·. . . ~-.'.~· .•. :_ .... :: ~/.>... ::. ' 
	One commentator ~tedth.at 0MB set ap training in the Act'• •· ·.· ·.· provisions. 0MB agrees &nd is .working on a training program th.at will addreu thia auggeation. .. ·: . . . .. ;·r:., :·, . 
	Office of Management and Budget . Guidelines oa the Conduct of M&tclili:ig Program• 
	1. Purpose:These Guidelines augment and should be used with the "Office of Management and Budget (Olvffi) Guidelines on the Administration of the Privacy Act of 1S74," iuued on July 1. 1S75, and aupplemented on November %i 1S7S, and Appendix I to 0MB Circular No. A-130. published on Decem~ 24, 1985 (see SO FR 52738) . . 
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	They are intended to help agencies . relate the procedural requirements of the Privacy Act (as amended by Pub. L lOO-SOJ.. the Computer M~tc.hing and Privacy Protection Act of 1988hereinafler referred to as the Computer Matching Act). with the operational requirement., of automated matching programs. These are policy guidelines applicable to the extent permitted by law. They do not authorize activities that are not permitted by law; nor do they prohibit activities expressly required to be performed by law.

	·agency of the obligation to comply with the provuioo.s of the Privacy Act. · including any provisions not cited in these Guidelines. 
	2. Authority: SectiOD eofPub. L 100
	2. Authority: SectiOD eofPub. L 100
	503. The Computer Matching and . 



	Privacy'Protectfon Act of1988. requires 
	Privacy'Protectfon Act of1988. requires 
	Privacy'Protectfon Act of1988. requires 
	·oMB to Iis'ae-~pl.enierits~~ _gu,!dance'.. : 
	oiJ the1Alriendmetrti~,:s., !";, ·,:· .... ·. · · 
	ir. :.•;: to-all Ferlerahgericies subject : to the Privacy Act of1974. For this · ·, · · purpose, the Privacy Act relies·upon the ' definition in the Freedom oflruormation Act (FOIA) 5 U.S.C. 552 at (e}:'"ariy executive-department. military 
	3.~Thesegµ!dwesirpplf 
	pri.inim.ly 


	\ 
	department. government corporation. government controlled corporation. or other establishment in the executive branch of the government (inclnding the Executive Office of the President). or any independent regulatory agency.· For the purpo,es of these guidelines. components of departI?Kmts. e.g~·the Health Care Financing Adm1nistration · o! the Department of Health and Human Services. are not con,idered individual agencies. . · · 
	department. government corporation. government controlled corporation. or other establishment in the executive branch of the government (inclnding the Executive Office of the President). or any independent regulatory agency.· For the purpo,es of these guidelines. components of departI?Kmts. e.g~·the Health Care Financing Adm1nistration · o! the Department of Health and Human Services. are not con,idered individual agencies. . · · 

	Note that 'the definition incorporates the ·agency'" definition-used in the Administrative ~dure Act (5 USC. 551 at (1)) which also contains a aeries of categories that are not covered. including State and local govemmmts. 
	The Computer Matching Act amendment. however, brings State and local government. within the ambit of the Privacy Act wben they are engaging in certain types of maactivities; but only in conjunction with a Federal. agency that is.iueli subject to the Privacy Ac:t. and only when a Federal 
	The Computer Matching Act amendment. however, brings State and local government. within the ambit of the Privacy Act wben they are engaging in certain types of maactivities; but only in conjunction with a Federal. agency that is.iueli subject to the Privacy Ac:t. and only when a Federal 
	tc:hi.ng 

	, 

	system ofrecords ls1nvolvedln the. . match. ' 
	In general. a St.ate or local agency or qent thereof. that is ~lther: {1) Providing records to a Federal agency .for use in a matching program covered by.the Act; or (2) receiving records from a Federal agency's system of records !or u1e in a matching program covered by the Act, mu11 comply with certain of the Act's provisions. What State and local 
	In general. a St.ate or local agency or qent thereof. that is ~lther: {1) Providing records to a Federal agency .for use in a matching program covered by.the Act; or (2) receiving records from a Federal agency's system of records !or u1e in a matching program covered by the Act, mu11 comply with certain of the Act's provisions. What State and local 
	governments must do to meet the requirement. of the Act is explained in paragraph 9 below. 

	4. 
	4. 
	4. 
	4. 
	Effective Date: These gwdelines are effective on June 19, 1989. 

	5. 
	5. 
	Definitions: The Computer Matching Act is an amendment of the Privacy Act of 1974 and the provisions of the former should be read within the context of the latter, and all the !emu originally defined in the Privacy Act or 1974 apply. 


	It is especially important to note that the Computer Matching Act does not extend Privacy Act coverage to those not originally included. Thus. the subjects of Federal systems of records covered by the Computer Matching Act are "individuals,• Le., U.S. citizeru and alien; lawfully admitted for permanent residence. 

	Two defi.o..itiona that ere especially .rel.event to.matching programs are: .-"Record' which th.e Privacy Act .
	defines as an item of information about an includiag hi.I Of' her name or t0me other identifier: and. . 
	defines as an item of information about an includiag hi.I Of' her name or t0me other identifier: and. . 
	indivi.du.al. 


	_ ...SysJem of~rds" which !1 a collection of such ''.records" Irom whlc:b a.n agency retrieves informatioc. by reference to an individual identifier. · In addition. the Computer Matching 
	Act provides the following new terms: 
	a. Matching Program. At its simplest. a matching program is the comparison of records using a computer. The records must themselves exist in automated form in order to perform the match. Manual comparisom of. for example, printouts of two automated data bases, a~ not included within this definition. Note. however. participating agencies should not create data sharing method, merely to avoid the reach of the Act where the Act's application would otherwise be reas.ooable and proper. A matching program covers 
	The Computer MaAct covers two kind, of mat~ programs: (1) Matches involving F~deral benefits . progra.m, and. (2) matche1 using records from Federal personnel or paynill systems <if records. · 
	tch.i.ng 

	(1) Federal Benefits Matches. The Act defines a Federal benefits matching 
	programu: 
	•a.ny =puteri:ed comp,arlsoc or two ot more automated syatems of recorda M a syatem of record, with 1:1011.fedet&l records. by applic.anlJ for, recipients or bene!iciarie, of. participants in. or providers of services with res~! to. cuh Of' ln-«ind assiatanc:e or payments under Federal benefit program.a • • • (Le.. any program adminut~ °' 
	funded by the Federal governmenL or by any 
	funded by the Federal governmenL or by any 
	agent or State on behalf of the Federal 
	govemmenL providing cash or in-kind 
	assistan~ in the form of payments. grants. 
	loans. or loan guarantees to individuals]. 
	• • • for the purp~e of establishing or 
	verifying the eligibility of or continuing 
	complian~ with stat1.1tory and regulatory 
	~uiremenll. or [for the purpose of] 
	recouping payments or delinquent debts 
	under 1uch Federal benefit programs." (See 5 
	U.S.C. SS2a(a)(B) and (12).) 

	The elements of th.is definition are .discussed below: .
	(a) Computerized Comparison of Data. The record comparison must be a computerized comparison involving records Crom: 
	OT more automated syste?Us of. records (i~~ systenu of records . maintained by Federal agencies tliaf are 1ubject to the Privacy A.ct); or. . 
	-Two 

	-A Federal agency'• automated system of records and automated reGOrd.a maintained by a non-Federal (i.e.. State or local government) agency or agent thereof. To be covered. matches of these records must be computerized. Some ~amples or computerized matches include the following: 
	A State benefits clerk accesses an automated Federal system of records and enters data received from an applicant and maintained i.n automated form by the State. The clerk matches this information with the Federal information. makes an eligibility determination and updates the S!ate data base. 
	A State benefits clerk enters data about applicant. for a Federal benefit program into an automated data base. At the end of the week. the State ~ency sends current applicant tape, to the Federal benefits agency which matches. them against its own automated system of record.a and reports the results to the State. 
	A Federal agency operating a benefits program send.a a tape of defaulters to the Office of Personnel Management to match against an OPM automated system of records containing information about Federal retirttl .in 
	· order to locate defaulter,. 
	(b) Qitegories ofSubjects Covered The Computer Matching Act provisons cover only the following categories of record subjects: ;' -Applicants for Federal benefit. j 
	programs (i~.. individuals initially 
	programs (i~.. individuals initially 
	\ 

	J

	applying for benefits); -Program beneficiarie, (i.e.. individual .! 
	program participants who are CU!T'ently ~iving or formerly received benefits): 
	program participants who are CU!T'ently ~iving or formerly received benefits): 
	program participants who are CU!T'ently ~iving or formerly received benefits): 
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	-Provide:s of services !o su.pport such progTams (i.e.. those who are nol the primary beneficiaries of Federal benefits programs, but may derive income from them~eallb care providers. for example). 
	(
	(
	(
	c) Types ofProgro::i.s ~ve.red. Only Federal benefit programs provi.dmg caw or in-kind assis1ao!:e windividu.als are covered by thia definition.. State programs are .not co\lered. Federal programs not .involvi.cg ca.sh er iD.lizld assist.mce are not covered. Programs using records aboul subjects wbo are not individuals as defioed by section (aU2) of the Privacy Act-U.S. citizens or aliws lawfully.admitted fur permanent resideJ1Ce-are D.Dt covered. 

	(d) 
	(d) 
	Mat.cbiag PJJl])ase. The ma!.cli must have as iu pnrpose ooe or more of the following; -Es1abl.i3hii:ig or verifymg i.rritial or 


	continuill8 eligibility foe Federal .benelit programs; or .
	_ .VerifyilJ8 compliance with the requirei::ae.:lts-e.ither • tatu.Lory -0r regulatoiy~.such pro~oc 
	-R · atrm""'U or dellilquen.t
	P debts uoaer such Federal benefit .
	ecoupl.Cg 
	1

	programs 
	. _,_.. •'--.... •
	. _,_.. •'--.... •

	I h u]d be
	ts o nou:u w.cst uoc ..,ur 
	elemeDt.s. (i.e., . comparison. ategocie, of subjects, Federal benefit pragram. and matching 
	co.c,puteru.ed 

	purpose} all mu.st be ~nt before a program ia GOffI'ed c.nder the . . of the ~M.atchmg
	·matc:hi.ng 

	prov1S1a.m
	Act. Thus. for ex.ampi:, iI the 
	only -..n .incident.al conseque:lee. ,uc.h \ ~atches would not be covered. ; 
	(2) Federal Personnel or Payroll Records Matches. The Computer ~!atch.in,g Act also i.ocludes matches comparing records from automated :pen;annel oqiayro!1 systems o{ records, or such ~sand automl!ted records ofState a.od local govemment:s. Agaui. i.t should be noted th.at the comparison must be dorre by asing a computer; m.aauaJ comparisons are not covered. Matcliea in th.is category mu.st be done for other than '~tine administrative purl)Oses" as defined in paragraph Sa(3)(e) below..lD tome instances. I!
	Feder.al 

	personnel are participating ina benefit program administered by the agency• and are not in compliance with the program's eligibility requirements. This internal m.atdi will certaint, result in an ad..-ecse action tfin~igtoility is . disrovered. Therefore, it is eoftred by the requirements of the Compute!'
	Matching Act. Again. egeneies shoald not ~ptto avokl the readi of the Act 
	by, for example, improperly combming
	dissmtilar syvtems into e singH! s~ 
	matching data within the system to make an eligibility detennination, and arguing that the match is not CO'Te!°ed 
	bec::a'Otle only one system ofr-ecords f:s invoiYed. . . 
	. 
	. 

	(3) Exdt1sioM from Ute Defmition ofa
	Matr:::Afng Program. The foilowing !Ire 
	Departi:nem of~~uan matched ~ -·1 not incloded under the ~tionof . 
	student loc~t.data baae Wt'lth !l Veteraas ~,tr.tian{VAJ educatiaa benefit reop1ent data base roe the purpose ~~that both ageocie.s were ma~the mOM aln"ellt and ac:c:urate !lame &dda!sa ~on.that would ~t be ~aioae the 
	"'matcl:iillg pwpme :Jnoteoeo! tae . , (a) SZ:atiwoa/ Matche. Wh~ • , .. ~enumerated•~U. bo~ · i~;.Sok/ylo Prod~~"80!e the puil)OleoltbeQ&&ch were 6o .. · ,. . ,Data Stripp«lcfPenottaJ Identifiers. . identify ~'-Iwilo torere .tecel'fing 'Thia doee _,. ~that the da'8 bases bene.fiu 1n e.u::eu oIai.o..e'° Wilich they . ;mu Ul the match must be atitpped prior were entirted. ~.be :, ,. ·· · .J1o the match, but only btthe "'9uitl o{ covered.. -;' 4' .~41P'ffi1-41·it-9!1,,a: M~,-~. the msscJa aast not coatmlndmdu
	aatcib-,,c.Jd 
	1 

	--Mo:eo,i,er. de.meet& «bat ate · •":~ .: ,· ldentifiabLe data. tmplidt In this peripher.u lQ the ma1cla. nea If...-thin · exceptioo ts that thia kind ofma\ch Is L"ie defiDJtiou above willaot rule• .\ not done to take Aetion a~lnst spedf"te match to the Aa'• ~for •· ', · individww; al.thoagh. ft is ponible that example. the Federal Parent.Locator ' .the I tatmical lnferences drawn from the Service conducts matches la ioca~ ·· 1\ Idata may bne con~for tM absentee parents who are oot pa~ .aubject.s of the mat
	c:hiwi •upport. Such matcbe, may result · ; · cLau er group. For example., a in the ide.ctified 5f>Oe5e being ordered l.o ~:•contin~matching program that 1how1 commence payments, and some oftbote ,!Tone 8~phical area consrstentl1 payme.nt.s may ~o to recoup payments :· ·•~'. e.x:penenc:mg a higher" default rate than made from a Federal benefit program -1:oth~ tnay ~tin more rigorous . . 1uch as Aid Lo Familie.$ with Depeodent). ' acnrt.m)' cf applicaz:rts from that area, Children. Decause the recoupCDent 11
	0 
	... 

	. . .":../:~~ -~: -':'..:.•·~ '• . : 
	\matdiingprc,g.,um.~cies uperatiag 
	such prognnm me not required to · . .eompty'With the ~om~r the · /Coetpah::r Matching Act. although they 
	may be required to·c:ompty with any · other appoc:ahle pro-risiom f:lf the :Privacy Act. · 
	!bl Statistical Matches Whose Purpose is ia Support ofAny Reseo.rch or Stat.i.stical.ProjecL The reS1J!ts of these mat.d:les need oot be stripped of identifie:rs. bat they m=t cot~ u.sed to make decisions that affect the rights, benefits or priweges of specific ind.ivi.duals. fl.gai.o.. tt shocld be nored that this provisioc is not intended. to prohibit mmg •cy data deYdoped m these mab::hes to make decisions about a Federa1 benefit program in generaI that may ultimately effect beoeficiaries. 
	(c) Pilot Matche..TIM ~ion could abio <:over so-catled -P,.1ot matches,• Le~ miall ecale matches whose parpott is to gather benefit/cost data on wrucb kl premisoe a decision abotrt engagins in e full.fledged matching pmg,am. Beeall!e -of~m about possible misu,e of th~ matt:hing programs to a YOid ful] compiiance with the Mat~ act. 0MB will require that pilot matches must be eppro~ by the agency Data Integrity Boera.!. Hrs t this point that the agency CM oecide whetheT' to conduct 9 9tafistical data gathenng
	8 

	· 
	· 

	-... ----~ to the 1R1bject:s ora fu!l-fiedged program
	where results fflll be esed to take 
	speci1">e ection against !'eCOrd w1,·ects.
	1
	1

	(d) Law Enfa, ceme11t Investigative .Matches ~Pu~is t.o Gather .Eviden~ Asa-inst a Named Person or .
	( 
	( 
	\

	Pe/"60fl$ in an Existing Investigation. Certain m~perfomred in .-upport of civil or aiminal law enforcement 
	acti·Vl·ties that ...~womd be
	="= 
	="= 

	CO"tef"ed beeac:se·they ~k to enab!isb .or verify Federal benefit elign,i!"rty er .use Federal peucinue! crJlayrcll '. : . . .records; w:re excluded from coverage by .this section. To be eligible for exduaio.o. .the match must be daue by an agency or .component whose prlndpal at&tutory .function tnvo2vea the enforce.men! of "' .
	:· cri.mina.1lawa. J.e.. an ageDCY.thalls eligible to e.xempt c:er1aln ofU.. record . sy1temumd.euediozi{j){~ o! tbe Privacy Ad. such •• the Federal Bureau or In\le9tigatian. the On.ti E'.c!ort:emeat 
	. Agency, or coaipooeaa of~· ·Officeolmapedar, GeaeraJ.._. · ~s.ak:lur:imt &w from an . lnvesligation already ID:ierwar which focaae1 aa • oamed peno11 or nm~ persons: "fishixlg expeditions"' in whidl the 1ubjec:a are ideatified generieaUy n "'program beaefic:iuies,"' are not eligible for this exdasian (note that the investigation may be imo either crimina1 or dvil law violatiom}.'nle use of the pru:a:se ""pe:aoc « penom-in th~ contexi b.roedens the exclusion lo ·Include sub;ects that are o'the!-lhan ""indi
	Figure
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	I .investigation. while the records matched could be those of customers or clients. Thia does not mean however. that the right, afforded by the Privacy Act are extended by th.is se<:tion to other than "individuals." 
	Finally, the match must be for the purpose of gathering evidence against the named penon or persons. 
	Finally, the match must be for the purpose of gathering evidence against the named penon or persons. 
	(e) Tax Administration Matches. 

	There are four specific categories exclusions for matches using "tax information." While that term i1 not defined in the Computer Matching Act. the Report accompanying the House version of the Act. H.R. 4699, cites "tax return.," and "tax return Information" as the tax information that ia covered by the exclusion. Those terms are defined in Section 6103 of Title 26 U.S.C. at (b)(1}-{b)(3). It is clear from these sections that the information covered is under the control of the Internal Revenue Service (IRS)
	infonnation. Thus, for example, personnel records relating to the management of the IRS workforce would not be covered. 
	The exclusion covers the following: 
	The exclusion covers the following: 

	-Matches 6103(d) of the Tax Code. These matches involve disclosures of taxpayer retum information to State tax officials. For matches cov~ by this exclusion. neither the Federal disclosing entity nor the State recipient need comply with the provisions or the Computer Matcltlng AcL 
	done punua.nt to Section 

	-Matches done for the purposes of '"tax 
	adntinistration" •• that term ii . defined in Section 6103(b)(4) of the Internal Revenue Code: -rile term 'tax 
	adntinistration" •• that term ii . defined in Section 6103(b)(4) of the Internal Revenue Code: -rile term 'tax 
	administration' means the · administration. management. conduct. direciion. and supervision or the execution and application or the internal revenue la WI or related statutes (or equiva1ent laws and statutes of a State) and tax conventions to which the United States is a party; and the development and formulation of Federal tax policy relating to existing or proposed internal revenue laws. related statutes. and tax conventions; and includes asses.smenL collection. 
	· enforcemenL litigation, publica !ion. and statistical gathering functions under such Jaws, statutes or conventions.." While this definition is very broad and covers a great deal of discretionary activities on the part of IRS management. it is not intended to exempt all IRS activities from the Act'• coverage: only those that truly relate to administration of the nation's tax system (as opposed to management of the IRS worlcforce, for example). Thus. the exclU.1lon will permit the IRS to continue to match t
	Treasury Department also has collection and enforcement authority under the Internal Revenue Code. and tax admi.nistra tion i.a, therefore, a part of that agency'• responsibilities as well. 

	-Tax refund offset matches done pursuant to the Deficit Reduction Act of1984 (DEFRA). That Act contains procedures for affording matching subjects due proce" that are analogous to those contained in these guidelines. ·r . · · 
	-Tax refund offset matches conducted pursuant to statutes other than the · DEFRA provided 0MB finds the due process provisions of those ~tatutes Msubstantially similar" to those of the DEFRA. 0MB will periodically revise these guidelines to add auch programs as such statutes are enacted. Agencies should notify 0MB promptly when they th4a an existing atatute provides an exemption in this category. 
	(f) Routint! Administrative Matche$ Using Federal Perscnne! Records. These are matches between a Federal agency and other Federal agencies or between a Federal agency and non-Federal agencies for adminustrative purposes that use data base. that contain records predominantly relating to Federal personnel The term predominantly meana that the percentage or records in 
	. the system that are about Federal . · employees must be greater than of any other category therein contained. In aomL cases. Federal employees will predominate because of absolute numbers; in others. because they represent the largest single category. The term "federal persoMel" Is defined by the Acl u: "officers and employees of the Government of the United States, members of the uniformed aervices (including members of the Reserve components), individuals entitled to receive immediate or deferred retire
	benefits)." It should be noted that by including individuals eligible for survivor benefit3 in the category, the Act covers individuals who may never have been employed by the Federal government. 
	Matches whose purpose iJ to take "any adverse financial personnel disciplinary or other adverse action · against federal personnel • • ·" whose records are involved in the match, are not excluded from the Act's coverage. 
	Examples of matches that are excluded include an agency's disclosure of time and atteodance information on all agency employees to the Department of the Treasury in order to prepare the a~cy·~ payroll; or disclosure of Department of Defense (DoD) Reserve Officer identifying information to a State in order to validate and update addresses of Reservists residing in the State; or disclosure of retiree annuity files from the DoD to the Department of Veterans Aifai.n in order to determine the percentage of total
	Note that this exclusion does not bring under the Act's coverage matches .that may ultimately result in an adverse action. It only requires that their purpose not be intended to result in an adverse action. Thus. in the DoD)State reservist match example. the · consequence of the match may well be that a reservist i, dropped from the program because no addres, can be folllld {gr him or her. Thia result. however negative. would not bring the match zinder the Act'a coverage sine% ita primary purpose waa only t
	(g) /ntema/ Agency Matches Using Only R«ords From the Agency'$ System ofRecords. Internal agency matching is excluded on the same basis as Federal personnel record matching · above: provided no.advene intent as to a Federal employee motivates the match. Section (b)(l) of the Privacy Act permlts agencies to disseminate Privacy Act records to agency emplo~ on an official need-t~know basis. This exclusionary provision does not disturb that principle, except where Federal personnel records are involved. Thus. f
	That match would not be covereo by the provisiona of the Computer Matching 
	1

	Act. 
	Act. 
	Mo~ver. the me~ presence of Federal employee records in the data bases being matched would not 
	Mo~ver. the me~ presence of Federal employee records in the data bases being matched would not 
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	necessarily bring L1i.e r.i..atch t!llder the approve the agreet:Qcnt controlling tbe Act's coverage. To be covered. the .rr.atch; Non-Federal agencies are not records woold have to be predominantly required to h ave sucb boards. Source those relating to Federal employees and agencies are LJ.Ot responsible for the primary mlent 'IV'Cru1d have to be to pub!is.hlng tlie nDtice oI 1h.e match or take an adverse action 1'f~me kimi reporting the matdi to 0MB arui against ~Fetleral effl1)}oyttS Canges.s. specifica
	fault.er 

	(h) ~ln11e.StigatiGI1 and agencies to C4I1"J ou1 their reporting and ForeigD C/)lJDJer-iatelligence Natches. other responsibilties. e.g., benefit-cost Mat'ches done in the oo.uz-s.e of analysis. performing a check !or d-, r:i-..
	ba.clcgrou.nd 

	securily clearances ofpersannel e. Fe =ax-.~~See or Federa1 £:an.tractorperso.n.c..el .are not pa~=..s;;:~~
	Feder.al 
	zi......-..ms. 

	covered. Not are matches done Ior the ,_,....,.,u;s • '"'o'" .purpose offoreign counter-inteiligence. The fuHawing'appliew to Federal .
	b. Recipient A.gency. Recip;ent agencies. Requiremenbl pertaining to agencies ~Federa1 J1,gei:i.cies !or their non-F-ecSeral cgencies are in pan.graph 9 contractors) ttrat rec:cive records from below. the Privacy Act 'Jj'Stenu afrecards of Agencies ,mdemking matclung other Federal ag-mcies or from State and programs ~ered by !!le Computer local goyemments to be used m Matching Act will need tom~ 'ltil"e matching programs. that Otey comply"M'th the foHowing 
	Respomibililies.R~!sgencie11 requirementr. . are resporrsi!Me Tor pubHslung matching a. Ccmp!7 with Privacy Act ~ems notices in (he Federal'Regi~r p<b st.l.!ffl ofRecords and Disdosure Provisian.s: to the req~oflhe Malcliing Ad Federal ~esmmt emt?re ~st they described below. Wh«e • re~ient identify1he .l)SteWzl ofrecords fnvotved agency is not the actual beoeficia:ry of fn the matc:b:iDg programs'and have the ma~program. it m.Q ~ publi,hed 1he necessary notices. with the actual bene6i::wy agency for.· Mo~.~
	c.Sov.nz~A 90\lJ:Ce ~la . .:SO days :prior to any ac:t.ual disclosa.Jle. a Federal agency that discloses reoorda . b. Gin Prior~ lD!J.econJ from a sy.sW!al of.records lo another . , . Subjects. loere are twc w&ys Le. wbich Fedeta14t:ency to • Sa.te ~local · ·: · -·.reeordMl'bjed.s can.receive .n.ow.ce that governmental agency to be iae.d Lc..a . · . ,:their~may~ e:ial~d: 
	..

	matching . l.t ls also & Sta.1ct.JZ .: --Bydied1lodce "'hen tlte.re is ac,me .1oca1 agency Jli&L . .•,i.1 ·;: ,;:,; fon:a a!U>mact between th.e . .discloses records lo a Federal agmq Lc,11.,,, .be used in a matching program."Ihe ; ..: ,: .1"t::1tmblt a:,d the subject.~.g.. .
	prosr.am
	govemmeni.al 

	Computer Matching Ad does cot c:o1•.c:r , · lnformation on1he •ppiic:ation f= matching between non-Fetiera1 ~es.:;'lllben ~ey eppl1 for• benefit tir ln a A Feden1l SOt.Tce agency is ~!~l;~ . !!_~~t-~~~~t~ have ill own Data brtC'irit7 . .•,·,:,-r,:-, ·-·. ~7 ~.~f-_.,...;. :; , •• • :-• • , . • 
	.. 
	1

	-By const..roct.i1:e naJ..ic,e. e.g~ publication of systems notices. routin-e use disclosures. and matching programs in the Federal Registe'l'. 
	For froot-e.nd eligilJillty ve."llic.ati~ programs w~ purpose is 1o validate an applicanf• ini ti.al eligibility fur a benefit And !at.er !c d2!ermitie cantinue<l eligibility, agencies should provide direct notice by americim,g the application fonn where necessary~ enlarge the sta1emeo{ provided pu.rsu:ant to section (e)(3) of the Privacy Act so that applic.a..ots .are put 012 notice ilia.t the information they provide.may be verified .th.'"0-ugh a computerm.alch. Agen~ &bould .also provide periodic notice 
	givea .11otice .a.'1 tlie form OD which iliey app!y for reimbursement fur se.:vices provided. 
	In some~'-CDnttracti'i'e DOtioe may have to Affice. Far~.a Federal ~that <laclose.s !'9COrds to a St.a le or loca1 ,g<Wen2ment ill .upport of 
	· a noa-Fed.es:al malchlng Pl'081'am is ,not oblig.ated to direct ootioe &o each of ,~s:Federal Regiater piblication kl this iaswx:e is suffici.enL MorOO\·er. ua aome i.ast.anoes, it may oat be p~~p~dedirect notice-in awclles dooe to 1ocate individuals, in emergeac:y cilHa..tians where health and .aktycus.oos ~ for• ,wilt comp.etion of tile aa1d!; or ia investigative Bale.hes where arect notice~prier~ .a 11111tch would provide the~u opportunity to alter behavior. 
	pro¥i.de 
	lhereco.rd 

	In uy~DGlioe to ilie r-eoord 
	subjed ~be daae weH beiar,e • matching program co.mmezir::ea. lt9bomd be part of~aarmal pmcea of · imp~r,g.~be:Dea,ts' program. .. 
	c.MatcMtg~ 
	Requirerrt!'t!ts. ~IIIQSt J'Qbrmh cotic:es ~6,e ala~w alteraOQQ ofma~~msIn~ Federal R~9tleut10da11,~tc 
	• conducting st>di fJ,og, aft!rS. Om;:,~ · notice 11 requi~ and the reelptent F~l~I.ft• matc:b between Federal agencies or hi• r::mch bt wmcb a noo-Fedenl a~discfoses n:ccros to a Ffflenn ~1' Te"Sponsflk for pubUslrl:ng wdl noticn. Whet:e t 'State . or locd ~b 1he redpient tlf 
	·records.from • Federat agency• system .of rccord.s. the Federa1 source ~e!lcy u .respon.sible for pub1isbing tln! noUce. .Such 11.otices should coot.a.ill the .followlng buormatlcn: .
	\ 
	i' 
	i' 
	\ 

	I -~ • .,, • : • 



	:Hilil'f~.{it.i: .
	:Hilil'f~.{it.i: .
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	-Name of participating agency or 
	agencies; -Purpose of the match; -Authority for conducting the matching 
	program. (It should be noted that the Computer Matching Act provides no independent authority for carrying out any matching activity); 
	-Categorie1 or records and individuals covered; -Inclusive dates of the matching program; -Address for receipt of public comments or inquiries. 
	Copies of proposed matching notices must accompany reports or proposed matches submitted pursuant to section 
	(r) 
	(r) 
	(r) 
	of the Privacy Act as amended. See 0MB Ci.rt:ular No. A-130, Appendix L as amended. · · 

	d. 
	d. 
	Prepanng and Executing Matching Agreement3. Agencies should allow sufficient lead time to ensure that matching agreements can be negotiated and signed in time to secun Data Integrlty Board d~cisioru.. Federal agencies receiving records from or disclosing records to non-Federal agencies for use in matching programs are responsible for preparing the matching agreements and should solicit relevant data from non-Federal agencies where net%ssary. In cases where . matching takes place entirely within an agency un


	Agreementa muat contain the .following: .
	-Purpose andLegalAuthority. Since the Computer Matcltlng Act provid~ no iDdependent authority for the operation of matching programs, agencies should cite a specific Federal or State statutory or regulatory buis for undertaking such programs. 
	-Justification and Expeci.t!dRaulu. 
	An explanation of why computer matching aa opposed to some other admlnistrative activity ii bems proposed and what the.expected result.a will be.. 
	--R.ecords Description. AIJ Identification of the system of records or nonFederal records.. the number of ~rds, and what data element.a will be mc:tuded in the match. Projected starting and completion dates for ~ program should also be provided. Agencies should specifically Identify 
	• .the Federal system or systems of .records Involved. .
	-Noti~ Procedures. A description of the individual and general periodic 
	-Noti~ Procedures. A description of the individual and general periodic 
	notice procedures.. See paragraph 6.a., above. 

	-Verification Procedures. A description of the methods the agency will use to independently verify the information obtained through the matching program. See paragraph s.f., below. 
	-Disposition ofMatched Items. A 
	statement that Information generated through the match. will be destroyed a, soon as it bas served the matching program's purpose and any legal retention ~quirements the agency establishes in conjunction with the National Archives and Records Administration or other cognizant authority. · .· 
	statement that Information generated through the match. will be destroyed a, soon as it bas served the matching program's purpose and any legal retention ~quirements the agency establishes in conjunction with the National Archives and Records Administration or other cognizant authority. · .· 

	-5ecurity Procedures. A description of the administrative and techrucal sa!eguana to be used in protecting the information. They should be . commensurated with the level of sensitivity or the data. 
	-Records Usage. Duplication and Redisclosure Restndions. A desaiption of any specific restrictions imposed by either the source agfflcy or by statute or regulation on collateral uses of the records used in the matching program. The agreement should specify bow long a recipient agency may keep records provided for a matching program. and when they will be returned to the source agency or destroyed. In general, recipient agencies should not subsequently disclose records obtained for a matching program and und
	Moreover. the Act's due process requirements will apply to the subsequent adjustments as w.ell. 
	Moreover. the Act's due process requirements will apply to the subsequent adjustments as w.ell. 

	-Records Accuracy Assessments. Any informati on relating to the quality of the records to be used in the matching program. Record accuracy is important from two standpoints. In the first case. the worse the quality of the data, the less likely a matching program will have a cost-beneficial result. In the second case. the Privacy Act requires Federal agencies to maintain records they maintain in systems of records to a standard of accuracy that will reasonably assure fairness In any determination made on the
	·agency needs to know information about the accuracy or such records in order to comply with the law. Moreover, the Privacy Act also requires agencies to take reasonable steps to ell!Ure the accuracy of records that are disclosed to con-Federal recipients. ·. 
	·agency needs to know information about the accuracy or such records in order to comply with the law. Moreover, the Privacy Act also requires agencies to take reasonable steps to ell!Ure the accuracy of records that are disclosed to con-Federal recipients. ·. 

	-Comptroller Genera/Access. A .statement that the Comptroller · General may have access to all . records of a recipient agency or nonFederal agency necessary to monitor or verify compliance with the . agreement It should be understood that this requirement permits the Comptroller General to inspect State and local records used in matching prog!filIU covered by these agreementa. 
	..

	e. Securing Approval cfData Integrity 
	e. Securing Approval cfData Integrity 

	. Boards.. Before an agency may participate in a matching program. the agency's Data Integrity Board must have evaluated the proposed match and .. approved the term, of the matching · agreement Agencies should ensure that boards consider matching proposals pruented to them expeditiously so as 
	.not to cause bureaucratic delays to necessary programs. (See paragraph 7.d. below, for appew of Board disapprovals). 
	f. 
	f. 
	f. 
	Reports to 0MB and Congress.. See .0MB Circular No. A-130. I as .amended. .
	Append.ix 


	g. 
	g. 
	Providing Due .Process to Matching .Subjects. The Computer Matching Act .prescribe, certain due process ' .requimnent.J that the subjects or .matching program. must be afforded .when matches uncover adverse .information about them. . .


	-Verification ofAdverse Information. 
	Agencies may not premise adverse .action upon the raw results of a .computer match. Any adverse .
	Agencies may not premise adverse .action upon the raw results of a .computer match. Any adverse .
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	information so developed must be subjected to investigation and ver:fica lion before action is taken. Federal benefits program matching as well as the matching of Federal employee records occt.:rS across a wide spectrum of purposes and consequences. It would be of dubious utility to apply the verification requirements equally to all matches and argue that a match that results in an adverse consequence of the loss of, 
	· for example. a tuition assistance payment should receive the same due process procedures as one that results in the Joss of an AFDC payment or · Food Stamp Program eligibility. This is not to say that agencies can ignore or minimize these requirements for matches that result in less severe consequences; but only that they should bring some degree of reasonableness to the process of verifying data. 
	Conservation of agency resources dictat66 that the procedures for affording due process be flexible and suited to the data being verified and the consequence to the individual of making a mistake. In some cases. if the source agency has established a high degree of confidence in the quality of its data and it can demonstrate that its quality control processes are rigorou.,, the recipient agency may choose to expend fewer resources in independently · . verifying the data than otherwise. In such cases, it may
	To ensure that this consideration talce place. it will be the responsibllity of the Data Integrity Boarda to mah a formal determination u to when it la .. · .. appropriate to c:ompreu the verification and notice and wait periods into a ainBle period. 0MB intends to collect these decisions as part of the reporting . . 
	process. 
	In many cues.. the Lodirecord subject ls ~e best source for . · ··· c!etennining a finding's validity, and be or she should be cont.acted where. · · practicable. In other cases, the payer or a benefit will bave1he most accurate . record relating to payment and should be contacted for verification. Note that. in some cases. contacting the sub.fer;:.r. initially may permit.him ·or her to· ·; · · conceal data relevant to a decision: and. 
	vid.u.al 

	in those cases. an agency may elect to 
	examine other sources. Absolute 
	confirmation is not required; a 
	reasonable verification process that 
	yields confirmatory data will privide the 
	agency with a reasonable basis for 
	taking action: 
	As to applicants for Federal benefits 
	programs who~e eligibility is being 
	verified through a matching program, 
	agencies may not make a final 
	determination until they have completed 
	the due process steps the Act requires. 
	This does not mean. however, that they 
	are requi:-ed to place an applicant on 1he 
	rolls pending a determination. but only 
	that they may not make a final decision. 
	For matching subjects receiving 
	benefits. however. agencies may not 
	su~pend or reduce payments until the 
	due process steps have been completed. 
	-Notice and Opportunity ic Contest. 
	Agencies are required to notify 
	matching subjects of adverse 
	information uncovered and give them 
	an opportunity to explain prior to 
	making a final determination. Again. 
	this does not mean that an applicant 
	must be put on the rolls pending his or 
	her explanation, but only that the 
	agency may not make a final 
	determination. Current benefits 
	recipients, however, may not have 
	those benefits suspended or reduced 
	pending the expiration of this period. 
	Individuals may have 30 days to respond to a notice of adverse action. unless a statute or regulation grants a longer period. The period runs from the date of the notice.unW 30 calendar day, later, including tran.sittime. · 
	If an individual contacts the agency within the notice period and indicates his or her acceptance or the validity of the adverse UU:oilllation. agencies may take immediate action to deny or terminate. However, ag~cies are . · cautioned attempting to coerce a record subject Into accepting the reaulL · ~des may also take action 1f the period expires without cant.act. 
	again.st 

	Ifthe Federal benefit program involved in the match has la own due proceu requirements, those requlrements may suffice for the purpose.a of the.Computer Matching Act, provided they are at least u strong u that Act's provisions. 
	In any case. If an agency detennines that there is likely to be a potentially 1ignlficant effect on public health or safety, It may take appropriate action. notwithstanding these due process provisions. 
	'I.Establishing Data Integrity Boards: The .Computer Matc:hing Act requires . that each Federal agency that acts as either a source or recipient in a 
	matching program, establish a Data ( 
	\
	Integrity Board to oversee the ager.cy·s .participation. Non-Federal governmental .entities are not required to have such .boards. It should be noted that the fact .that records about an agency's .personnel are used in a matching .program does not automatically trigger .this requirement Because, for example, .the Office of Personnel Management .(OPM) asserts government-wide · .ownership of the system of records .containing the Federal employee Official .Personnel Folder (OPF), disclosures .from this sy6tem 
	a. Location and Staffing. While the .Act specifies neither the organizational .level at which the Boards are to be .established. nor their makeup (with two .exceptions), it is clear from the context .of the Data Integrity Board section that .Congress expected agencies to place the .Boards at the top of the organization .and staff them with senior personnel It .is the intent of these guidelines not to .dictate a specific structure but to .suggest ways of complying with this .expection. .
	-Location. As to location, because the .Boards are to aerve a coord.inating .function. it would be inappropriate to .locate them at other than the .departmental level (or its agency .equivalent). This is not to say that .subordinate boards at component .levels may not be useful to do the .preliminary work necessary to .provide a matching program propoial .to the aenlor Boa.rd for approval .Indeed. in large agend~ with many.matching programs. this'.Will liuly be .the rµ)e. Bat.1he approval should .com~ from 
	-&affing. 'Ine Act ttqu.irea that the Board consist of senior agency official. designated by the agencybead. The only two mandatory · memben·are the Inspector General of the agency errany) who may not serve as Chairman. and the aeruor official responsible for the i..mplementation of the Pri~cy Act who has been designated pw-suant to 4-t U.S.C. 3506{b). 0MB [t!C()mmend.J that the . agency Privacy Act Officer be designated aa the Board's Secretary. 
	--Operation. While much of the wor}.( of the Board may be delegated to leu (scriior members-for ex.ample, the 
	' 
	' 

	compilation ofreports. advising of 
	program officials, and maintaining 
	. .. ( ... : 
	. .. ( ... : 
	.....
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	and disseminating informatioo about the accuracy and reliability of data used in matching-the approval of matching agreement! may not be delegated. 
	and disseminating informatioo about the accuracy and reliability of data used in matching-the approval of matching agreement! may not be delegated. 

	The Board should meet often enough to ensure that agency matching . programs are carried out efficiently. expeditiously arid in conformance with the Privacy Act. as amended. . 
	b. Review Responsibil.ities. Because matching agreementJ are key to the implementation of the Computer Matching Act. the Act males their review the foremost responsibility of the Board.a. Boards are responsible for approving or disapproving matching . programs based upon their assessment of the adequacy of these agreements. They should ensure that their rea.son.s for either approving or denying are well documented. Ag~cy officials proposing matching pro~ should en.sure that Datatategrity Board .. with all 0
	they provideJ.be 

	( 
	boards. 
	-Review ofProposals l.o Conduct or Participate in M.atching Programs. 
	The Board must review the matching agree,ments that support each proposed matching program and find them in conformance with the provisions of the Computer Matching Act as well as any other relevant statutes. regulations. or guidelines. Boards are specifically responsible for determining when to compress the due process steps of verifies tion and notice and wait into a single step. A matching agreement should remain in force for only 10 long as necessary to acccmplish the specific matching purpose; indeed. 
	. party certifies tbat the program has been conducted In compliance with the matching agreement. Under this fmding. the Board may extend the agreement for 1 additional year. 
	--NlnualReview. The Act requires Daa Integrity Board• to conduct an annual review of all matching programs in which the agency has participated as either a source or ~pient agency. This review bas two focuses: to determine whether the matches have been. or are being. conducted in accordance with the 
	appropriate authorities. and under the terms of the matching agreements; and. to assess the utility of the. programs in terms of their costs and benefits. The Act suggests that this latter review as it pertains to recurring programs. should result in a basis for continuing p&Iticipation in. or operation of. such programs. The Computer Matching Act also requires the Boards to review annually agency recordk.eepin.g and disposaJ policies and practices for conformance with the Act's provisions. These reviews sh
	appropriate authorities. and under the terms of the matching agreements; and. to assess the utility of the. programs in terms of their costs and benefits. The Act suggests that this latter review as it pertains to recurring programs. should result in a basis for continuing p&Iticipation in. or operation of. such programs. The Computer Matching Act also requires the Boards to review annually agency recordk.eepin.g and disposaJ policies and practices for conformance with the Act's provisions. These reviews sh

	c. Benefit/Cost Analysis. The .Computer Matching Act requires that a .benefit/cost analysis be a part of an .agency decision to cooduct or .participate in a matc:hin8 program. The .require.men! occurs in two places: in .matching agreements which must .include a justification of the proposed . .match with a "specific estimate of any .savings"; and. in the Data Integrity .Board review process. .
	The intent of this requirement is not to create a presumption that when agencies balance individual rights and cost savings. the latter should inevitably prevail. Rather, it is to ensure that sound management practices are followed when agencies use records from Privacy Act systems of records in matching programs. Particularly in a time when competition for scarce resources 'is especially intense, it is not in the government'• interests to engage in matching activities that drain agency reso~s that could be
	While the Act a.Ppelll'I to require a . favorable benefit/cost ratio as an element of approval of a matching program. agencies 1h.ould be cautious about applying this interpretation ln too literal a fashion. For example, the first year in whlch a mat.chin.g program b conducted may show a dramatic benefit/cost ratio. However, after it bas been conducted on a regular basis (with attendant publicity). Its deterrent efieet may result in much less fa:vorable ratios. Elimination of such a program. however, may we
	For proposed matches without an operational history. benefit/ cost analyses will of necessity be speculative. While they should be based upon the best data available, reasonable estimates are acceptable at this stage. Nevertheless. agencies should design their programs so as to ensure the . collectioo of data that will permit more accurate assessments to be made. As more and more data become available, it should be possible to make more informed assumptions about the benefits and costs of matching. One sour
	Becall5e mat.chiIJg is dooe for a variety of reasons, not all matching . programs are appropriate candidates for benefit/e-0st analysis. The Computer Matching Act tacitly recognizes this . point by permitting Data Integrity Boards to waive the benefit/e-0st requirement if they determine in writing that such an analysis is not required. It should be noted. however, that the Congress expected that such waivers would be used sparingly. The Act itself supplies one such waiver: if a match is specifically require
	view to revising or eliminating them 
	where appropriate. 
	Other example, or matches in which the establishment of a favorable benefit/cost ratio would be · inappropriate are: -Amstch ofa system of records 
	containing information about nurses employed at VA hospital• with . records maintained by State nurse licensing boards to identify VA nurses with ·ilnpaired licenses". i.e .. those who have had some disciplinary action taken against them. 
	containing information about nurses employed at VA hospital• with . records maintained by State nurse licensing boards to identify VA nurses with ·ilnpaired licenses". i.e .. those who have had some disciplinary action taken against them. 

	-A match whose purpose is to identify and CQrTect emineous data. e.g~ 
	federal Register / V0l. 54. No. 115 / ~.1ord2:v. fune 19. 1989 / Notices 
	2S829 
	2S829 

	Project Clean Data which was run to correct and eliminate erroneous Social Security Numbers. 
	-Selective Service System matching to identify 18-year-olds for draft registration purposes. 
	d. Appeals ofDenials. If a Board disapproves a matching agreement. the Computer Matching Act permits any party to the agreement to appeal that disapproval to the Director of the Office 
	. of Management and Budget. \Vhile this literally means that a recipient agency (whether Federal or non-Federal) could appeal the refusal of a source agency to approve an agreement. the actual results of such cross agency appeals, even if successful. are unlikely to result in the implementation of a matching program since the source agency may still properly refuse to disclose the necessary Privacy Act records. Nothing in the appeal process is intended to result in one agency being able to force another age
	Accordingly, 0MB will only entertain appeals from senior agency officials who are parties to a proposed matching agreement that has been disapproved by the agency's own Data Integrity Board.. By senior officials, 0MB means the Inspector General of an agency or the head of an operating division carrying 
	out the matching program-
	The appeal should be forwarded to the Director. Office of Management and Budget. Washington. DC 20503 within 30 days following the Board's written · disapproval The following documentation should accompany the appeal: -Copies of all of the documentation 
	accompanying the initial matching agreement proposal: -A copy of the Board's disapproval and reasons therefor; -Evidence supporting the coat
	effectiveneu of the match; -Any other in!ormation relevant to a · decision. e.g.. timing considerations. 
	the public interest lerVed by the match. etc. -~ .... ~: : · ·· The Director will promptly noilly · 
	Cor.. ;rest of ~tof an •J?peal a.nd _of his or her decision. A decision to approve a matching agreement will not be effective until 30 days after it is 10 reported to Congress. The decision of the Di~clor shall be based upon the information submitted. 
	0MB expects that this appeal process will be rarely used. One way to ensure its rarity is for agencies to present only well thoughtout and thoroughly documented proposals to the Boards for decisions. 
	e. Information Maintenance and Dissemination Responsibilities. The Act anticipates that the Data Integrity Boards will be an information resource on matching for the agency. Thus, while the full Board may actually convene only a few times each year to consider matching program proposals, the Act 
	-requires a continuing presence to carry out these additional functions. The 
	· Board, therefore, should designate a . representative to answer questions on matching both from within the agency and from outside entities. This point of contact should be able to advise-on what actions are needed to comply with the provisions of the Computer Matching Act. and to collect and disseminate information on the quality of the records used in match.in.g programs. 
	8. General Reporting Requirements: 
	The reporting requirements of the Data Integrity Boards will be contained in 0MB L Matching reports are to be included in the general Privacy Act implementation reporting requirements outlined in that Circular. 
	Circular No. A-130. Append.ix 

	9. Specific Responsibi1ities ofNon-Federal Agencies: It is not the intent of this Act to affect. nor do its provisions reach, State and local governments using their own records for matching purposes. Nor does the Act reach State or local matching program.a using records from Federal system.a of records for purposes other than those defined in the Act as for a "matc:hillg program." 
	Thu.s. for example, • Federal qency could disclose information about beneficiaries of a Federal program to a State agency in order to permit the State 
	.to conduct a matching program to .determine eligibility for a State pubµc .assistance program. So long u the .lJU1POSe wu to validate eligibility for .
	; the State aa opposed to the Federal benefit program. the Computer Matching ·Act would not come into play. · 
	If however, the Federal agency disclosed the names and income level, of its own Federal employees to a State under these circumstances, the matching requirements would have to be met since this match would be covered 
	.....,..... -~.·
	.....,..... -~.·
	·• .. ·, 
	. 


	·.'. .,..:·: ·-~:....~. . ... ·. 
	-; 
	-; 

	under the "Federal employee personnel 
	and payroll" provisions. 
	Nun-Federal agencies intending to .participate in covered matching .programs are required to do the .following: .
	-Execute matching agreements .prepared by a Federal agency or .agencies invovled in the matching .program: .
	-Provide data to Federal agencies on .the costs and benefits of matching .programs; · .
	-Certify that they will not take adverse .action against an individual as a .result of any information developed in .a matching program unless the · .information has been independently .verified and until 30 days after the .individual has been notified of the .findings and given an opportunity to .contest them. .
	-For renewals of matching programs. .certify that the terms of the agreement .have been followed. .
	10. Sanctions: The Computer Matching Act specifies that neither a Federal nor a non-Federal agency may disclose a record for use in a matching program if either has reason to believe the recipient is not meeting the terms of the matching agreement or the due process requirements of the Computer Matching Act This provision does not create an affirmative duty on the part of a source (agency to investigate a recipient agency's level of compliance. However, if a source agency receives information that would lea
	·recipient agency was not in compliance. it must consult with that agency before continuing to participate in the matching program. 
	Moreover, it should be noted that the civil remedies provisions of the Privacy Act are available to matching record subjects who can demonstrate fbat. they have been harmed by an agency's violation of the Privacy Act or its own regulations. A aucce11ful litigant is entitled under the Privacy Act to receive at least $1,000 and reasonable attorney', fees.·Given the large nwnbera of record subjects typically involwd in a match.!:ig program. ~ncles should be especially diligent in ·guarding against actions that
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	THE COMPUIER MATCHING . AND PRlVACl' PR..OUCTlOti ACT OF 1!)S8 
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	~· .(An Overview)
	~· .(An Overview)
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	The computer Match1ng and Pr1v11;¥ Prote,tion Act;, a law .tnat amends the Pri v1~ A,t tg ,etabHsh ptocadural : · .safliUlrd& an~ ;o regu1ate tha use of comput•~ matehi~g .
	, 
	.

	., .condu,ted by r~der11 agencies • 
	11. 
	'' .' .
	:~. 
	,. .It iS a1so a hw dtSig'ntd· to combat fraud. waste, ind abus.e 
	:,; .in Fadara1 benefits programs and tg ensure priv•~1,1ntegr1ty. ana v1r1r1c1t1Qn or d1t1 disciosed for compute~matchin9 prc;rams. 
	Computer mat,hing 1s the eomputtriztd comp1ri10ft o, 
	automated records for the purpose of YQr1fy1n9 1l1;1111ity .,o~ a Ftd•fal benefits program. or racovar~ng paym1nt1 or .
	delinquent debtc. .· 
	Tna 11w .pl"'OV1des tn1t ,oinputer m1t;h1ng c1n on1~ ~• 
	conducted pursuant to ierms of• formal writt•n matching 
	agreem1n; ante~ed 1nto by the a9en~~ providing the data t~ 
	bemat,hed end l.he agenc:1 recehin; the d1t1. 
	(
	(

	The Act .,ova~, two kind• o, mateh;"g prcgr1m1; mat~h•& 
	1nvclv1ng Fedoral a1n111ts progr1m1. an~ m1t;hes u1ing
	r@eord1 .from F1dar11 par1onn11 er payro,1 1y1ttm1 cf 

	reeords. 
	reeords. 
	reeords. 

	The A,t does not app11 to matches co"ducted fo~ 1tat;1tita1, .5eturity, reiiirch, law enforcttll'lent, tax, and cart1~n ether .
	·.
	·.

	p~rposes. .· 
	p~rposes. .· 
	Tno Act ful"'ther prov1des due proc:e~s r1ghh for 1ndi.vidua1s affaetad bf computer mat,h11. mandating that individYa1s be notified and given an opportun;ty to contest an1 •d~erse findings resu1ting frgm e computer match, 
	• 

	Sefore eny tdve~se act;on ean be tAktn aga;n&t 1" 
	i~dividua1, under tho 1aw infol"'mat1on re~ulting 1ron 
	COfl1puter m1t,he, ft'IIJC~ be independenty Yerified. 
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	,. The lew requ1re1 that 111 mat~hing a9r-eement1 entered into 
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	by agenc1e1 contA1n the tol1owing 1ntormat1on: 
	(1) .
	(1) .
	(1) .
	The purpose a"d lega1 authority for tho mateh .. .
	. 


	(2) 
	(2) 
	A just1f1cat1on for 1n~ e~pectod re,ultc frQffl t.hca match · 

	(3) 
	(3) 
	A description of the records·to be u~ed {~ame, number. and data elements ot records), in,lud;ft9 pr0Jeet1d startingand complet;on datas 

	(4) 
	(4) 
	The procedures for nctifying .indiv;dua1s and the public ~bout the matching program . 

	(S) 
	(S) 
	Tha procedures for verif~ing ;nform1tion obtained .through matchini pro9~ams .

	(6) 
	(6) 
	The methods for retaining Dr" disposing of records .generated through the mat,h .

	(7) 
	(7) 
	Safe9uards to be u1ad to protect information 

	(8) 
	(8) 
	A description of all restrictions imposed ~oncerning the use, duplication. and rediac1o5ur• of records YStd in a match1 ng program · 

	(9) 
	(9) 
	A 1t1tament as to th• accu~•c1 or quali,y of records to · 
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	be used 
	(10)A statement that the Comptro1 ler Gener-a1 may have 1~ces1 to a11 records to monitor er ver-1 fy compl 1ance w1 th ,h, ~ 
	a;reement. 
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	Tha Act requires each Federal agen~1 .part1,1p&t1ng in a es.tab11sh Board • .
	m!tching program to e Oat1 .. fnte9rO)' 
	Th• p~tpou of tht &o1rd if to 01,1aru• &r,d coo,.dir,ata t.J,a agen;y's parti,ipation fn comput.,,-matching pro;~ams. 
	' ' 
	The Board 1s to co~s11t of san1or 19,n;y oftic1a1s and 
	perform tho following function1: · 
	(1) 
	(1) 
	(1) 
	Re~1e-, 1 approve, and m11n-t1in a11 ·W"H:.ten a;raemo"t' ,uso~i ated_. wH·h· match;ng pros,.ams 

	(2) 
	(2) 
	Review all m1tchit1g· prc;ramt in · w,;ci, aganc;e1 .perticipat•d du~;n9 th~ 1e1r .

	(3) 
	(3) 
	Assess the costs and benefit• of . such pro~rams 

	(4) 
	(4) 
	Review 111 rtcurrin; matchin; program, partfcipattd in .durit19 the year . · .

	(5) 
	(5) 
	Comp;11 an annual report to 0MB describing ccmple,e matching activ1t1~s of. the a91ncy . 

	(6) 
	(6) 
	Serv~ as thw ~learinghouse for the review of •11 rooords used in matching pro9rams for accuracy, comp1ete"e,c, and l"'Cli obi lit,)' 

	(7) 
	(7) 
	Pr-ovi dt guf.danco and direct f on to componantl Oft P.f"OS,l"'Mt requiramants 

	(8) 
	(8) 
	R~v;ew agency recordkeepini end disposal policies for · matching pragrDms 


	(9) Review, wh~re ne~ossar)'• and report on m.atchir,9 ~ activities lha~ are not mat,hing p~ogr&ffl&. · 
	Under thtt Act, an1 disapproval b,r t~e Soard of a pr-opcsedmatching program ~•Y bo appealed to .tht Director or c»la by an: parti to the a;reament. 
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	CORRESPONDENCE DIGEST OR MEMORANDUM 
	The Administrator 
	The Administrator 

	X
	TO 
	Deputy Administrator 
	Deputy Administrator 

	DATE: 
	DATE: 
	DATE: 

	FROM: 
	FROM: 
	Assistant Administrator for Information Resources Management 

	SUBJECT: 
	SUBJECT: 
	Establishment of the SBA 
	Data 
	Integrity Board 

	The Computer Matching and Privacy Protection Act of 1988, 100-503, is an amendment to the Privacy Act of 1974. It establishes procedural safeguards affecting agencies' use 
	The Computer Matching and Privacy Protection Act of 1988, 100-503, is an amendment to the Privacy Act of 1974. It establishes procedural safeguards affecting agencies' use 
	P.L. of 


	Privacy Act records in performing certain types of computerized matching programs. The Act requires agencies to conclude written agreements specifying the terms under which matches are to be done. It also provides due process rights for record subjects to prevent agencies from taking adverse actions unless they have independently verified the results of the match and given the subject 30 days advance notice. oversight is accomplished in a variety of ways: by having agencies (a) publish matching agreements, 
	(c) establish internal boards to approve their matching activity. The Act becomes effective on July 19, 1989. 
	As stated above, the Act requires each Federal agency that acts as either a source or recipient of data in a computerized matching program to establish a Data Integrity Board consisting of senior agency officials designated by the agency head to oversee the agency's participation. Two board members are mandated by the Act. They are the agency's Inspector General and the senior official responsible for the implementation of the Privacy Act. 0MB recommends that the Privacy Act Officer be designated as the Boa
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	statutes, regulations, or guidelines. While some of the work of the Board may be delegated -for example, the compilation of reports, advising program officials and maintaining, and disseminating information about the reliability of the data used in the matching -the approval of the matching agreements may not be delegated. 
	The Data Integrity Board will meet within 30 days to initiate the steps needed to ensure that SBA's matching programs are carried out in conformance with the Act. The Board must conduct an annual review of all matching programs in which SBA has participated as either a source or recipient agency. In addition the Board must also report on whether a match is in compliance with the matching agreement and the effectiveness of the program to the agency in terms of costs and benefits. 
	Each program manager is responsible for ensuring that computerized matches involving their program's data is approved by the Board prior to beginning the matching procedures. The program manager must also provide the Board with assurance that all requirements such as formal announcements in the Federal Register, signed agreements, assessments of the costs and benefits, notification of participants, and etc., are carried out in conformance with the Act~ 
	If you require additional information regarding this Notice, please contact the Office of Information Resources Management point of contact, Lawrence E. Barrett at 653-6463. 
	Figure
	Administrator 
	SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
	( 
	2006 BIENNIAL COMPUTER MATCHING REPORT FOR 2004-2005 
	1. Data Integrity Board 
	1. Data Integrity Board 

	Lewis Andrews Chairperson Assistant Administrator/Management and Administration 
	Delorice P. Ford Secretary Assistant Administrator/Office of Hearings and Appeals 
	Eric M. Thorson Inspector General 
	Christine Liu Chief Information Officer 
	Robert Gangwere Acting General Counsel 
	Lisa Babcock Director, Freedom of Information/Privacy Acts Office 
	Delorice P. Ford (Secretary) 
	409 Third Street, S.W. 
	Washington, D.C. 20416 
	(202) 481 -8203 
	delorice. ford@sba.gov 

	Eric M. Thorson, Inspector General, replaced Robert Seabrooks as Inspector General. 
	Robert Gangwere, Acting General Counsel, replaced David A. Javdan as General Counsel. · 
	Christine Liu, Chief Information Officer, replaced Steven Galvan as Chief Information Officer. 
	( 
	\ 
	2006 BIENNIAL COMPUTER MATCHING REPORT FOR 2004-2005 Small Business Administration 
	2. .Matching Pro grams 
	Reporting Title of Matching Purpose Publication Federal Agency Match Agency Date Register Notice 
	SBA CAVIRS HUD To enable HUD 5/14/92 57 FR 20727 to prescreen Federal loan applicants who may be ineligible 
	3. .Cost/Benefit Analysis 
	Cost/benefit analysis was conducted for the match that the SBA participates in. The analysis identified positive effects . 
	4. .
	4. .
	4. .
	Waived Cost/Benefit Analysis .The Board did not waive any cost/benefit analysis. .

	5. .
	5. .
	Rejected Matches The Board did not reject any matches. 

	6. .
	6. .
	Matching Violations The Board did not identify any matching violations 

	7. .
	7. .
	Litigation There was no litigation involving SBA's matching activities. 

	8. .
	8. .
	Litigation Based On Allegations Of Inaccurate Records There was no litigation resulting from allegations of inaccurate records . 


	1996-1997 BIENNIAL COMPUTER MATCHING REPORT .FOR THE .SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION .
	1. Data Integrity Board 
	1. Data Integrity Board 

	Larry Barrett 
	Larry Barrett 
	Larry Barrett 
	Acting AA/M&A, Chairperson 

	Mona Mitnick 
	Mona Mitnick 
	AA/OHA, Secretary 

	Karen Lee 
	Karen Lee 
	Acting Inspector General 

	Larry Barrett 
	Larry Barrett 
	Chief Information Officer 

	John T. Spotilla 
	John T. Spotilla 
	General Counsel 

	Lisa Babcock 
	Lisa Babcock 
	FOI/P A Appellate Office 


	Mona Mitnick (Secretary) 409 Third Street, S.W. Washington, D.C. 20416 
	(202) 401-8202 
	mona. mitnick@sba.gov 

	Larry Barrett, as Acting Assistant Administrator for Management and Administration, replaced Antonella Pinalta, formerly the Assistant Administrator for Management and Administration, as Chairman of the Data Integrity Board (DID). 
	Karen Lee, Acting Inspector General, replaced James Hoobler, the former Inspector General. 
	2. Matching Programs 
	2. Matching Programs 

	Reporting .Title of Matching Purpose Publication Federal Agency Match Agency Date Register 
	Sect
	Figure

	SBA CAVIRS HUD To enable HUD 5114192 57 FR 20727 toprescreen Federal loan applicants who may be ineligible 
	SBA Delinquent U.S. Postal To identify 12117191 56 FR 65525 
	Debtors Service .Postal employees who are indebted to the Federal Government under SBA programs 
	SBA Delinquent DOD Identification 2114192 57 FR 5428 
	Debtors .Defense of active and Manpower retired Federal Data employees owing Center delinquent debts 
	under SBA programs 
	under SBA programs 

	3. 
	3. 
	3. 
	3. 
	3. 
	Cost/Benefit Analysis 


	Cost/benefit analysis were conducted for each of the three matches in which the SBA participates. 

	4. 
	4. 
	Waived Cost/Benefit Analysis 


	NIA 
	NIA 
	5. 
	5. 
	5. 
	Rejected Matches 

	6. 
	6. 
	Matching Violations 


	NIA 
	NIA 

	7. 
	7. 
	7. 
	Litigation 

	TR
	NIA 

	8. 
	8. 
	Inaccurate Records 

	TR
	NIA 
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	SMALL BUSINESS AOMINISTRATION . SBA NOTICE 
	NOTICE NO. TO: MANAGEMENT BOARD MEMBERS 9000-574 
	EFFECTIVE , 9 1 89 
	EFFECTIVE , 9 1 89 

	SUBJECT: Computer Matching and Privacy Protection Act Implrunentation 
	'!'he computer Matehing and Privacy Protection Act of 1988, P.L. 100-503, is an antendment to the Privacy Act of 1974. It establishes procedu~al safeguards affecting agencies' use of Privacy Act records in performing certain types of computerized matching programs. The ~ct requires agencies to conclude written agreements specifying the terms under which matches are to be done. It also provides due process rights for record subjects to prevent agencies from taking adverse actions unless they have independent
	(c} establish internal boards to approve their matching activity. The effective date of the Act is January 1, 1990. 
	As stated above, the Act r~guires each Federal agency that acts as either a source or recipient of data in a computerized ~atching program to establish a Data !ntegrity Board consisting of senior agency officials designated by the agency head to oversee the agency's participation. Two board meltlbers are mandated by the Act. They are the agency's Inspector General and the senior official responsible for the implementation of the 
	Privacy Act. The Board will be eo~posed of the Associate Deputy Administrator for Management and Admini$tration (Chairperson), 
	the Assistant Administrator for Hearings and Appeals (Secretary), the Inspector General, the General Counsel, and the Assistant Administrator for Information Resources Management. Respective program managers will participate in an advisory capacity as needed for computer matches involving their program area. 
	The Board is responsible for approving or disapproving all computerized matching agreements involving SBA data. It must review the matching agreement that supports each proposed matching program and determine if it is in conformance with the provisions of the Act, as well as with any other relevant 
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	~tatutes, regulations, or guidelines. While some of ths work of the Board may be delegated -for example, the compilation of reports, advising program officials and maintaining, and disseminating information about the reliability of the data used in the matching -the approval of the matching agreements may not 
	~e delegate4. 
	I 
	I 

	The Data Integrity Board will meet within 30 days to initiate the steps needed to ensure that SBA's matching programs are carried out in conformance with the Act. The Board must conduct an annual r~view of all matching programs in which SBA has participated as either a source or recipient agency. In addition the Board must also report on whether a match is in compliance with the matching agreement and the effectiveness of the program to the agency in terms of costs and benefits. 
	Each program ~anager is responsible for ensuring that computerized ~atches involving their program's data is approvedby the Board prior to beginning the matching procedures. The program manager must also provide the aoard with assurance that all requirements sueh as formal announcements in the Federal Register, signed agreements, assessments of the costs and benefits, notification of participants, and etc., are carried out in conformance with the Act; 
	If you r~guire additional information regarding this Notice, .please contact the Office of Information Resources Management .point of contact, Lawrence E, Barrett at 653-6463. .
	Susan Engel~
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	TO 
	FROM: Assistant Administrator .for Infol:'lD.ation Resources Management .
	SUBJECT: Establisrunent of the SBA Data Integrity Board 
	The computer Matching and Privacy Protection Act of 1988, P.L. 100-503, is an amendment to the Privacy Act of 1974. rt establishes procedural safeguards affecting agencies• use of Privacy Act records in perforl!ling certain types of computerized 
	matching programs. The Act requires agencies to conclude written agreements specifying the terins under which matches are to be 
	done. It also provides due process rights for record subjects to 
	prevent agencies from taking adverse actions unless they have independently verified the results of the match and given the subject 30 days advance notice. Oversight is accomplished in a 
	variety of ways: by having agencies (a) publish matching 
	agreements, (b) report matching programs to 0MB and Congress; and 
	(c) establish internal boards ta approve their matching activity. 
	The Act becomes effective on July 19, 1989. · 
	As stated above, the Act requires each Federal agency that acts as either a source or recipient of data in a computerized matching program to establish a Data Integrity Board consistingof senior agency officials designated by the agency head to oversee the agency's participation. Two board members are mandated by the Act. They are the agency's Inspector General and the senior official responsible for the implementation of the Privacy Act. 0MB recommends that the Privacy ~ct Officer be designated as the Boar
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	The Board has the responsibility for approving or disapproving co~puterized :matching agreements. It must review the matching agreement that supports each proposQd matching program and determine if it is in conformance with the provisions of the Act, as well as with any other relevant statutes, regulations, or guidelinGs. While some of the work of the Board may be delegated -for example, the compilation of reports, advising program officials and maintaining and disseminating information about the reliabilit
	The Data Integrity Board should meet as needed to ensure that SBA matching programs are carried out efficiently, expeditiously and in conformance with the Act. Howe.ver, the Board must conduct an annual review of all matching programs in which SBA has participated as either a source or recipient agency~ The Board will also report on whether the matches are in compliance with the matching agreements and on the effectiveness of the program. to the agency i n terms of costs and benefits. The reporting requirem
	c)·P,~~ 
	James P. Gallogly 
	1. .Recommendation: Establish an SBA Data Integrity Board to implement and carry out the provisions of the computerMatching and Privacy Protection Act of 1988, P.L. 100-503. 
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	2. .Reco1tll11.endation: The Board will be composed of the Associate Deputy Administrator for Management and Administration (Chairperson), the Assistant Administrator for Hearings and Appeals (Secretary), the Inspector General, the General counsel and the Assistant Admini strator for Information Reso~rces Ma~agement•. Respective program managers will part~cipate in ah advisory capacity as needed for computermatches involving their program area, 
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	3. .Recommendation: The Board will meet as required, but at least annually, to review and raport on the Agency's compliance with the Act. The Board will also ensure that any external reporting requirements of the Act are met. 
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	U.S. SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION .W°'SHINGTON, 0.C. 20416 .
	Figure
	nate: Augu.st 3, 1990 
	To: .Distribution List 
	From: Associate Deputy Adlllinistrator .fer Management and Administration .
	SUbjeet: Data Integrity Board Meeting 
	The Data Integrity Board will meet o~...§t22{90 at 1~:~o a.1n. 
	in the OIRM Conference Room on the nint f oor. 
	The purpose of the meeting is to discuss the following itel'll.s: 
	~. .A draft SBA Notice reminding personnel of the requi~ement to obtain approval before conductingmatching. ' 
	2. .
	2. .
	2. .
	A draft of proposed operat'ing procedures for the Board: 

	3. .
	3. .
	A request for guidance from the AA/Financial Assistance on whether to proceed with performing benefit/cost analysis for two proposed matches. 


	Copies of all .are attached for your review 
	iue
	iue
	_Prior to Le 

	gR~o 
	Attachments 

	DistribQtion List: 
	v6harles R. Gillum, Inspector General .sally B. Narey, General counsel .John H. Barnett, AA/Hearings and Appeals .Lawrence E. Barrett, Acting AA/IRM .
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	SBA NOTICE .

	Figure
	TO: .Management Board Members .Anybody else? .
	SUBJECT: .Computerized Data Matching Programs 
	The computer Matching and Privacy Protection Act of 1988 (P . L. 100503) defined procedural· safeguards affecting Federal agencies ' use of Privacy Act records in carrying out certain types of computerized matching programs-rt required each agency that acts as either a source or ~eeipient of data in a computeri2ed matching program to establish a Data Integrity Board consisting of senior agency officials, appointed by the agency head, to oversee the agency's participation. In compliance with this, the Admin
	97 4) • 
	97 4) • 

	Effective immediately, all proposals for computeri2ed matches i nvolving SBA data are to be submitted to the· SBA Data Integrity Board to determine if they are cov@red by P. L. 100-503. If a proposed match is covered, it must comply with documentation requirements cited in the Act such as formal announcements in the Federal Register, signed agreements, assessment of the costs and benefits, notification of participants, etc!, before the Board will approve any matching activity. 
	Proposals are to be submitted to the Secretary of the SBA Data Integrity Board John H. Barnett (Assistant Administrator for Hearings and Appeals) , for c::onsideration. Should thel:'e be any questions, contact Mr. Barnett on 653-7735. 
	Thank you .for you~ cooperation. 
	FX"ank M. Raines Ass ociate Deputy Administrator for Management and Administration 
	Chairman, .SBA Data Integrity Bo~rd 
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	SBA DATA TNTEGRITY BOARD .OUTLINE FOR OPERATIONS .
	Figure
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	The responsibility for reviewing and approving computer matches covered by P.L. 100-503 lies with the Data !ntegrity Board. It may not be delegated. 

	2. 
	2. 
	The Board Sec:retary will act as the contact point for the Board with a requester seeking approval for a computer match. 

	3. 
	3. 
	The Board Secretary will also be the operational foeal point, report preparer, and document and file custodian for the DIB. 


	2. 
	2. 
	2. 
	A requester will submit a proposal for computer matching to the Secretary for action . 

	3. 
	3. 
	The Secretary will determine if it is a covered match. consultation with other Board members may be necessary and may be requested at any time. 

	4. 
	4. 
	If it is a covered match, the Sec:x--etary will inform the requester of the documentat~on requirements and answer any questions. 

	5. 
	5. 
	When the requestor returns with the complete documentation, the Secreatry will convene the Board for a formal review . 

	6. 
	6. 
	If the proposal is approved, the reporting requiremnt$ to Congress and 0MB will be produced by the Secretary and presented to the Chairman for approval and signature. A11 DIB reporting requirements have already been documented in the excerpt of 0MB Bulletin No. 89-22 (attached). · 

	7. 
	7. 
	The Secretary will retain a record of all matching agreement proposals rejected by the Boa~d; along with the reasons for rejection. 

	8. 
	8. 
	The Secretary wi11 retain a record of any violation of matching agreements that have been alleged or identified, together ~ith any actions taken. 

	9. 
	9. 
	The Secretary will develop the annual matching ac::tiv:i. ties information report for 0MB, as outlined in the 89-22 excerpt a t,tached, and present it to the Chairman for submission. 

	10. 
	10. 
	The Secretary may call on any OIB member, or their designees, for assistance at any time throughout the above process. 









